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Aministratrs and-Atachts -ae grapplitig::With;problerris,=attendant z-_
iiponzthe: teaChing';:nf -readiog_-_itcthei-gtcondafyn7schoolsin :view of = this

= _ situation:: itzseencs3tiniely:that:TheAnternationaFziteading7--AsSOCiation--
should -offer assistance_ through alptiblicationithat dealszWitkstveral impor=--, z

tant, aspects=6Lreading, instrUctionat±thisAeve
n4ireparing'thisz-bookfitst toritideratioriliwasigiven=to the:selection- o

significant:Mpics-to-be:di§tusSednini:the:ndiffeteritlchaptets::NeXt; Mitstaridi,T
ing=specialisti=_were askedo:writepapersion,these-topics, ond±"topiCito each=
:Spetialist-m-tterns:oUhis:or=heftspetial interestszandlqualification§. Thest,_

papers= were= =_then= = presented z_w small canferenceAn'--=ChicagO.

qualified_ discussants wete:invited±tosUpplementzandi eritich:the:pteserita=
tion:of each paper Withltheir ownsitiewpointsi,and_zideas2This:bookbrings
to you =the fexcellentpapetsiof the _specialists who _were- invite&to prepar6
them,- together = _with= the = important: points made by the very comPetent
discuisants;-= 1

7 Getting, an all -school_reading_ programiestablished=and :Under =way is the
first= big Step in teaching _reading = at,thes secondary= level. They next step =is
to :plan for instruttional7and class_zorganization. Then after a program:is
started there:ate many- spttialrproblems =toto be met; All 'three of these
important =topics are treated in Chapters 1-3r.

Developmental readin&in-theisecOndaryschool is becoming_ ncreasingly
recognized as =a must. For a time remedial reading was the only type of
instruction taughtrat the higher-Jevels; At_ther:present time, hOwever, large
numbers of secondary schools are teaching:developmental ieading or plan-
ning to do so Hente, Chapter 4 is devdted wholly to this topic.

Teaching-reading=in the content= subjects is a matter- of major concern
at this,tithe:For this-ireason, Chapters 5-1, are devoted, respectively, to the
teaching- of reading in history, in science and mathematics, and in
literature.

There are some students who are so severely handicapped that they
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.Slieveys:-__-o_f_ Satindisiy_Tiograins_-_-

= In i-a reedrit-artielerStrant-_--(26)-reports_several!stateividen-Stirveys-indi=-1-

-catin-g--the=extent to-Which=reading=mis-being-taughtinjUnior±hi schoolS:-
=-__FOr_e_),:attiple,_in_J958;54=perr=tent of thejUnier.= high scheds--of-__ inali

were -ptovidlng -±reading=instrtiction,- whilejin=_1.959,_=65= 1per--=_cent of the
; -- .- -- z.-- -- -- _--=--_junior Ihigh-schoolS __of_Florida wereidoingthe--_Same. The=surVeys-showed,-_-

ftirthermcire,Ithat_ the-m-ajority= 61

i

thOSe-=_PrOgratt-S-Wer6-7established'Within
the last, fot r or -five --years;- = i = : --- --_ --_ - -,--:

In i a :mere -reeent study-inVOlVint reading- in- thc _seventh= and eighth
grades of selected- AAA -Missbut1-sehOOls, Smith (-24) =found-some- type_ of

_= ____

rcading-pr-ogram- in operation -in 81_ per- ccnt --of- the Schools. When- certain
evaluative criteria were applied to these programs,- one of -which waS-fthat-
the program had td_ have been-_ in effect- __prior tcf-Septerriber_==1960; only
thirty-two schools remained _=for -further study. --

It as a striking- fact
= als6 :that sthe-philosophy underly;:ig the-programs

being developed is undergoing a_change from that of the past: Whereas
at one time the. reading =prb-gratn-Was--thOught of as being remedial in
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-=nature involving a few students,- now it is predicatecFonl the belief_ that
_---thesprogrAm should include all-youth_ rather= than the few- who, for one

reason or another, are not -reading -hp to expectancy_.-- Smithiound- _that
ottt_of program& studied, =88- included=-all- -the seventh and -eighth
graders.-_Furthermore,_ but-of 102 --respondents reporting the_ types of =pro=
gram in op erati o- n, -=72 _S t_ a te c that it W A S e velop e h t a l n nature. Hen te,-
insdar as =this: study is concened, e we -are-seeing- an: aceeptance--of- the
belief- =that all:students can_perform,on.increasinglys :higher leVels, in all
-_aspectsof---_:readirir as -a-result-o rog ram-=-that r makes,p- ro visionfoi
sy- stema- tic,and= se- quen- nal: ow _ yonsVgrade6

_

s

ram

-number- ofitssuesand_squestionsihavezto e_-= aced assrthe_-need- for=
=-- s-_= _ _ _ . _

evelopmental==readingiprogram- is,recognized.-ZUnlike----a=science:_programr=s
__-= =.-

at Isz_universally-__acceptecka- spartfolz_thelcurriculums-andAsi=structured
arid-organizekaecohdnrys-choorreading--_program-=is-new Adminiiirators-
have, no= = patterns-to- follow inorganizmu ==such-_-as-sprogram,ners-ares-s:

=
eachets=tramed=to-teach :the-- courses-. _Anyone= -whossworks zin-=_thas-arevis,i

ioneet.
ut_partichlar -conternr_in-lthipapers=1-,villzszbe: a conSideratien =of the - --

utstionS=and=problerns-__inVolved-in gettinga reading,program_establiShedz_
:d- u=nder - way of OVinp- l e n-enting -- a= - developmental :pr ogra i-On the-se c- =

levelondary begiiby-examining- reports =of.some itWelty-fiverreadirg_
programs that _Were jn :optraticini-iwvarious,parts-_of -_thez_country,Jhough,_
-=_PrOgram- in= =Little= Rock' Orn-St.: Paul from =that_

_ _s- _ _ _

Norfolk or llouSton,_ it possible to identify -_:rathet -consistent- pattern -_

of steps leading to its-iinplementation.--_Here we shall attempt tO=indicate
these=steps and_ show What =each _entails._ _

Assumption -orleader-ship;-__The_ideaslorz _a developmental reading- pro-
,_-gram may have its -origin- in_ a _professional -conrse, a professional- article,

an educational- csinference,::a ctirriculunvizstudy,--n examination Of the
school -wide -test -results, or a dissatisfaction with the existing con-ditiohs-.
[Campbell ( 3 ) -; Fields- ( 9 )--; Ellis -(8) ; _ChristOphe (41_]: The idea --may
germinate and take =form in the mind- of the superintendent, the building

_principal, the curriculum direttor or -coordinator,_ or -a__ classrooni teacher.
It may represent the combined-thinking of a 'departmental staff.

In -many cases the _person-or :group responsible -for the idea-has-neither
the time -nor the training to guide it to _fruition; -Here the responsibility
must be_delegated to someone who -is- trained,- experienced,- interested, and:
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has -the time to dev-ote to the project. Depending on-: the sizesof -the school
and its organizational structure this person may be someone _who -is already -
affiliated- =with the school systeM, perhaps- a- classroom teacher
trained and Who-shows qualities of leadership-It could be the language

. . . _ _arts= supervisor --dr a special 'readingreading_- --Irt _Others cases_ it_ may -be
necessary to employ- a -person-with --special- training and _experience _ to -take

_ s

over-the assigned-__ duties. _

=

gram freque n tly--failsA omateraiz e =-_; Thee-is n OsoriesWith-S uffi C ie n-
-

tr ari_
s

eXptreretstestake=o9tristheAuties.-Sthith(24)-st -his _studyfOL =
junior= high school the= principals

s

sehoolS--shaving;rid-program-itos-statesst- heirre- alon--.7The-sfirst- verri
cent) -_Was:lacksOf--Speci-tilizedAeadets ip --sand-- rthet seconds= -per-s-eeri
*as: ack, ofstiriiesa-Vailabler=llerseeon-d-s-reasstinis-jindefensiblesrind--I -e
= firjt-indicates--the -abserice-s-Of iperSonner-traineds::for: _this =type

s -s-Incident --fOund:that=_2Vp-e-r---cetif=df _shiS_reSporidents:inclitatect--__s _s _ _ _

that leading= instruction should aye= eencornPleted±_by-=the -ends=--ofTgrade- =.

=

7_ F urther-_e k ence-of -this sitta t i o n:thaS7b r found_ " in _thesSnith :S_tudy- to
which -referentehas:been-nade. r- the-Ta2 -junior -ihigh-=-schools_i having:
reading-TrOgrarhs-smeetirigljrie_ _criteria= of- =-501sper-

werecen- t- weres_Under --_-the=direction--Of- a _person -swhoshad'rio straining__ for the
responsibility-. Likewise; SirliMbits-:--(22)--

aipectssoLSecondary= Sehooli=readings,:iprogramsfOund-jhatii'iliel ptogta-m-
supervisor had no-=formal Iraining-for-Tthe--*Ork involved-sin 74 per- cent
of-the:Small:Schools, :4913er- cent=Of---thes meditirri,sized -schools, and_

of-the -large schools.--Thisi=coriclitionis- nearly-synonyinouS_ to that 'of
establishing-sa-mathetriatics--department a-=pdrson-:_ in -Charge
with rio training_ in -math. -In-,._fairrieSS to _---all-_ concerried,'-however,__ the
existence of -many fine prograths=underthe-directionsof_iridiVidualsAYithOuti
special raining -attests:to their Willingriess-,toct-akei over an = essential -task__
rind-to learn- on -the job= through -professional reading and study.

Creating= staff interesti- Aftet some=-Teflon has -assumed-= responSibility
for iMpleMenting the; idea of a -secondary level_ deVelopMental reading
program, the next major task is that-of: arousing :active staff-interest,

t
support; and particip. tion-. This step -should_ not be :considered: a -"selling
job," but rather a process of implanting an idea. and stimulating and
guiding its, development from swithiri_Though the director of-the program-
to-be mq light_ the:fuse-to an-idea, it is the school staff that must develop



it and furnish-the driVing Epower behind it. -member :regardless_ of
_

iristrUctionalz_area=needs to become involved_ in -the: program and conic_ -to__
see he-has-a responsibility for_litsrsuccess.- The- program must becorrie
s- chdol4vide=rather:than-one that belongs---told p-erson ur=a single depart--;

Granted, it might be moie eipeditious forthevrincipal-- to mandate-_ -
aprograin-_with a "let-there;be-light'='_ edict.-_-And_ -a- loyal and

andcooperative staff would= follow. and carry on in-the best way- possible?
- but --it 'Mill be- thesprincipal's==or=the,director!s=Trogram= _rather

-than

=

iSEiS;the=i-
secon- d

at =rests dn--4-:- firM,fatiridatiotizol:staff Interesc =an support
-which =a = good =idea =may=

_

Reports of -programs-iiri:U era- tio- n- z-indicat- ed 'ailimnber_-_-61-Avaysithatt
int ereiCan support o efirotse c h Thr istOpheJ 4 J-a

_ 1_8: :suggested-Aliatth- estaff==t4kea=triticalflOOk-zat=the-sexistiri
=

iriz4=--ithool-;by--c- or- isider- ing;:the-iir-estilts;_of
--z-

teSting-=testing= lmostinVariably-qu- estiOns----ivilLbe:raisedthe-*swers-_-_-
iit:Same=way4ill-ipeint ta=-=aoriSideration--,bf_larriading=prograin---'_

orekarnple-nWhit-factorslie-b-ehia_failute-A6:achietip-A6-_-graderionns?
_7

ow- can= stiidents=z-lie- ekpectedAoi- achieve- -J-wheritheyiealft_Iead;the-e= =
-inaterials-akSigned;to

-Artriticalexamination;of±:the'restilti=oflan=_existing--_program-olliited-
-- Scope =might Pcint uplhencedlor one -with 4_ broader:- baSe;_sF_Or

, -= ---,.-__Johnson ==k-ill_iriaicatea -tnat past =_e n orts_- to -= improve- the reaa ng_ situation

inThis_khoOl=h-adJ--failed5betatisthe-lresponsibility:-haa--ibeert--y_ested in the
---wee--,-departkient:N-vherelmany=the:teach-6S = vide:

sufficient_titne,to--reading.,- -As=areistilt_oLa_:reappraisal:of-the-Esituation the-
need for-a,broader--baSed -progr-ani7betanie-:-obviatis.-

_

CoOper (6 ), in order to bring===thezimportance of readi rig =to _the atteri=
tion-_ oU -his_faculty, -devoted_ seve,_als_ staff == meetings- to --a- Aiscutsien-----Of

recent frends-raffecting-secondary edtiction. These trentislhad to -do with'
_ the increased= number of Stiidents-cOntinuing- info.-the secondary sequence
with its concomitant effect an-aptitu-de,for reading, -retention_:-of youth _in_
school,__and the- effect- of social---proinotion;:on-;thejunior high:- prograin.-
It became obvious to the faculty:after idiscussing=such- questioni as -these_
thata developmeiltal reading_ prograin Should-be a part of the secondary
curriculum-. -1

Several of the reports indicated-that-during this stage a reading specialist.
or authority was brought in to addresSzthe staff. This is -a good suggestion
provided that the speaker_at_this point attempts to -help the:faculty develop
a- concept of and a need for a=developmental_program and to help them
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tinder-stand that_ :this must=be a tooperative -effort in =which each has anOpportunity.-and- a _responsibility. He should resist the_ temptation of = telling
the staff howl=to -organiz6- a -prouram; --

It would seem--as_though there should be-at least two important results
of -this period- of _staff action that __Early--(7)--calls "teacher-readiness!'
The first is a- Series:of understandings about reading itself._ These would
involve thetOricepts- that reading is azproceSs -rather than =a-Subject _to_- be-

of---this;-_-_4lieteveif-readin-gfi8.itione-an:_effOtt--Sh-ouldm---be
hest-: 4o-ssible =that

--irireaading_lism-ore thanipronou.ncing-wlordst,that regardless- of-Htheeffective,
Hess of _the elementary_Lreang program,_thetes7ts-need-flor- an extended
progrativto promcitO-growthifotfalLstudents-bor the SetOridary_sileVel; that
growthsTinzirtadineAsionlyi_a=means-sto,;-the ends= of-groWthrzthrouglkreading,
andlliat =individualsifidiVidiardiff n ce s -a ron g k ;d etft fne c Ssitate -an =ed i catio nal
prOgram=differentiaiedin i erns Of=-instructional- materials

-students-- rilays succeSSfUlly::aniEhbrieStly±_learti.

ktOnd--:r6nitr_ol:lhis-to_tj.§rithe:-_fi-n*cOriVictionthat_the-cieVelsop-
ment __Of -a-reading_ program- is_ rworth---,--itaff-effOrt. -Frettdenteich _(110)
emphasizes the irnportanee-OUthis=butconie_finl=ther_Words-:-_"UtileSsJhere-

is osgenuinefsinterest on Ahes,part=o-L the=scho-school` atf-i-onleSS_-the to the
realizatiOrt--that uo-oth- er,Single _progranIAVhich thostaff- Might

as -far reachin&___-an -effeet;_on=_irnpr6Vemerit _Tteaching_
_

learning sittiatien-in= the -sehooli_thet-any_-developmental' rea- ding,_ program,_
s _-regardlesS -off=souted'eljimpettts;=_-m-or itorbe-=fix4-,Offe-ctive!-' Interested-may_

-pers-ons,-- he_ -a ddS,_-_-canilways-c-oine-op solutions s :to their problems,
It should- :be _apparen- t--that i-step-48 -taken- carefUlly,_ a

-considerable amount -- of_ dine- will be involved.-:Christophe--_ (-4 ) indicated
ancf- his staff-took-lone _semester to o-think through- the= basic issues

and flay the sgroUndWork for-=a prograni.- -SeV6rston (20); Reading Con-
sUltant-CoordinatOri- for the -NieOlet &hoar- in Milwaukee, recounts
that she-stook one year for_ thkzinitial planning_ stage, Better it is- to move
slowly and develop strong' internal-notiVations-for a new program than
to strove into one before the staff -has accepted it aridsiS -familiar with what
will be involved if one were to_ be undertaken-.

Organizing the staff for- action. -Up -to this -point the faculty has been
working- as a group under the- guidance of the program chairman. It is
°In iously difficult -for a_ large -and- diversified -group of staff mertibers to
make - decisions -=and establish policies. Consequently, Whenever it is felt
That the staff is sufficiently committed-to the development of a school-
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-wide= reading program, it is ready for step threeorganizing for action.
Reports of reading programs in progress indicated that one of the first

things be done in organizing the staff for action was to elect or appoint
a representative all- school faculty committee to design a master plan for
a developmental reading program and ultimately to assume responsibilitY .

for puttirig it Into effect. This committee should be made up of represen-
tatives= of the several instructional areas who will likely be key teachers
or individuals who have had courses =in= reading or-who have a-special

_

interest' in designing a-program. It would be advisable to add to this
committee the school-counselOr and the librarian since these-people will

_
have important roles to play. =

One of the-major activities of-the_reading committee is that of con--
sidering such issues as the following and formulating policies regarding
them: ,

_

"1. Responsibility of the content =area- teatherS
2.= Special function =of =the Eriglishuteaehers;'
3, -Special function of -the schoolz-Services==librarian, counselor,-nurse; etc.
4.- = Skills= and= competeticieslo--beideveldpeili-ineath instructional area
5. -The-initructiOnal= program -for._ various groups of studentsmentally

accelerated, rearded; etc.
6. Groupingstudents for instruction_
7. Differentiating --= instructional= materials and procedures for the range

of ability -within the classroonis- =

_8. Selettion=ofiappropriateinstruCtional materials- =

9 Professional reading=and -discussion
10. Development of= readinginterests and tastes in all instructional areas
11., Parent instruction
12. EValuatiOniof the program -

The reports showed that in some cases sub-committees were established
to study and Make- recommendations to the reading committee with-
respect to such issues as-those involving Materials and equipment, skills
and competencies to be-developed in or grouping for instruction.
In considering these issues it is advisable to see that- the lines of com-
munication are kept.open between the reading committee and the faculty.
In the Nicolet High School in Milwaukee, for example, the members of
the all-school committee relayed all information to the departments rep-
resented, and, in turn, rec-eived-suggestions from them for consideration.
In this manner, all staff members became acquainted with the_theory,
sigUificance, and practical aspects of the reading program.
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Bamman, Hogan, and Greene (1) give a-check list of practices that
would serve as an excellent guide to points to be considered by the plan-
ning committee. This is the time also at which an outside reading authority
might make his best contribution to -the work of the committee by acting
in the capacity of a resource person or consultant. Out of his =experience
he can react to the thinking of the co:mmittee, help clarify issues, suggest
sources of information, and give general guidance and encouragement.
The committee should not' ex ct to be tol o to organize a reading_

program, for in a-sense each st must tailot-make its own program in
terms of its organization,-ty f istudent populaton, level of teacher
competence,--and-- quality of _leadership; as wells=-AS:ri er,:faCtOrs.:

=caution is the =reading committee-While=it is in the
Midst of= its -planning=operation. to = avoid - being =lured into = an=easy
or a seemingly pairilesS: solutiott to its -problems;_`It would be =so easy =to
conclude that self-help kits-olmaterialsinte hhands of-homeroom=teachers

-

Would =be sifficient, =or that a corrective -13 rogramrfor thOSe =reading below
par would:suffice, --or that a_ reading laboratory equipped-- withz-teaching

_ _ __

machines- would be- adequate. =

Of =all the deeeptively easy= solutions- the=one = to =guard'against- is = that-of
=turning the- responsibility- over- to-=the:English-teitherS under the assump-

tion that since- reading is one -of the conimunications= areas, "George
English = can de it and the rest of =us =won't need_ O get involVed."_, This
approach should be avoidedzfor several reasons-In=thefirst place, it negates
the basie- concept of develOpmental reading. Since =reldii!g= is a-process
and not a subject, it is a fallaq to -assume that responsibility_ for prOmotirig
its continued= grawth can be turned over to a single:diviSion, class, or
teacher. All teachers, within the context of their teaching area, must
develop the competencies that contribute -=to effective reading. In the
second place,the EfigliSh teachertras a grOUp have no greater competence
for teaching reading than any other group-of teachers-It would be rela=
tively difficult to find a teaCher-training institutiOn including in its cur-

-riculum a course in secondary reading procedures_ as part of the program
for English majors. Where it is offered it is= quite- likely to be an elective,
and academically oriented advisers are more inclined to place the student -
in courses in the modern novel, eighteenth-century literature, or specialized
courses in Byron, Shelley, and Keats than in One that deals with such
mundane topics as word perception, critical reaction, or reading to ascer-
tain idea relationships.

The above is not meant to be critical of- English teachers. Traditionally,
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the English program on the- secondary level has been concerned with
grammar, literature, and = composition.- Reading has not been considered
a part of the English curriculum, under -the assumption that this area had
been thoroughly covered on the elementary level. Hence, the addition =of
reading to the English curriculum tends to make- it an extra, an adjunct,
rather _than= an inherent part of the language a_rts= program. There is the

-tendency to deal with it, as Early (7) points out, by setting up special
reading classes, clinics, and workshops that-continue to be -appendages
to the curriculum. And what started out to be an all-school program ends
being= little more than =a program in-name only,'ignored by everyone but
the struggling teacher!'

Eventually, the all-school committee must =summarize its thinking_ on
the issues and problems with -which it has been = dealing and formulate
its plans and policies and submit- them =to = the= administration and faculty
for approval. Severson reported that in their case after a year of planning,
a report was =prepared by a summer workshop in which all members =of=
the all-school =reading committee participated. It developed lesson_plans,
ideas, and specific suggestions for use the following fall. These ideas were

-together in a "Blue _Book" which explained the philosophy under
which the program-was to operate, tile characteristics of good renders and
symptoms of reading proble =ns. = =it = also included an outline= of teaching
plans. Regardless of the form in which it is presented, a curriculum or
instructional guide very likely will be the end product of the all-school
committee's work.

Putting the Program into Operation

Eventually the talking and = initial planning- -must terminate and the
gears be set in motion. Time should be included in the school schedule
for the purpose= of introducing the program. Severson indicated that a
part of the pre-school workshop was devoted to its launching. The "Blue
Book" was discussed and a reading specialist from a nearby university
was brought in to consider problems of concern to the staff.

But setting the gears in motion is only part of the task, -for in spite of
the planning that has gone into the program, few, -if any, of the teachers
are actually prepared to teach reading. This being true, an in-service
training program appears to be an essential part of those programs reported
in the literature. The aim here, of course,- is to help all teachers perfect
their ability to promote continued growth in and through reading. A
number of ways were indicated by which in-service instruction was pro-
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vidcd. Among those mentioned were the following:
1. Demonstration lessons
2. College extension courses
3. After school, evening, or Saturday morning workshops
4. Departmental study groups:
5. Reading coriferences
6. Classroom visitations

Thraugli such _activities as those =Mentioned, understandings-- were de-
veloped-=around- Su ch Iopicsanite: problerris, : =

Properiuse= Of instructionaVmaterials --

2. Methods &developing certain _skills =apd abilities in
-perceptiorvccritiCal 'reading, = propaganda'a ysis

3. Teaching-a directed_reading-lesson-=---
4.: Developing_a=readifieSS for an =assignment

-- Enriching= he .-reading-Firograln for-theernripetent=rea,der-
6. Ailapting-instruction:to the range of reading_ability'in'thegroup
7, Identifying:the readin& competencies= to be developed= in a given

con en -area= r_
18. Identifying particular reading - needs of°students= and WayS of meeting

=theniE =

9. Making--maximum use of test data
10,_ Grouping -pripils7for effeetive ztea =-1

11, Classifyingiand=grading supplementary materials- 7-
12., DevelopinginniltWevel readingi-lists_for-social studies

-13. DiViding responsibility- for -skill =-development
14:: Extending-the use ofthe-sehooLlibrary=

-loretan -(16) gives :a= detailed -explanation lof- the ldrid' of-- in- service
training program being-used in certaiwhigh-:schnoli in New York City.'
Though this program_ has-beendeVeloped-for Use ini a large-city, many
of its features could-befadalited-to:a smaller syStem. = One of its interesting
featurei is the u_se =of= reading methodt demonstration =teams made up= of
trained specialists who _Work primarily-with =beginning-cantent area teach-
ers. Each cansultant works with a group =of in Various subject,
areas, teaching- aemonstration lessonSiand conducting individual and group
conferences. The value Of this particular program, Loretan states, is

,"the psychological impact that it has in the schools in question. The
Whole school becomes motivated."

The question might be raised as to why such instructional helps were
not given during the planning stage. The reports show that in some
cases they were; yet seiperience seemed to indicate that in=service help
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was of maximum value when given at the time it was needed, When
suggestions could be usedirnmediately with a group of students. Then,
too, it is difficult to pre-plan for some aspects of the program. One simply
has =to learn on the job.'Clark- (5) in discussing this point writes, "Our
reading specialist planned as the project unfolded; and thus produced for
us an in-service experience much nearer to our actual needs than conscious
pre-planning could have produced?'

Evaluation- and= lVlodifi cation

After the = _program= is well =under_= wa _a period-of evaluation is needed
to -determine-sitsnver-a -effeetiveness::- --the--_journa reports where-
evaltatiort-WasFdiscussed-- the -procedures- -took- etentifornis.

- In- some cases =a- reading_test-_Wassgiveh-at the - beginning= the year and
again f-±- the eiid,= ancl:=the=gain were _Measure __hgainSti-these Of the_

= standardization group. 'Thifortunately,Aittlewas-sdone to assess =reading
growth in the :content areas-,s-the- rea-sen being 'likely that-_- it is:more
difficult ta _tests of _reading Teriotrhance --in science,-lhistory,
or mathematies.Thrthermore, there wasnoticeable -absence'61-evaltiatiVe
programs that :meaSured=rreading -in = its -broadest :sense as =construed- by
Gray and _Rogers (11) in=theit Maturity in Readitig,lot -eicamplt.--Reactn,
ing=

_ .
growth-was strictly m terms of:the:areas assessed-by a_typical standard--

ized test, limited iisually to vocabulary aridir eomprehenSion of staled.-_

meanings.
The-most-practical and-useful' eVhluation chmes through-the _day -by -day

observations of those participating_ n the various:aspects Of-the pregram---=
both teachers and supervisors. "HoW does_ the method, the procedure,
or the__te-chniquewOrk? How maywe improve Upon Should-he:the-
kinds of-self:evaluation questions asked. The-check.list of reading practices
by Bamman,= Hogan and_ Greene referred =to earlier would also be useful-
in evaluating the prograni.

A more sophisticated approach to evaluation would = involve the use
of experimental groups, each group employing a patticular kind of
approach, technique, or practice. Thornton (27), for example, described
the use of this approach in the Atlanta school system. A program of
reading improvement, stressing chiefly -the development of rate was
compared with one that emphasized- vocabulary and comprehension.
When it was found that the group employing the latter approach made
gains greater than the one stressing rate, the program was modified
accordingly.



As was just implied, the purpose of evaluation is not only to determine
the growth made _by _the_group or by- individuals, but to -guide subsequent
dev-elopnient ofs_the program; Figuratively_speaking,- the_ members of_ the
staff are -carving =out the plow handle§ to-fit their Own. hands. They are
not = superimposing upon-themselves a progratn built-by someone else but
are constructing re-constructing: One= that --fits _their own -titillation.
Each -year- -sees the-teachers trying Outnneiv-_ ideas- -as a _result of the
collectiVe=past= experienceef=thes-entire-fstaff.-

ill------(121 -after discussing e = program _ of ==evaltiatiowitised 1 in 'the-
--n-DUbtique-Zseto-fidarrichooli-:-rea ng_rizgrogeatriiwritet-_"As thetprogram----

i-pro-
_
g ressed it= has

_

be e - n-neces S -- o r d j t Ae-O rga nization a l=plan
and== the- instructionalf=_procedure&- =These--change- S-Ehave_'been -the -- result=

-of-professionalgrowth_by:thefacultynnd-5better identifitatiOkOt_ e, nee
_

o f_lthe:-_-pupils=ii--A_Ebetter,tinderstanding_oflhe--te-aehin&-problems:of:_teachers
has_ been gained theaditiniStratiVe- -staff A-i:better -Understanding',_ _ ----s
Of-- the_-adininiStfation and -pr- obleins--iS-zbeinggained-=_by---the fatUlty!'
This statement =OUTEll'S:summarizes=-Nery=nWell=Ahe-idea-ithat

=
dynamic_

-program An=innief:effective =1st- _

__professiOnal-;.growth- -aiidf_understalicling:_-_Toli_allistaffzf-miembets=ai-=they

_beconie:involved-inan=co6perative-:etiterprik._:enterprise._
Possibly-sone_ of the_questions__- =that might =be= raised- with -resPect to_ the

imple menta timi -of a l tecOndatV --school- re adin g
_ pro gra n =such" at---t hatl

d estribed- would of time-require- d1-to --get
the-program- Under True-i--no indication_ isrgiveritharthis--can
done in -a -few --weeks or even'menthS.=nSeverson-,-_qiioted -fretpientlyirt this -

report, _describedAheir

_program

_as-- one- reqUiringthree- years-to -get under
way. LikeWiSe, --in _his the _organization-1_,Of-
Junior- -high school= program assumes that-_-one year `will -be_ used for ---

learning,Ione= for otientitiOn; and-one for putting- the_ program in _action.
Early, in her discussion -oft-the -problems= to _be- considered= by the- faculty
in Setting__ up =i-Jeading:nprogrant_-_eautiOns against -_moving" before the
faculty_lhas- -given- careful_ consideration =to- questions -that !`pentttate the
philosophic structureon- which a sound prograni can be erected." True,_
nothing should stand in the way:- of the -teacher who wants -to--try out a
new idea in her claSs before the -organized program- gets under
HoWever, if we are- considering, introducing an all-schod program- it
would certainly be adVisable to build it on a firmbase of -faculty interest,
support, -and competency. To do otherwise militates against the possibility
of its success.
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DR. Roamsori: I'd like to underline the fine points that were made by
Dr. Artley. First, I too hope that- the '60's will bring a- really good develop-
mental program to every high school. One reading methods course, at least, is
required of all high school teachers who are to be licensed to teach in Illinois.
Even though we =recognize the limitations of courses per se, we think =this
is going to be a- start; and it is not just for English teachers, but for other
teachers too.

When a secondary reading program gets underway, all teachers benefit and
their pupils benefit, too. There are different degrees of teacher participation
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which will-undoubtedly be discussed here as the conference goes forward. I
worry a little bit_ About the practicality: of waiting_ until all school personnel
are ready to support the program. I've seen schools where -I doubt -if -we'd
ever be ready. I n theory,: it's absolutely_right,- but _I -think -that- we Might -face-
facts and say that we _could- get under way with the -co-operation of most of
the teachers. Sometimes -we can= intioduce- a partial- program if_ we recognize
it as that, as a means -of- selling a- total:program;

Sa._JuurrA:- 1-Would _like=to Consider the-role:of-the-English teachers, who
as=Dr.== Artley-said ;_are -most often called upon to =implement
reading. 1=,-_-_too,-=filid -:then-f=416-: better .:_prepared -thati, atiy-_--bthet= Content:area

IndeC4fthere teacheriimlictxtnisider==teading-_-litetattire:
assthelteading=program;-,--To-hesureirea- ding:_includes techniques that are-also
used in_readin-gliterathre;= btic-this--i&-just,-one-parti,of,the-Prograt ot= =the ==

--totakreading_--prOgram._
=I'ye --noticeVtliat -Sorne__ reading programs_: have:I:started interest =and
thusiasmibut aftcr three to five years, the program becomes almost obsolete

because -of turnover in :staff -_The:eW=mernberstAre'not-=Otiented to -the- think=
Jog-of arreading=program4hich was= originally staff:of =previous

years:
-_UnleSs-- we _ cati:get- across _= to All--setofidary teachers, the-idea---of teithing_-

_- reading-, _I_z=don't- think-that -we--aregeing= to- be, Able to iiiipleMeht:=program
-cleSikned-fdr--the teachers _Iri-Service -courses -alone-- Wills ---

not nide-Ake job.
-Dit._Stiktin:'I _thinkithat_Dr. ArtleyThas__ set: the scene_ for us in-this con-

ference in a unique-may-,:because-his-paper-deal&with all of the Troblem&ficed
by any- Stheol_attempting to- dmign ansecondary reading - program. _

belieVe that---yotr:can_:_otganitel-a--_reading=prop al =in= just the way_ Dr.
_

_a=- reading =

attitudes
the way

Attley-has_sUggeSted, and you(will-do a great-deal -_attitudes about
reading. - But- =I'm- concerned that you might go through_ 01-the:step& ree-oin-
mended= and _still -not = solves_ the problerd_ of helping :young itoitead
efficientlyin-_ the content fields3 because:we don't-really_ know__ enough, I feel,
About teading --priorities and- skilli- at-the higher levels -of :comprehension_ in
these disciplines.- Wei simply-have not done the- basic- research necessary, those
of us in universities, in order to solVe--this=problern. I

The English- teacher,- -it is true,- does =not-have the whole picture of the
teaching of- reading; -but the-- English teacher is -in -a unique position, -I = feel,
to -do something abotit-it,_ because the ==English- teacher's-Colleagues think that
he knows the About reading; the principal thinks so, the superintendent
thinks so. It's a matter of cliawing -the English teacher into our common
school concern in reading, as has been pointed out here.

QUESTION: How do we get- the content teachers to take -over their respon,
sibilities in the teaching of reading?



DR, SHAFER:: We _ need to- becothe intimately involved with-the various
mathematics experiments, the work going-On in the- sciences; and in the social
sciences; to the extent that we can itolate- the -reading demands in these areas-.
We must--show our colleagues in _these areas-that-we are not-simply interested
in something- externaLtO their_ interests,_called_4-eading,--but that we see reading
at the center_ of their-interest.

ARTLEYr I think there's- anadded_Point here. When_-We begin -to_ work--
with manyof Ither_contentr-tec ers,"they-_=wilL--disc-overs-thattdi = are-=already-

thifigv are ing-done,_

the-- _-Content-=-Ateas, akaitiple;-=v-otabUlary-developitienti- -which is s-4=- -=
r --I_Very-impOrtant developnientaLreadig:iplli--- rif=in'srna_ _

_kience-.:St-idne-tabeginat=
Now,what, else_ can1=-do as-,acontentteachery-to:addto--what

cloingT-One-_cAti-_hirdly;-_meet-Avith-aigroup_=Of-:teaehers-.-andzhear =them-= discuss=
their prOblemsf-Withotit--torning--Inthe-AbestiOn : = what am-J-_'gOinglo do: with-
stu- dents 4h6-_-eadt--readithe-tekt?:All-tight.---Here--is

agoo-ii= place :6:i-begin.-
1-n_believe ithat we

-iean-beginson--theileVelEWhcre--WeTfindithese-ohteht-teaCherS;=- _e=
showing

that-theyrate-=-Already----;_teaching-:-=reading-;'-bUt-zadding-other-thingst- ---
that might be

_ _QUESTioN:--,Whatsisftheplace oUthe_special=courseindevelopniental readingthe
_ _taught by _a_ieicling;-_teather?= -

DR. ARTLEY: not: az progrimiithat we=can =turn over to one_person
alid-;asstiriae ?mite: this has been _doRei our Ofableins _are-_alLtaken_ care -of.
I_ would -think that -the "-_soeiaV and' hoMe_-_edonOtnica-_
teacheri would-rbequally--coiteerned'Avithia-deVekiPthentall-prograni-in

_ ing;-only _now.; it's_ a --deVeloprnental;--reidingi progranrin so_=:=_far is rit relates
to_c sttidies; to-_mathematics1 and to _Inglish;--Inot one, but all__Of the
teachers- being involved in_it:-_:-Now,_,which--one-of these-you--call_ the main-
developmental: reading_ program, =I *mild= have=some liesitatioit in deeiding.

ItOrimsom --I-thinkwe'reseeing-here a-confUsiOn in terns. I think
we have- tended: in high school to labelias-developthental reading anything that
is not remedial- reading. Therefore, -A .class` is "developmental reading"- if _it
does not take -retare4ed-readers. -Therefore,_ai combinatiOn zprOgrarn of any sort
is developmental-reading if it does not work primarily--With -retarded readers.

The point. that Dr. Attley'made was that a developthental-reading-program
germeates the whole school. It does not necessarily -begin- and :end_ with a -

mclass. It ay- begin with it, but it certainly doesn't end _with a class labeled
developmental -- reading:

The question that was raised earlier, as to-how to involve the other teachers,
may be closely- related to -what sorne people call- a developmental program
by one teacher. _When that program is primarily in- service training, =it may
Make . a great contribution to the -total- allichool- program. When it is pri-



mark to do -the -whole job of teaching reading,- then I think it misses its mark.
DR. SHAFER :- This-_gets -at a- very: critical= question which came up in Dr;

Artley's paper; that -is;=how-ido you = select- -the person-- who can work as a
reading a secondary- Sehoo- l? What :are the- qualifiCations that-

-this- per-sOn should hive?
It seems to -me that the:- consultant not--only needs to know :the= field of

reading very-well, including-beginning=_readirig,7fitit -he:alsa needs_to -be -able =
--_the-ilanguage,,of4he%=subject;matter-Jeachers_ =

SR JuitrrA: -I yo-uld
Did4cittiinply_thatitherewoUldEnobe -a7cleve opmentalreading-:

Opt:- !imply was _that =we-
-would-1100-e satisfied withsa-develo-pmental reading- class-per- .
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HE =-leading _thez_Secon=daryzschool zcurticultnitz:needs-zre-erii-_ =

expreSSed_this_by_soying,-InMit Schobl_ z _
_ _ ___Welhatie a= reading -Ai_ ar:foOtball 'learn.' -Most_ of a=_rperson!s-_

_knowledge- is gained throughreading,rin school- and: thrOugho :one'sirt
TherefOre, for zcontintiOds:increOSe-iii-_'-kr-person s7knOWledgeirir-the_:-

-steady-_-deVelcipmeht
ikanz_individual's_--readingiabilityjs_essential.-It,Ishould

a major -objective_oUSetondarysch-oolS--jtoEdevelOp__-theSe
abilitieS= arid--

intereSts so-__thatz all rstudents-may-_-attOirf independence and =enjoyment-in-_
_reading.---This =requires rtotionlyleiderihipibut organization,

,subjectof;thisliaper.Neva=receht:sOtvey=oureading-ratticeS-inzonetare-a _

of the -coUrty"rAV ealed zSome sharp =discrepancies--between= What_ actually=
is- being done=and _What, coUld= beidOne,In:thiS'survey more thari=a
otthe schools=responding-_Stated= that =they:litd- ho_AtO.difig-pfografil of _anykind,

When-_readingz-programs-were:teported-,_thermajority-iwere marrow-in
scope, rigidly administered, and-z-quite - the riuMber of -students
served. -(2) This _problem exists nationwide:

_

We have -heard =recently_ a great-deal--=about the population__btirst,- but
_far less :significance-lat been placed-upon-the burst in knOWledge; To_
keep_ abreaSt of this burst in___knowledge requires proficient, successful-
reading_ habits. Teachers must become_ more -VigOrous proponents of the
trethendouS _role that reading- competency and interest in reading -play in
promoting individual welfare_ and- social progress, -_

For the purposes of discUstion in this -paper, the_-writer proposes' the
, following criteria_ fOr judging a successful- level-of perforMance resulting
from a reading program in-secondary schooli:

1. Approximately 100 per cent increase in reading speed;
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2. A substantial increase in leveiof comprehension;
3. An extended general reading vocabulary;
4. Increased ability for critical reading;
5. An awakened recognition of the role of reading in an individual's career.

These are all criteria which can he, quantitatively evaluated at the

secondary school level. Any program which falls substantially short of

these =objectives is inadequate.

our Approach
Nvelkatieeived=1-secondaty school --reading progrm =provides

approaches 16--helpi!students rlearn_to :read better. TheSe-Ifourfapproaches

constitute -_-,balaticed,ndevelopinentalall-schoolreading prograirt.--Like,
==_ wise; :they -are -al_ yardstick--for _evaluating-4hether or-- not_ the reading

= _

.
-___prOgralit- a-balatited=oht.-These _four=approaches--=_are:

±= -= First, basic-reading:_-program_ to teach= -students -- how= -to develop-
_

-,4erzeral _reading_abilitiesword recognition; iVocablilary meanings, :coM- --
liehensionii-nite --and 'shay and work =habits.' '

Second,
_

the-_speci fic --reading-and study skills= that --may best taught

:in -the-various' content= subjects_ by the-content- themsebesi-=the = various
=_Third; guided -reading_---to= provide__ experience -for _--purposeful-growth,--

as reading to =develop -a h-obby or to pursue -a= vocational_ interest:=sue

ourth, free reading for enjoyment.
All four approaches need to be emphasized concurrently by the appro-

priate staff members for an effective, well organized developmental reading
program.

There is no one best way- to organize- reading- programs. The bcst
reading prOgratts are the ones that are "tailor-made" to meet the diverse1
needs of each school. However, there are five --requirements that are
fundaniental to the success of all reading prograins:

1. "Readiness" on the part of thelstaff to develop_ the best- possible
reading programs in a school, It is highly unlikely that one hundred
per cent staff readiness -will exist in all schools, but the success of the

_ -prograiii is highly correlated -with how eager the teachers are for all
students to read better.

2. Administrative enthusiasm and support. Administrators are the key
catalytic agents between the teaching staff and: the community. Admin-
istiative leadership is essential to organize and extend the reading program.

3. Active interest on the part of parents who have -an important role
in the reading success of youngsters. Parents profit from guidance from



the school. Some-schools have-organized parent studyigrotrps on reading.
These iparent_study-groups- Are-TOndutted by the reading teachers who
meet= regularly -with .parentgroupS.,to- discuss issues -related to _reading.
Parents can-set-an-example:for ybringstersiwith their own reading-habit&

4.- Adequatei_budget This -rettuirementis self-explanatory; _

5. EMphasis-:throughout theztehooL-and-z- in- -the= carnmunity=_Updn
the- values-of----reading. Increasedi=coticern for reading---__ as an-- esteemed
activity,is certainly_ needed= in

-z
_our- =now- m- oret tha n-ever' fore._

Tlie_most
aVeri=reading=CoMmittee,which

_

in- one called; TIlieJteadiri _Strategy ominitteeThe-Aii-oit_ __-
-effectiVe-treading-,-coMmittee-&'=ife4Mripbse =,-re resentatiVes-Jrata---all-

__. _areas =of curriculnin;sthea idante--depart-
inent-isather thansolely_-frorn_A eEnglith:= artthent.This triakesitadink

-zA oft_ ol-the-fotal-turrieirtuM7--ind-==theireSpOnsibility-zofall:z effective
way--to developrinereasedleadershipr_Isifotating=memberShp2on-ither:eacTM&
committee Meribiithitzcni this = committee= is:an excellent- way:_to
converts.

__Specifically, -the_-readiaucOniMitteeT helps-,, the_ teachers to -extend-
the-readinglJprogram---__throrighont-zthezischool; -aids =-in public :relations-
for-the:program, 3)__ServesiinAhe-capaCity-io c-ra,reView,lioardto-continti-
buslrevaluate-z_the-prOgrani-iand ei-imp_ravem=ents-htyoficVWhit-;the-
teaChert- -alone -can dos-, and--4l'fieilirateS'zboniintiniCationS -abotit the
program.

Redding- Preigianls in Action
AS has beenistatediearlier, there-iszno_one plan for organizing-a reading

prograrnthat will-meet the needs _of all secondary schools. 'Throughout this
coUntry_there are a,variety_of Setandary School reading programs in'action,
which are working effectively. The writer has= -worked with or actually
observed the reading _progrims described -in this paper: _=

For schools beginning:a developmental reading program, the voluntary
approach is-most effective, In starting such a = program it is wise to work

__with classes comnosed of -studentS with above-average to superior ability,
who are not reading op to their-potential. The_reasOns for:beginning with
the more able students are that more rapid progress can be made and
such results will help to- set standards for the reading program, not only
to other students but also toto= staff Members and to the community. =Often
the brighter students are being held back by some inefficiency in their habits
of reading. These students_ are hi hly motivated, and excellent results
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may be obtained in -a relatively short period of time. Such voluntary
programs range in length from six- to nin. -week units and sometimes a
semester. They are usually so organized that students give up study hall
time to enroll in the reading program, although in some schools the
instruction occurs outside of school hours. Schools establish a reading
center, which is well equipped with a wide variety of materials, and
directed by a reading teacher who teaches the yolunteer groups. Some
schools have programs which take students voluntarily, regardless of
their reading ability ( ft This plan- of grouping _usually results in= a
wide range of reading abilities necessitating the need for a wide variety of
materials.

Another plan is a unit devoted to the basic reading skills as an integral
part of the English curriculum. This unit occurs usually as a part of the
ninth or tenth grade English program. A few schools_have developed a
unit of reading in each of the four years of the English curriculum.
Frequently it is the reading teacher who teaches the reading unit, with
the assistance of the = English instructor. If the English classes are homo-
geneously grouped for ability and reading, the nature of the reading unit
varies from one class to another. The length of the unit varies from school
to school. One of the criticisms of this plan of organization is that the
unit is not long enough to provide adequate instruction in reading for the
less able readers.'In sonic high schools the less able readersnot the poor
learnersare placed in special Freshmen English sections in which
considerable emphasis is placed upon reading skills and related language
arts abilities throughout the entire year. In one such situation there are
four such sections with twenty students in each class, or a total of eighty
students. The weakest readers among the eighty arc given two extra periods
of reading instruction per week by a special reading teacher. The students
selected for these four classes are identified from the end of eighth grade
testing information. Such intensive assistance in the ninth grade has meant
the difference between going to college and not going' to college for some
students. Parents of these students should be made fully aware of their
reading habits and guided to encourage them in every way possible. This
parental awareness will help likewise to strengthen the reading program.
However, reading training should not be the sole responsibility of the
English department.

A third plan is a program that provides for both voluntary training
and a required unit of reading as a part of English. The reason for
referring to this plan separately is that when both approaches arc provided
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within a school, additional staff, time, space, materials, and budget are
required. Actually, this plan ris a combination of the first and second
patterns of organization mentioned above.

A plan that provides more extensive training than the ones mentioned
above is frequently referred to as an all-school reading program. This
is a reading improvement program designed to increase the reading
efficiency of all students in a school.

One such program is now in its fourth year- -and= rapidly expanding. It
was proposed to the teaching staff by the superintendent and approved
whole-heartedly by the faculty. In order to give direction to the program,
a reading strategy committee was organized. The program is school-
wide, not isolated and re nedial only. It concerns reading in all depart-
ments of the high school and at all levels of learning. Through in-service
training, content area teachers were shown how to -contribute to reading
and study- improvement. During the first year, major emphasis was
placed upon- speed and comprehension. Authorities on reading were
brought to the school to meet with= the staff. Professional materials were
purchased for the faculty for further-in- service training. Each department
could also add to its professiona! library. Bulletins were issued to keep
the faculty aware of the program's progress and new developments in
reading. A reading club was formed under the direction of the teachers.
The purpose of this clubcalled Sigma Chi- Sigmais to stimulate
interest in efficient= reading skills.- This dub is now becoming national
in scope with membership from other schools throughout the United
States.* While speed and comprehension are stressed by all teachers,
there are other important elements in the program. Teachers in the
content fields analyzed and developed the reading abilities that are essential
for successful study of their own subject-matter areas. This was done by
departments.

Another phase of the program concerns vocabulary development. All
teachers in all departments worked under the direction of their depart-
ment chairmen and have developed vocabulary lists in each subject.

One of the first projects undertaken by the reading strategy committee
was the preparation of a pamphlet called Growth Through Reading.
This pamphlet contains a. recommended reference list prepared by the
teachers in each department. The pamphlet was distributed to the home

For further info emotion concerning membership in Sigma Chi Sigma, write to
Mr. George W. Walker, Coordinator, Reading Improvement Program. Maine Township
High School West, Des Plaines, Illinois.
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of every student in the high school. Other schools are also developing
the same kind of pamphlet with some variations.

As the p "ogram developed, major emphasis has been placed upon the
development of good study habits as they relate tc good reading habits.
To implement this objective, a group of staff members developed a
Study Habits Manual. All students receive this manual in their home-
rooms and, in addition, are provided -with a supplemental insert to the
booklet for each of their classes. These supplements were written by- the
teachers in each department and contain specific study aids for 'each
subject. Slides have been developed to complement the Study Habits
Manual.* A group of teachers and students planned and drew a series
of thirty-six slides embodying key techniques.

The next step in the development,of -this program has been the develop-
ment of reading-interests and tastes. The school librarians and the reading
coordinator- make available listings of- books which cover interests areas
and ability areas. All teachers are invited to turn in their recommenda-
tions for these lists.

In each of the buildings in this school district -is a reading center.
To the reading center come the least able readersnot the poor learners
who remain varying lengths of= time according to their progress Each
center is staffed by qualified reading teachers.

Another approach to an all-school reading program is one used by a
large West Coast city. There are three parts to the program which are
referred to as Basic Reading, Reading Improvement, and Power Reading.
Basic Reading may substitute for a required English subject for a 'recom-
mended maximum of two semesters. This course is intended for the
slower learners who are reading considerably below their expectancy.
Reading Improvement may substitute for a required English course for
a maximum of one semester, not including twelfth grade composition.
This course is intended only for students of average or above-average
ability who are reading considerably below expectancy. Power Reading
may not substitute for a requirqd English course, being intended for
students of above-average ability who already read well but who wish
to improve their reading proficiency.*

Recognizing that the major method of learning is reading, some schools
have organized what might be called a required reading improvement
course for all students at a certain grade level. Suich a plan may impose

A copy of the Mud) Prabils Manual may be obtained from Maine Township High
School, District No. 207, DesPlaines, Park Ridge, Illinois, for 25 cents.
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scheduling hurdles in a secondary school curriculum. In order to introduce
a required reading course at the secondary level, -one school shortened its
class periods, adding one additional period to the school day. In another
school, the reading abilities of ninth graders were analyzed by the
principal, who then took the- data to the superintendent, who was amazed
at the- reading needs. Consequently, reading courses in addition to English
classes were organized and required of all freshmen students five days a
week for one year. The less.able students receive two extra periods a week.
Still another school system has developed a one -year- required course in-
reading in addition to English for all sophonlares, with gratifying results.
The tenth grade was designed for reading training because of the emphasis
on speech in the ninth grade curriculum.

Reading Centers

In some schools the entire reading program centers in what is commonly
called the reading center, or reading- laboratory. The reading center is
available primarily- for the purpose of providing reading instruction for
individuals and small groups of students in harmony with their abilities
and reading needs. A minimum of one staff person is available at all
times in the reading center. The writer has helped design the physical
requirements of various reading centers (3). Students may come to the
reading center voluntarily or upon the recommendation of a teacher or
counselor. The number in the reading center at one time varies according
to the needs of the students, the variety of materials available and the
actual competency of the reading teacher. Instructional materials and
reading aids should be available to cover a wide_range of reading abilities
and interests. The teacher-needs materials for instruction in word recogni-
tion skills, vocabulary development, comprehension-skills, speed or flexi-
bility, reading and study habits, and spelling. Also, there should be a
wide variety of hard-back and paperback books to be read for pleasure
and to provide the opportunity to apply the basic skills acquired. The
reading teacher needs to be familiar with a wide variety of instructional
materials to select the most appropriate reading aids for each student
during each lesson. To be most effective, the reading center should be
known as a place to which the able as well as the less able students come
to improve their reading. In one small school the ninth grade 'class was
divided into two reading groups according to reading test information.

--Each group came to the reading center two times each week for one
year. During the other periods of the day, the reading instructor worked

-A-
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in the center with students who were referred by other teachers and some
of whom came voluntarily. No student- remained in the reading center-
for less than one semester. Also, this reading instructor analyzed the
reading test information for- all students in the high school and disseminated
it to other teachers.

Some schools, particularly larger schools, use the reading center for
in-service training of teachers. A reading center or centers are established
in a city and staffed by well-trained personnel. Teachers are released on
school time to come to the reading center for observation and actual
experience under supervision. They return to =their classroom better able
to work with the-wide spectrum of reading abilities in their classes, and
better able to communicate with other teachers about the reading habits
of their students.

To the center come students who are not reading up to their capacity
from-the area in which the center is located, but the primary purpose of
the center is the in-service training of larger numbers.of teachers.

In some communities, these reading centers are utilized in the summer
for further- in-service training of- teachers who volunteer for summer
training. They are paid by the board of education during the period they
are enrolled- in- the reading center for in-service training._

In other secondary schools scheduling is such that reading can best be
taught during the homeroom period. Inasmuch as homeroom groups are
usually quite heterogeneous, this plan necessitates a wide variety of reading
materials in terms of both difficillty and interests. Likewise, the effec-
tiveness of this plan may be increased if homeroom teachers- are given
in-service training, for many homeroom teachers may not -initially be
interested in reading improvement, nor have had any experience or train-
ing in how- to teach reading.

Still another plan for organizing- reading instruction is centered in the
study hall. In one Mid-Western high school a program of orientation,
testing and supervised study, known as the Sophomore Enrichment Pro-
gram (S.E.P.), makes study rooms more functional. Students are grouped
according to their reading grade level on the basis of a series of reading'
and mental aptitude tests. Two periods a week are set aside for supervised
study; other time is devoted to orientation and developmental reading.
The program was tried experimentally, with such success that it is now

'Descriptions of these courses may be secured from: The Secondary Curriculum
Coordinator, Curriculum Branch, Los Angeles City School District, `Los Angeles,. Cali-
fornia, Ask for Service Bulletin No. SC44.
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required of all students entering the high school.
In some schools the reading program is centered in the library primarily

because of the qualifications of the librarian who many have training
in both library and re.acimg skills. Under such circumstances the librarian
needs an assistant to manage the library during the time the reading
program is taking place:Students are referred to the program by teachers
and counselors. Usually this plan results in a more individualized pattern
of instruction, and students remain in the program varying lengths of
time according to their = progress The instructional environment is ideal
for the use of a wide variety of reference-materials as well as books that
may-be read for enjoyment. The librarian= has a= wealth of knowledge
about literature for teen-agers and stimulates them to read for pleasure,
applying the skills developed through the more formal reading instruction
provided.

In order to start a reading program in one small Mid-Western com-
munity, a group of eighteen students volunteered for a reading course.
The school administration provided the facilities and needed reading Mate-
rials and secured-the services of a trained reading teacher from -a junior
high school to work with these volunteers three evenings each week for
one and-half hour r.msions over the period of a semester.* These students
paid a small tuition fee to reimburse the teacher for this additional work.
As a result this particular teacher was employed as the reading teacher
in= the high school the following year.

In some schools that have core curriculum programs, reading- is taught
as a part- of core time: A reading teacher may be the one to provide this
instruction, working closely with the core staff at periodic intervals
throughout the year. In other situations, the core teacher himself may
be the one to emphasize essential reading and study skills. Because of the
nature of the core approach, this provides an excellent opportunity to
emphasize the inter-relationships among all language arts skills.

There is a definite increase throughout the country in summer reading
programs. The length of these programs generally varies from four to
eight weeks. There are those students who need the additional reinforce-
ment of summer reading training, as well as those more able students
who are highly motivated to take time during the summer to learn to

The eighteen students were divided into three groups of six members each.- In
the one and one-half hour sessions, on a rotating schedule each group did three thirty-
minute reading practices whiCh emphasized different reading skills.

.
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read with even greater efficiency. Summer programs not only aid the
students, but maximize the use of materials. There is an increase in both
public and private schools of the practice of providing summer reading
lists of recommendedboolcs. An- increasing number of summer camps are
offering reading and other. language arts training as a part of the camp's
program.

In a given geographical area there may be a professional reading center
through which a cf.hool system may find the assistance to Organize or to
extend-- its-reading- program. These professional centers may _be
university or college Sponsored or privately organized groups, such as
The ReMedial Education Center in Wathington, D. C: The example_
with which the Writer is Thost:faniiliar is the Reading Services, a part
of the Institute for Psychological Services, at the IllinOiS InStitute of
Technology. _For more than a decade the influence of a center,- such as
the one at the Illinois Institute Of Technology, has been a 'deterthin:ng
factor in both the public and private schools in the Chicago atea;The
organizational functions vary with local conditions. A contract between
the Illinois Institute of Technology and the schonl is written for a year's
serviceS. The organizational functions always include consulting, which
entails assistance with all aspeds of the total reading program.* -In some
schools the Illinois=Institute of Technology is asked to provide the qualified
reading teacher or teachers who will be employed by the Institute but
work in the school's reading program. The teachers and consultant are
responsible for recommending and obtaining all reading materials used
in the school's program. Also, they work closely with the librarian in
stocking the library with a wide range of good books that vary in interest
and difficulty. During summer vacation the Institute is frequently asked
to organize summer reading programs. These vary in length from five
to eight weeks with five days of instruction each week. The Institute tests
those students who wish to enroll, counsels the students and their parents
about the results, and provides the teacher and materials. Except for
the initial testing, the.summer programs are conducted on the school's
premises. Re-testing is done there at the end of the course, and again
each person is counselled about his progress. A progress report is then
prepared for the school.

Continuous evaluation is one important organizational function. Upon occasion
the consultant will be called ua.on to administer various tests, the results of which
are analyzed and used iii the rending program.
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Self-Instruction Programs

In secondary schools there is increasing- interest in self-instruction or
self-improvement programs in reading. These self-instruction programs
are usually-centered in' the library or homeroom. Recently a few programs
for self-instruction have appeared on the market. These include two
Book-of-the-Month Club and two Science Research Associates reading
programs designed primarily for self-instruction with high-school and
college students and adults. These programs require little teacher super-
vision. The SRA programs are based on the premise that all reading
skills must be developed together and not separately; therefore, in each
lesson there are practice sessions on comprehension, critical reading,
vocabulary, and speed or flexibility. Not all People have the same reading
needs, and therefore in the SRA programs the students start at one of
three different levels. The level at which they enter the program is
determined by a Pre-Reading Index. The Book-Of-the-Month programs
offer a variety-of interesting practice materials and selections.

Summary

Recognition of the imporfance of the role of reading in the secondary
school curriculum makes the careful organization of reading instruction
imperative. There are fundamental requirements that are basic to the
effective organization of all reading programs. Variations of reading
programs in action, with their distinguishing characteristics, have been
discussed. Important factors encountered in organizing a secondary read.-
ing program include the following:

1. Support of the administration.
2. Structuring the reading program within the curriculum as it is now

organized.
3. Support of all teachers.
4. Budget available.
5. Selection of a reading committee.
6. In-service training of all teachers.
7. Testing to locate the less able readers and encouraging students to

avail themselves of the reading program.
8. Selection of the most appropriate instructional and personal-choice

reading materials.
9. A reading program that encompasses the wide spectrum of reading

abilities.

10. Developing community interest and support for the reading program.
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11. Providing a reasonable load for teachers.
12. The most effective method of grouping students for reading instruction.
13. Exploring the use of self-instructional. programs.
Finally, the strategy for teaching reading- is the responsibility of all

teachers and administfators. The most successful reading programs- are
those that are "tailor- made" to-fit local needs, but are balanced and
developmental in nature to extend and= refine reading proficiency and to
develop interests and tastes in reading in secondary schools.
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DISCUSSION

SR. JuurrA: We have been given several ideas on how to create programs
in reading. As you noticed, in some cases it was a sandwiched program that
a student may take after school time; or: take as part of his study time.

Some of the other programs gave more important status to reading; for
instance, the unit of reading within the English class (throughout high school).
Now, a program like that in which a great deal of interest is created would
lead the students, naturally, to think that there is something very important
about reading.

I liked the idea of initiating programs in the sophomore year. Our experi-
ence has shown that at that level students are more highly motivated to
work at reading than they are in their freshman year.

Self-instructional programs may be good for the student who is highly
motivated. However, for many students, the self-instructional program loses
momentum after a few periods, and eventually it becomes almost nothing.

As for the librarian, he certainly can do much -for the program; but in a
school of 1,000 students, will he have time to help those who have difficulty
in reading?

DR. SHAFER: I would hope that any discussion of priorities would be
comprehensive. I feel that there are some things left out of this discussion of

A
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priorities. For example, it's quite apparent to anyone who teaches- reading
today that we're in an age of post-literacy; that we need to talk about reading
many things other than print.

So I am concerned that this paper omits a direct statement of the necessity
to deal with mass media- of communication, the symbols of- which our young
people need to contend with in all areas of their lives. If we're talking about
reading as part of the exposure to knowledge, I think we need to be concerned
about this matter of post-literacy. It seems to me that we are not yet prepared
to face the implications of the paperback explosion, which is part of the bulk
exposure to knowledge; and-the media explosion; and the increased need for
critical reading. That is, when we teach-young- people to read books more
critically, and when we supply them with a stepped-up information flow
through the paperbacks, what's going to happen? They are going= to read
increasingly more adult boas, more controversial books; they are going to
want to talk about these in school. Are we prepared to give them the kind
of instruction that they really need in order to copy with these books?

I think this point relates very directly to the role of the administrator as
well as to the teacher. There is nothing worse, I think, than an administrator
who does not support-a teacher in an instance where the teacher has given
instructions to a young person to read a book really critically, really compre-
hensively; a book which he has chosen because he can read at a fairly high
level of sophistication. . . .

DR. ROBINSON: I would differ with the writer on the order of her criteria
for successful reading programs. Her criteria began with 100% increase in
speed of reading. I would instead place the last one first: 100% increase in
critical readingif we knew how to measure that, but we don't. However,
this is what I would look for if I were ordering the criteria.

As for the five requirements for a successful reading program, the fifth
may very well, in my opinion, be questioned as applied universally; that is,
emphasis throughout the school and the community on the values of reading.
This is highly desirable; but today we are faced with large school communi-
ties of uneducated parents who may place no value on reading. Are we to
neglect these schools just because they don't meet the criteria? Surely, we
cannot limit a reading-program to those schools where parents already are
supporting it.

Another point I'd like to make is this: Although Mrs. Simpson refers to
a -developmental reading program as one that permeates the entire school,
the examples and emphasis have been on organizational plans in which students
come to a reading center or to a laboratory, or in which the reading teacher
takes over some part of the class. Now this is a part of a broad program; it may
be the Starting point if the reading teacher is gradually shifting responsibility
to the content area teacher.
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QUESTION: I'd like an opinion about the use of machines in the reading
program.

DR. ROBINSON: I'm tempted to quote Nila -B. Smith o_ n this: she said
that she had never seen a reading machine as smart as a reading teacher.
It follows from that statement, it seems to me, that the value of a reading
machine becomes that of a tool..It is as the scalpel in the hands of the surgeon.
A scalpel never performed surgery. Likewise, the reading machine does not
teach reading. It is a tool that- effective reading teachers use or don't use,
as the need arises and as they know what values and =limitations to place upon
the machine.

- QUESTION: I would like a viewpoint on the- idea- of credit being given
for reading courses in secondary school. .

SR. juurrA: I believe credit should be given to the students. In com-
munication, reading is just as important as_ writing; and if we give credit
for that- type of communication, why not for reading?
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3. Special Problems in Reading
in Secondary Schools

THE desire to read and the appropriate skills for doing so are needed
in ample supply by the maturing youth of this,country. The problems

that stand in the way of procurement of these assets are complex, both
in- school and out. Among the areas of concern is the factor of interest,
both in relation to teaching and in relation -to learning. Students vary
considerably in this trait.

Without causing special concern, thousands of young persons move
with average success through the areas of schooling which are intended
to help them become functionally literate in the areas of living- that they
choose. More obvious are those who fail. While labeling with approval
and praising the students who achieve success with distinction in the field
of reading, and while increasing the reading tasks to cause the especially
able readers to continue to reach for achievement, the reading teachers
and the student counselors consider daily the problems of others students
who display a shortage of interest in school work, work that is nearly
ninety per cent reading-oriented. Whether or not interest has been dis-
played, a shortage in reading skills usually is present and crucial. Records
of research during the years of 1963 and 1964 may surpass all others in
the reporting of information about secondary school dropouts. There is
no doubt that a large portion of the findings will bring reading problems
under focus as causal factors.

Identification and description of the students most seriously handicapped
in the areas of reading is becoming increasingly accurate and thorough
in both elementary and secondary schools. Provision of reading experi-
ences that are more challenging than technical has made the modem
reading clinic where these students study as attractive as a modern library
reading room. However, the solution of the specific problems of individual
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students continues to be a struggle for even the most vigorous of clinicians
in 'any setting.

Outside the special reading classes designed for the- most seriously
troubled and staffed by the reading specialists are many students who
need help. These are the students seated in the classrooms taught by those
teachers especially prepared in- the fields of industrial arts, history, geogra-
phy, home economics, literature, science, English, and other areas. Accord-
ing to Dr. Elizabeth Drews, a third- of these students= cannot =read -their
textbooks. Dr. Drews based her statement on her research = concerning
600, ninth- graders in East Lansing, Michigan. She told those present;
at the October 1 -963 meeting of the Minnesota Congress o Parents and
Teachers in Rochester, Minnesota, that -only 20 per cent of the students
could read at grade level; 40 per cent could read above it. The other 40
per cent were below-average readers. Dr. Drews stated further that
interests varied with abilities, and, whether or not she emphasized a case
for it,- these young people obviously needed instruction in the skills-of
reading. Since it has been demonstrated that every teacher is not a teacher
of reading, developmental reading classes under the instruction of specially
prepared reading teachers are indicated by the East Lansing study. All
other. studies that bring attention to the reading disabilities of secondary
school youth point out similar needs.

Developmental Reading Class Problems
Fortunately, the establishment of developmental reading classes early

in the secondary school program is a growing trend, though trend and
not common practice is the rule. Where such classes have been in opera-
tion for many years, certain teaching problems have been reported. Even
serious problems are numerous and they vary from community to com-
munity, from school to school within the community, and from class to
class a, 'le years go by, to say nothing of the differences in problems
that are indicated from student to student.

Common among the questions most often raised by teachers of secondary
reading classes of a developmental nature (those teachers to whom all
students, except those severely retarded, go for required reading work as
a part of the curriculum for all secondary school youth) are shortage of
interest in reading, lack of certain factors of commonality in materials
of differing readability, and personal inadequacies of the teachers for
meeting the challenge of the numbers of young persons facing them with
a complex of reasons for their reading dilemmas. In short, questions of
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student interest, appropriate materials, and talented personnel are vital
areas of concern.

Teacher Interest

Interest in reading begins with the teacher. The teacher who likes to
read, and who does read, carries to his- students a part of- this pleasure
without realizing it. An informal comment about a good book, shared by
a . teacher with a student- or with a class, can do more good through
example than can hours of planned discussion about interest as a char-
acteristic of a good reader! In her interview and questionnaire study
of the reading habits of 92 teachers, in a typical county of New York
State, Burrows (1) supports the experience of teachers who share with
others their reading enthusiasm. These teachers, who read about as much
in books and newspapers as other persons of The same educational back-
ground, tended to give more place to leading in classroom activities, a
most significant finding when contagion is a alleged method for eliciting
reading interest.

Smith and Dechant (12) list sixteen areas of teacher interest that they
feel must be present if teachers are to gain help in the facts and principles
concerning the psychology of reading. The value in the- allusion to the
Smith and Dechant source is the fact that these authors go so far as to
consider the interest of the teacher a factor in student success.

Teacher interest can foster drives of energy toward the preparation
of materials when apparently none exist, at least not accessibly. Take,
for instance, the case of Clarence, who shows one day in class an- uncom-
mon desire to read something about a camel, something he may be able
to manage by himself. A movie inspired him and he "inspired" the teacher
of reading! The result is a quickly put together collection of pictures
clipped from a National Geographic magazine with sub-titles written by
the teacher, followed short paragraphs of revised comment at a level
of difficulty appropriate for Clarence. This useful' customized material
becomes a part of a looseleaf notebook of selections developed especially
for and sometimes by him.

Nothing seems to 'interest six-foot George in reading. He tolerates
reading class because it consumes only fifty minutes of the day, because
his parents are acquainted with the teachers and with .the school and are
eager to have George cooperate, -because the reading teacher has built
a reputation of good fellowship with him, and because there is a supply
of Popular Mechanics magazines in the back cupboard. Of all avenues
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tried, the teacher has made the most progress toward George's desire to
read by showing interest in his hobby. He dives for objects lost overboard
from the decks of houseboats.

Hours of discussion about these adventures in home-made diving gear
had encouraged the teacher to go to the library in search of books about
diving. Referring George to the library was not the first step in building
the use of this resource because ready accessibility to the appropriate book
eliminates one hurdle to reading it. Shortly, Commander Edward Ells-
berg's books about submarine diving and Captain Scott's writings about
similar exploits under water preceded the reading of books by = Jules
Verne. On the Bottom by Ellsberg was the first book that this thirteen-
year-old ever had read, and he was in the eighth grade when he read it,
completely, with pleasure, and fairly well. Clarence and George represented
a considerable outlay of teacher energy and time. Without interest on
the part of the teacher, the effort would not have been made.

A sincere concern for the interests of each student in the developmental
reading class may not lead to interests that translate as readily into
readable writing as did the temporary curiosity of Clarence, or the lasting
interest of George. (He now dives for a living). Classroom teachers of
reading need to care enough to pursue reading interests beyond the norma-
tiv^ studies already made. They need to learn whether or not the general-
izations drawn from the studies fit the specific cases in the classroom.
Such care demands teacher interest in young people and in reading. Such
pursuit burns energy, but it is energy well spent. Small reading classes
and an extra free period do encourage the individual-interest approach.

A timely collection of suggestions and sources about reading interests
is presented in a college textbook by Strang, McCullough, and Traxler
(13 ). They -yarn the teacher that one is never quite sure exactly what
the responses to various types of interest inventory questions really mean.
A combination of all appropriate and practicable techniques, together with
the judgment of the teach who knows the students, wol yield about
as much as cne can expect as an aid to solving one problem in the
developmental reading class, that of finding and using interests of young
people for the improvement of their reading.

Research About Interest
Research gives the reading teacher the advantage of the findings of

others with which to compare informal teacher-made surveys. Among-
the studies are those of Norvell (7), who reports that content was shown
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to be the dominant influence affecting children's choices of reading
materials in grades '; 12, and that sex was a highly significant factor

in responses to the content of the selections he used in his study. Russell
(10), in a portion of his book about the teaching of reading, emphasizes
that timeliness is a factor to consider when studying interest trends; the
most recent studies should give the best estimate of current trends among
young persons. Clarence and Jim's interests were both "here" and "now."

Robinson (9) reports in a summary of the findings of research a
consistent change in the interests of groups of children as they grow older.
Group interests begin to be different for boys and girls at the middle
grade level, and this difference is continued into adult life. Robinson states
that adolescent boys show dominant interests in reading about mysteries,
sports, recreational activities, and comics. Girls turn toward romance and
stories about teenage problems. Girls at this level begin to read adult
books and show greater preference for fictitious characters than do boys.
Retarded readers show, in general, interests similar to those of other
youth their own age.

Materials and Method
A continuous study of materials written for young people yields nearly

satisfactory information on which to base purchase of teaching materials
for developmental reading. Because of local differences there probably
always will be demand beyond supply. There certainly always will be
spontaneously discovered interests that cannot immediately be satisfied.
It is well to approach the problem of supplying reading materials with
a knowledge of the findings of research, with an understanding of young
people, and with specific acquaintance with the students who are to be
present in class.

Educators know the value of common discussion as a multi-purpose
communication process, and educators a'so know that the range of ability
in reading the materials about which discussions may occur is a wide
range, indeed, in the secondary school. How then may a teacher meet
the needs of reading for the varying abilities and, at the same time,
provide a common core of content for discussion? What may be equally
important is the question: how may a teacher meet the needs of a wide
range, of reading talent and at the same time efficiently provide an
opportunity for developing needed basic skills in reading? Ways of plan-
ning for diseussion of content, and methOds of providing for group-
learning of skills require foresight.
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By establishing a broad theme about which most of the. reading is to be
done, the teacher and class may raise some questions, from which to
choose the most appropriate one, when the members are ready for
discussion. For instance, a study of biographic of persons who have
contributed to the growth of the knowledge about early peoples of the
world might propose to answer some of the following questions: What

-did you learn from -your reading that would contribute to a discussion
about the hardships of scientists who went on anthropological surveys?
How did they live while on location? How did they preserve for future
study the information and artifacts discovered? Where were the campsites
of the most successful field studies? Assuming that such a topic might be
satisfactory in the first place, considering interest, available materials, and
reading range of secondary reading classes, is hypothetical situation
could be a practical one, as far as common ground for discussion is
concerned.

A study of the experiences and personalities of men and women who
have faced life with unusual courage against uncommon odds might be
undertaken with general questions as follows: How did other individuals
help this person to serve his cause? Compare the individual in the selection
with someone suggested to you from from literature you already have
read. What sacrifices did the person make in order to achieve his goal?

The writings in the professional literature about the problems of uniting
the thinking of a group of students give further insight into the problem.
Handlan (3) discusses the guidance of conversation of students who have
read many different sources. Squire (12) describes the situation that one
finds when one tries to individualize completely the teaching of literature.
Reeves (8) explains the role of the gifted student in the reading class
or literature class setting. The Curriculum Commission of the National
Council of Teachers of English (2) takes the historical look at the
problem and gives suggestions and solutions for making homogeneity
from heterogeneity, should this be the desire of the teacher.

To find commonality for skills development is a somewhat different
problem from that of finding common questions about content. In some
ways it is more difficult than to find broad topical questions for discussion.
Some developmental reading teachers have arranged to have all students
read materials that represent, by their structure, similar skills-development
possibilities. This may mean that they all read the same selection, some
students with special help. If the skill to be considered were that of
finding main ideas sufficient to break a selection into chapters and to
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give each a title, all might focus on the results of the work of one another
in their search for the best possible sequence. If the skill were to learn
how to make inferences from given content, a different selection question
arises. Where only a few copies of a selection are available, the materials
may be passed around and a time limit may be set for the preparation
of the paper to be discussed.

While many teachers of developmental reading pzefer to scout for
their own materials to use in their classes, those appropriate for the
development of specific unit themes, there are others who use materials
organized and prepared for the purpose of developing reading skills. It
is not unusual to find teachers using combinations of personally collected
materials and textbooks, or even combinations of textbooks.

The needs of the students in the classes, the availability of the materials,
and the personal familiarity of the teachers with the materials in the field
all operate to produce the variations in organization of materials that
may be found in the hands of students.

Textbook materials usually consist of carefully graded selections, short
expository or fictional items related to One of several themes in a book
or handbook. The themes have been chosen to fit the interests of young
people today, and the themes usually are based upon findings of interest
surveys and studies. Such organized teaching materials arc a continuation
of the general plan t organization of selections used in the elementary
classrooms for the teaching of reading. There, too, the topics have been
chosen because of what is known about children's interests as sampled
over the country by surveys and studies. The longitudinal look at interests,
pre-school through secondary school, is typical of the long look that reading
specialists give to all of the continuous strands of the characteristics of
the activity of reading. There is no specific culmination point for interests
or skills of young people, sixth grade, ninth grade, or grade twelve!

Interest and Life Goals

Sometimes there is cause for wonder when teachers and researching
scholars at work on the problem of eliciting interest in reading in the
classroom find such interest high in the primary grades, at a lower level
in the intermediate grades, and even lower at the early secondary school
levels. Observation of classrooms, and the individuals in them, yield some
facts to consider. The primary child is excited about the very act of
learning to read. This is a new skill, and in a literate society, it is a skill to
be attained. This motivation wells through third grade and fourth grade,
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at which time many teachers consider that the young children already
know how to read; they are now ready to use their accomplished skills
for gaining information and pleasure. This point of view has been credited
for the misconception, 'in the primary grades we learn to read; in the
intermediate grades we read to learn." Perhaps, in this quotation, there
is a clue to the cause of the sometimes slump in skills development among
intermediate grade pupils. These are the children who are about to
become the students of the seventh grade developmental reading class,
a continuation of the 1-12 reading plan.

As materials become more complicated in readability, frustration rises.
The frustration level becomes a major irritant for many young people
in the junior high school where quantities of reading materials become
greater, when time for accomplishing the reading is shorter, and where
instruction in the continuing development of reading skills has only
begun to appear. Current periodicals are picking up the cries of frustration
and building- them into editorials, feature stories, and news items. A
selective readerof both popular and professional literature will see frequent
reports of local and national concern, and the reader will be only a little
surprised to find the lack of reading skill a contributory factor even in
items headlining secondary school dropouts.

School Dropouts and Reading Problems: Related?
The status of reading among the young persons who drop out of school

is a current focus for study and research. This year and the next will not
close without a broader, if not deeper, understanding of the problem.
How to identify and provide for the reluctant, slow, or disabled reader,
among both the avantaged and the disadvantaged children, in the element-
ary school might well be studied by all teachers, whether or not they are
immediately concerned with children younger than twelve years of age.
Reading problems have a way of snowballing, and the junior high school
teacher of reading is among the first to feel the results.

Perhaps the employment problems of youth may have a motivating
influence on reading development. The primary grade child does not
anticipate employment for many years, but reading is an exciting new
skill; the intermediate grade child does not look definitely ahead to
specific employment, and reading is not an exciting new skill; the junior
high school student does look ahead to choices of professions, and he
is not entirely realistic in his planning; the senior high school student
feels ready for employment, would like to be ready, but is he?
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In our literate society it is necessary to be able to read in order to
complete secondary school and to be graduated. Today a high school
diploma is worth more than years of experience. The completion of the
high school curriculum may have a monetary value of around $2000
a year to a young man. Twenty years ago, experience was worth more
than the certificate of graduation. The United States Bureau of Statistics
has figures that underline this reversal of situations, and technological
change plays no little part in the upset.

The National Educational Association (5) announces plans which
promise some figures and findings at the completion of the special project
on school dropouts, established as a project in 1961 with a three-year
schedule, under a Ford Foundation grant. The project provides a con-
sultative and clearing house service for school systems trying to develop
programs to keep potential dropouts in the classroom and to encourage
those who already have left school to return. This year the project
will hold symposiums on curriculums for potential dropouts and on
training programs for teachers working with them. It can be assumed
that developing functional literacy will be a topic of concern. In another
National Education Asociation publication (6), 75,000 to 100,000 drop -
di its were reported to have been returned to school in 1963.

The teaching of reading became the problem of -those who report a
project in Cook County, Illinois, in which there was a successful attempt
to wage. war on illiteracy. Raymond M. Hilliard (4), Director, Cook
County Department of Public Aid, described the experiences of his
department for This .Week Magazine in May, 1963. The case study
he reported makes encouraging reading for educators who find, late in
his report, the following comments:

44.
. . Course work starts with basic literacy training and goes through the

curriculum required for an eighth-grade certificate, but it doesn't end there.
Because we know that better reading skills can help anyone get ahead, we
offer work leading to a high-school diploma, and encourage our people
to stay on even after they find jobs. . . ."

Picking up the challenge of "Each One R-.* I One," a motto for
those who join the National Education Association in the drive to stop
dropouts, recipients of the 100,000 letters sent to educators in July, 1963,
went to work. At the University of Minnesota the Minnesota Student
Associations' Educational Affairs Commission found volunteers for such
a cause. They went out to meet some of the youth who had dropped
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out of school, became acquainted with them, and are now pursuing their
plans for stemming the dropout tide. It can be hoped that social accept-
ance will be followed by appropriate leadership for those who need to
slip back into educational channels that will enable these students to
improve their reading skills.

Reading: A Lifelong Habit?
In ati inspiring editorial in Saturday Review, Richard L. Tobin (14)

describes the habit that reading can become. He phrases well the view
that he takes of youth who have not acquired this habit which, once
adopted, becomes a lifelong possession: Mr. Tobin finds, for himself,
as do many, a sadness in the fact that a large segment (he says "whop-
ping") of the exploding new teen-age generation never really ends any-
thing unless forced to do so. In his words,

"Reading is a habit. Once you've got the habit you never lose it. But you
must somehow be exposed to reading early enough in life to have it become
a part of your daily routine, like washing your fact or breathing. Many an
unfortunate grade-school child in our highly seasoned, electronic, picture-
conscious age has never been exposed to the reading habit and cannot,
therefore, read without effort. Some modem children seldom if ever read
for fun. Like muscles that are almost never used, their concentration and
interest give way quickly. . . ."
". . . Reading is one of the most private of satisfactions. Reading is com-
pletely portable, perhaps the handiest of all art forms. Reading offers a
tremendous subtlety unavailable through sound or pictures, for reading stirs
the imagination as nothing else. Reading is also a communicable habit:
children will read if their parents always have a book or two going and
habitually devour newspapers and magazines. . We feel sad when we
realize there are some who do not know its [reading's] glories and its
fun. . . . "

The complex problems of reading are present, here and now, today.
The most vigorous attacks upon the problems stem to be reaching the
people of the nation who may, directly or indirectly, have responsibility for
solutions. Certainly, everyone, educators and lay people alike, are inter-
ested. They need to realize that the continuous process of growth in
reading begins early and never cnds during a lifetime. The secondary
teacher of developmental reading joins the elementary reading teacher
in a continuous effort to assist the youth of the nation to attain the
vital skills of reading.
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DISCUSSION

SR. JULITTA: One of the major problems emphasized was the problem of
reluctant readers. What are we doing about them? How can we help them?
Some suggestions were given and I would add these: using audio-visual aids
in which lessons can be taped; using guide questions which show the student
how to think in relationships.

The idea of teaching a skill using a large .variety of material is also excellent
and is a great help to teachers. We can do it easily in some of the examples
given. However, generally I question whether one teacher alone can manage
this if she's expected to do it while teaching five classes.

In reference to the,drop outs, my question is: what are we planning for the
75;000 or 100,000 that are coming back to us? Do we have a curriculum that's
going to interest them? Maybe we can get some help from one of the other
discussants as to what kind of a curriculum we should prepare for those who
dropped out, who could not read, and who are back with us. While they are
learning to read, what are we giving them and how are we helping them?

DR. SHAFER: I'm interested in this question 'about curriculum. Basically, it
is related to the problem of our changing culture. Someone asked me to explain
what I meant by the term post-literacy; what I meant is simply that print is
not the sole medium of communication any longer, as it was when our country
was settled.

We have some evidence that teenage culture has changed very rapidly from
the teenage culture that we knew. In our present teenage culture, oral com-
munication is much more important than print; so, the teenager responds in a
very dramatic way to forms which are other than print.

Now, the problem here then is to get with it; it's with us. We need to bring
into our experience all forms of mass communication. In the curriculum called
English "S," which the Detroit Public Schools developed, there was a little
note to the teacher about the reluctant reader and a quiz that the teacher was
asked to take. The first questionand this was a quiz on hich all of the
students usually scored 100% and all the teachers flunkedwas: who is the
main character in the television program called The Untouchables?

I think that here is a little lesson about our own world, our own communi-
cation world; that print is very important to us and always has been, but even
so, we must make a great effort to enter the world of the teenager and to
discover the forms of communication which are important to him; and to help
lead him from where he is to where we wish to have him go, that is, toward
a sophistication with print, but with a realization that print is changing its role
very rapidly in our electronic world.

DR. ROBINSON: I was glad to hear you complete your statement about
meeting these people on their level and leading them somewhere. This morning
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I was under the impression that you were just going to meet them.
DR. SHAFER: Oh, no, I'm a leader.
DR. ROBINSON: I'm glad to hear that. I'd like to underline the damage

done, I think, by the misconception that Dr. Chase mentioned about learning
to read in the primary grades and reading to learn thereafter. If we adopt this
policy, and some people still do, I think we're going to continue to be in all
sorts of difficulties; and thit.may indeed account for some of the- problems that
we face in junior high schools. .

I'd like to suggest a few other special problems of reading in the secondary
school. First, there are special problems to be considered certainly for average
and superior readers. As she pointed out, studies show that many students do
not read a great deal. We know we are turning out adults who do not read a
great deal. One study showed only seventeen per cent of adults were reading
a book at any given time. Is book reading an essential habit for students- to
take into adult life? If so, how can we give the high school reading program
the necessary wherewithal to contribute to greater satisfaction from reading?

Many adults who watch television feel guilty about using their time that way.
They associate relaxing with TV, in contrast to self-improvement associate]
with reading . . . "My conscience might say I spend too much time watching
television because I get behind on my reading; probably won't stop though."
However, nobody says the oppositeit is hardly conceivable"my conscience
says I spend too much time reading because I get behind on my television."

Now, in this I see an attitude that we have created-in high school students,
the attitude of respecting reading without using it. We may have inculcated
the values of reading without the interests and abilities to accompany them.

Secondly, I think studies have been made in the last decade that reveal that
those who read well, according to standardized tests, sometimes do not read
really well; particularly, they do not read critically and do not use many of
the higher level reading skills.

Arc we failing then to develop a dimension which was described recently by
Frank Chase when he discussed two levels of literacy? Dean Chase described
the higher level illiterate, the individual who could indeed reading according
to standardized tests, but who did not use the material he read to improve
himself and his society.

S. JuLtrrA: Another prthlem came to my mind when it was mentioned
that students arc frustrated br the amount of reading which they are asked to
do. This particular problem grows out of lack of flexibility in reading. We fail
in the upper grades to give children the idea of changing their rate and
changing their technique of reading according to the situation. From the lower
grades on we should teach them to establish purpose before reading and to
decide what they want to know. I think we can help them to overcome this
frustration; that is, help them to develop into flexible readers.
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DR. CHASE: I know that Dr. Shafer has a special interest in mass media
and brings this up to us in his comments; and I think it would be quite appro-
priate to report here some research done in the School of Journalism at the
University of Minnesota on newspaper reading time. I think it's appropriate
here because we all know that reading is not necessarily limited to hardback
books. Adults over a ten-year period averaged thirty to thirty-five minutes for
reading the morning paper; they gave forty to forty-five minutes to the after-
noon paper; and they gave from sixty-five to eighty minutes to.the Sunday
paper. Youth aged twelve to eighteen gave fifteen minutes to the morning
paper; twenty to the afternoon paper; and forty to the Sunday paper.

DR. SHAFER: I'm very glad that you mentioned that because I think there
are other things that we need to look at as regards newspapers. In New York
City the other day we lost a newspaper. We lost the New York Mirror. The
New York Mirror, like the Post, the News, the Journal-American, is a news-
paper that has been estimated to be about the fifth or sixth grade readability
level. But the newspapers that have been expanding are the New York Times
and the Herald-Tribune.

Also, we have other interesting statistics on adult and teenage reading. The
membership in teenage book clubs is up. The sale of paperback books in school
book stores is up. Library attendance on the part of high school students is up.
Now, as I look at this picture, I wonder if we don't hive good evidence that
teenagers are reading and that our job is essentially to get them to be critical,
more selective.

SR. JuurrA: It is my experience that the students who-can read easily are
the ones who engage in reading a great deal. If we can build up their skills to
a high degree, students are going to read.
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4. Teaching Developmental Reading
in the Secondary School

ttDEVELOPMENTIAL reading" designates a sequential plan of in-
struction, the purpose of which is to produce the skilled and enthu-

siastic reader. It is concerned with maximum progress for every student:
slow, average, and superior. While its content is, in general, based upon
the concepts and skills judged appropriate for the various grade levels
of the curriculum, in actual functioning the developmental reading pro-
gram provides for both vertical and horizontal growth in that "new
learnings are built on previous learnings and the base is broadened
constantly." (4) There is a shift in emphasis as the child progresses into
the upper grades away from learning to read as an end in itself toward
utilizing reading as the essential learning tool. Secondary curricula, requir-
ing the efficient use of reading techniques unique to various subject fields,
exert strong demands upon the reading program for purposeful content,
effective methods, and positive results.

Long Range Goals

Regardless of the manner of implementation, reading instruction in
a developmental program must be based on planned objectives if content,
method, and materials are to prove appropriate and to achieve desired
results.

Long range goals of the secondary reading program include:
1. Developing critical thinking in reading.
2. Developing the ability to read and think in the language of the subject

areas.
3. Developing the reading vocabulary.
4, Developing effective work-study skills.
5. Developing judgment and skill in the use of a flexible reading rate.

45
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6. Developing reading interests at increasingly mature levels.

These goals apply to all students in the developmental program whether

they are slow learners, average, or superior. The major differences involved

inthe reading instruction-of children of varying abilities and achievements

are to be found in materials and methods rather than in curriculum content
and purpose. Critical thinking, for example, can and should be developed

with material of any level of difficulty. Vocabulary work might, for one

group, require review and re-teaching of phonics and syllabication whereas

exercises in making analogies, building word families, and delving into

the etymology of words would prove more worthwhile with another class.

Regardless of potential, however, all pupils would profit from certain
common experiences, and every child should be taught so that he may
achieve his optimal success in learning to read.

The methods and materials used in secondary developmental reading

programs are determined largely by such factors as: ( 1 ) class size;

(2) class composition (i.e. heterogeneously or so-called homogeneously.

grouped); (3) the professional training and competence of the teacher;

(4) the interest and cooperation afforded by the administration.
In a heterogeneous group, the teacher generally takes one of two

courses, his choice depending largely upon the amount of training in
reading instruction he has had. He may decide to teach to the average

level of the group and have all students use the one reading book and

do the same exercises, or he may attempt to provide diversified instruction

on multi-levels. For this latter purpose he will utilize many self-help

materials. Skillful planning, high professional competence, and an abun-
dance of materials are needed to keep this kind of program operating
successfully. Class size, length of period, and the number of differentiated

levels or goncept development represented will determine how much
individual attention any one student may receive. If such a program
suffers, it is from a kind of "assembly line -itis" to coin a term descriptive

of the situation where student responses are mainly limited to one word

answers, multiple choice selections, matching vocabulary items, etc.

Group discussions, wherein conclusions are reached and inferences drawn

concerning the material read, might be omitted almost completely unless

definite provision is made for their inclusion by a teacher who under-
stands that thinking and language activities which help students order,

relate, and integrate experiences must continue to be an integral part

of the secondary developmental reading program. Regular opportunities

for free play of thought and oral self-expression upon a commonly shared
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readink experience must be provided if reading is to fulfill its primary
function of helping all of us grow more human through nourishment
of mind and spirit.

While the teacher of the secondary class grouped "homogeneously"
may find it practical and rewarding to work with the whole group as
a single unit, it is necessary to make sure that such a reading program
does not become dominated by materials and methods deemed suitable
in terms of achievement grade levels. When this happens, there is a
danger that some curriculum goals will be sought at the expense of
others. Specific examples of this can be found in those secondary reading
classes where ( 1 ) all the students being evaluated by test scores as "superior
readers," speed reading is emphasized almost exclusively; and where
(2) all the students being assessed by test scores as "poor readers," drills
on phonics, syllabication, and sentence completion, are used constantly
to convince the already reluctant reader that reading certainly is not fun !

If good teaching cuts restlessly across all methods, good reading instruc-
tion at the secondary level needs equally well to cut knowingly across
materials to insure achieving all the goals of a. trulj, developmental reading
program.

Critical Thinking

The normal psychological growth of the child making the transition
from elementary school to the secondary includes both the need and the
capacity to criticize, to accept, or to reject that part of his environment
which is the product of the authority figures of his world. His awareness
of his environment comes to him through communication media. Much
of his response takes the same form. Critical thinking in reading is a
major objective of the secondary school developmental reading program
and contributes to the individual's ability to evaluate his environment in
terms of its meaning for him and for the society in which he is to live.

Gray and Rogers (2) describe the aspects of reading achievement
which contribute to critical thinking and which can be taught:

I. Responses indicating the reader's grasp of meaning.
A. Grasp of literal sense of meaning.
B. Capacity to enrich one's grasp of the literal meaning through the

recognition of meaning implied but not directly stated.
C. Capacity to clarify and enrich one's grasp of the literal and implied

meaning through recall of appropriate related experiences (direct
or vicarious) and their association with the content read.
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D. Capacity to enrich one's grasp of meaning through the use of the
literal, implied, and related meanings in reaching conclusions or
making generalizations not stated by the author.

II. Responses indicating the reader's evaluative reaction to the material
read.

A. An attitude of inquiry concerning such items as the value, the
quality, the accuracy of what is read.

B. A tendency to suspend judgment and to use rational standards in
reaching conclusions about the worth of what is read.

III. Responses indicating the reader's application of the material read.
A. Recognition, implicit or explicit, that the ideas acquired may have

personal or social value. .

B. Insightfulness, breadth, and penetration in making use of the ideas
acquired.

In choosing material to be used in teacl 11-4; critical thinking, it is

necessary that the content include some aspect of problem-solving and
that there be provision for agreement or disagreement. There must be
opportunity for involvement of the reader. The reading matter must
interest him. It must enhance or threaten his self-concept and therefore
cause him to react to its implications.

After the qualifications and the bias of the author have been established,
support and substantiation for the reader's conclusions must be found
in the reading material. Questions raised by the reading for which no
single correct answer can suffice contribute to the development of critical
thinking, especially when the teacher refrains from imposing his own
opinions on he students and encourages them to express themselves
within the framework of logical thinking and articulate speech. Much
of the tea of critical thinking in reading is made possible through
the creation on the teacher's part of an atmosphere genuinely conducive
to inquiry, reflection, and respect for one another's viewpoint.

At the secondary level, newspapers, magazines, poetry, plays, and
advertising copy provide excellent reading material for developing critical
thinking. It is important to remember, however, that critical thinking
should not be limited to the formation of opinions pro and con regarding
the ideas set forth by the author. Interpretation of symbolism, under-
standing of propaganda techniques, awareness of the balance required
between style and meaning intended or sensory effect, sequential develop-
ment of character and plot, relationship of the ideas expressed to the
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reality of the reader's world, all of these are important facets of critical
thinking to be developed. Any reading experience which causes the
student to question, compare, interpret, generalize, or -draw conclusions
can be said to develop critical thinking in reading. Within this fry ne
of reference, creative reading which results in new behavior such as the
student's writing a poem, an original story, drawing an illustration, or
any activity stimulated by and interpretative of his personal reaction
to the printed symbols can be viewed as a special form of what remains,
basically, critical thinking.

Ability to Read and Think in f Iv Language of the Subject Areas
Although most educators agree with Karlin (3) that secondary school

teachers in the content areas who require students to read in their subjects
in order to acquire skill or knowledge should be able to teach the
reading skills needed, w' nave not yet arrived at the time when this is
generally so. The reading specialist can help the content teacher through:
(1) in-service training conferences; (2) supplementary instruction of
the children experiencing difficulty; (3) incorporating- into the develop-
mental program instruction in the special reading skills required by the
various subject areas.

Strang and Bracken (7) list three special aspects of the -teaching of
reading in every subject:

1. .The general attitude or approach to the kinds of reading required in the
subject.

2. The technical or special vocabulary of the subject.
3. Certain specific reading skills needed in the subject, as for example, the

reading of maps in soci..1 studies and the reading of directions in the
shop or science laboratory.

MoSt subject-matter teachers assign one or more textbooks to the
students to be read independently. These books are usually written at
approximately the grade level of the group being taught and are often
above the instructional level of many in the class. It should be expected
that students who experience difficulty in reading recreational material
written on their own grade level will be frustrated in attempting to
learn from the grade textbooks.

It is practical then for the reading teacher to examine copies of the
textbooks used by his students for the purpose of determining their specific
reading demands, and to 'include in his reading program instruction in
those skills that will be most helpful. Nila B. Smith's Be A Better Reader
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Books IV, V, and VI, for example, might be studied by the reading
teacher to determine the different organizational patterns found in the
chapters of science, mathematics, social studies, and literature texts. Once
this examination has been made, the reading teacher's job is to teach
the particular techniques needed to read chapters conforming to these
patterns. It is not the reading teacher's responsibility to teach science or
social studies. Discussion in class of the characteristics that enable the
student to recognize such patterns as "Problem-solving" and "Cause and
Effect," and practice in using the special reading skills -required by the
nature of each pattern, should be followed by direct application to the
chapters of the students' textbooks. The success of this particular. phase
of the developmental reading program at the secondary level will depend
to a large extent upon the amount of careful planning done by the
reading teacher to make the skills practical in terms of the actual text-
books read by the students.

Students should be led further to see that mastery of the vocabulary
items unique to each subject area is ari indispensable aid to better com-
prehension. For the developmental reading teacher to undertake the
teaching of lists of special terms for the subject areas, violates, in the
writer's opinion, one of the basic tenets of good reading instruction.
Words are to be taught in meaningful context, and science words are
best learned in the science lesson, math terms in the math class. What
the reading teacher is particularly able to do is to use the vocabulary
taken from the textbooks to teach the word recognition .skills that the
student needs. Then the purpose becomes, not one of having students
memorize terms and definitions, but rather one of having them adequately
prepared with workable ways of unlocking the new terms still to be met
in further reading. It is a method or methods that the reading teacher
can impart, rather than the content of a particular subject area.

This last point deserves amplification inasmuch as all secondary
instruction in reading in the content areas is property concerned with
teaching the student effective methods in reading subject content and
should not be confused with teaching the content itself. At the secondary
level, this last is the rightful responsibility of the subject teacher.

Reading Vocabulary
It is generally agreed that vocabulary is best developed through reading

and, therefore, any extension of reading in terms of diversity and quality
should, of itself, insure corresponding vocabulary growth. When we
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supplement extended reading with increased opportunities for the student
to participate in planned discussions, we provide him with the basis for
recognition of the visual symbol by first making sure the word is part
of his auditory and speaking vocabulary. At every level of reading instruc-
tion, the technique of introducing (orally and visually) and clarifying
unfamiliar key vocabulary items in the prereading discussion must be
systematically followed.

Research has conclusively proved that words taught in isolation from
a list are seldom made part of the student's permanent stock of recogniz-
able words. Words are learned best when they are introduced in con-
junction with meaningful context and when they have emotiGnal overtones
for the learner. Repeated meeting of the new words in varied context
enriches their meaning and defines their limits.

The student who participates in many communication activities (listen-
ing, speaking, reading, and writing) is more likely to develop his vocab-
ulary than the one who does not, but providing these activities to the
extent needed for all students to become highly proficient in the com-
munication skills is quite frequently beyond the scope of the reading
teacher. Directed instruction in vocabulary development is necessary.

Analyzing the structure of words and learning the meanings and
functions of prefixes, suffixes, and roots contribute to the student's ability
to unlock new words and gives depth to their meaning. Tracing words
to their origins lends interest to word study and affords secondary students
needed insight into the living nature of language. Cartoon strips made
to illustiate the changes undergone by a word as it adds a suffix or a
prefix or passes from one language to another, illustrated family trees
of words, and other expressions of student ingenuity make interesting
bulletin board displays and provide needed opportunities for creative
involvement.

Encouraging the use of the dictionary as a means of determining
exact or multiple meanings of words can often be made more palatable
to the student through the use of games such as anagrams, crossword
puzzles, and double-crostics. Classrooms which are liberally supplied
with dictionaries pay dividends in that students may become accustomed
to using the dictionary frequently, quickly, and accurately.

Word analogies, which involve both understanding the concept of
relationship and training in the ability to shift mind sets as needed, are
a necessary factor in vocabulary study at the secondary level. Word
analogy exercises are used with increasing frequency to evaluate ability
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to think abstractly. Students are quick to recognize that, while a large
vocabulary is not the sole requisite for success in working analogies, it
is a basic requirement.

Secondary students are usually receptive to suggestions about keeping
written lists of new words met in their reading. Sensitivity to the
emotional overtones of words may be developed by skimming selections
read for words that produce feeling of sorrow, joy, anger, etc. Planned
learning experiences are required in the teaching of foreign phrases,
idiomatic expressions, and technical terms.

Effective Work-Study Skills
Skills in using the dictionary, in reading maps, tables, charts, graphs,

in locating pertinent subject matter through use of the table of contents
and the index, are demanded daily of the secondary student as he meets
the recuirements set by various subject teachers. In addition, he must
know where and how to locate reference materials, be able to read
with purposeful selectivity and good comprehension, retain all essential
facts, and be successful in organizing thoughtful reactions to his reading
into well-structured and articulate reports.

While it is safe to assume that certain of these skills have been taught
since the elementary grades and will continue to be taught by the secondary
subject teachers, the developmental reading teacher assumes responsibility
for teaching all of these work-study skills whenever students exhibit
deficiencies, or when examination of the subject-matter courses of study
reveal no provision for their teaching.

Beginning secondary students require instruction in the use of the
high school dictionary. The secondary student should be able to recognize
alphabetical sequence, use guide words, identify root words in both
inflected and derived forms, select the definition that fits the context,
and realize the differing purposes of comma and semi-colon as used in
dictionary meanings. He should be capable of using the pronunciation
key, the etymology key, and responding correctly to the accent mark.
He should know that geographical and biographical information can be
located in some dictionaries and understand also the limited nature of
this information so that he uses it appropriately.

The secondary school curriculum makes constant demands on the
student to consult reference materials of many typesencyclopedias,
almanacs, atlases, periodical indexes. Effective use of these aids by
students depends upon their knowing what sources are available, which
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ones to use, and how to select material relevant to the given assignment.
The reading teacher may provide each student with a resume of resource
materials such as can be found in The Library, a service bulletin of
the Reader's Digest Educational Division. This affords the student a
comprehensive survey of the many types of reference materials and the
particular purpose for which each is designed. Students should be asked
to check their school and public libraries to ascertain which of these
reference materials arc available. Assignments made in the content classes
can be discussed in the reading class in terms of : (1) What reference
books prove most productive in assignments of this kind? (2) What are
the key words in the assignment as made? This last procedure should be
specifically directed toward helping the student recognize the point or
theme of his assignment so that he will select information which is
pertinent.

Instruction in outlining and note-taking as given in the reading class
should emphasize awareness of the logical organization arrived at by use
of key words, main ideas, and clusters of meaningful subordinate details.
The organization of ideas predicates relationships existing among them.
These relationships, the student must be guided to understand, carry cues
within them which not only help him remember the ideas so associated,
but contribute greatly to his ability to recall and report on what he has
read.

Teaching the work-study skills includes developing concepts relative to
the student's attitude toward his reading. He must learn to analyze first
his purpose for reading any particular material and then knowingly select
that method (reading for recall, reading critically, skimming, etc.) which
best suits his objective. In most cases the student's purpose will be affected
by his instructor's purpose. This may be determined as a result of the
teacher specifically stating the objectives of the reading assignment made,
by the student relating the immediate assignment to the rest of the course,
or by evaluating the assignment in terms of ones made previously.

One of the work-study skills that should be developed to a high level of
proficiency in the developmental reading class is the use of the SQ3R
technique. For most secondary students the ability to survey, question,
read, recite, review, report will be basic to success in the high school
curriculum.

Flexible Reading Rate

Not only has his rate of comprehension become a major concern and
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matter of status to many an American adult reader, but the develop-
mental reading program at the secondary level that today fails to include
"speed reading" in its instruction would be hard to find. Far more im-
portant than any one particular rate a student may achieve, however, is
his need to learn to adjust his rate of reading to suit the type of material
and the purpose for which it is being read. It is not unusual to find that
good readers tend to adapt rate to their reading purpose and the difficulty
of the material while poor readers read all ru.hterial at approximately
the same speed.

Mechanical instruments to increase reading rate are more commonly
used at the secondary level than in the elementary grades. These devices
attempt to correct or improve eye movement, directional attack, and
visual acuity. To the extent that the student's rate of comprehension is
affected by his ocular habits, the instruments may be effective. More often,
however, one's speed of comprehension is a matter of interpretation,
assimilation, and reaction to the message initiated by the visual symbols.
Interest in a subject or familiarity with it can, therefore, increase the
speed and understanding with which it is read. The readability level of
the material insofar as both complexity of language and difficulty of
concepts are involved also affects the reading rate.

Understanding of all the variables that impinge upon one's reading
rate enables the teacher and the student to avoid thinking in terms of one
fantastic rate for all materialKing Lear and The Hardy Boys reduced
to the common denominator of 2500 words per minute! It is quite possible
that the greatest need Where reading rate instruction is concerned has to
do with clearing some of the misconceptions that are being forced
upon students by television and press accounts of speed reading marvels.

Students who desire to increase reading rate should undcrstand that
they will have to do a great deal of daily reading. Rate increase requires
regular practice on materials that develop systematically in difficulty and
length. In many secondary developmental classes it is established practice
to begin the period's work with short timed readings, each followed by a
comprehension check. Individual charts kept by the students help them
to keep a personal record of their progress. When the student maintains
a record of his reading that shows a comprehension score plus number
of words read per minute, rate of comprehension usually increases.

One of the techniques that students should learn to use for increasing
rate is that of surveying before reading. In the survey, the student reads
the title, examines wl atever illustrations arc included, reads the summary,
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if one is provided, and, in general, assumes the mental set necessary for
accelerated comprehension.

Skimming and scanning are generally included in speed reading in-
struction. Skimming is the quick perusal of a page, an article, or a book
to obtain an overall impression of the whole. Scanning is searching through
reading material to locate a particular fact, quotation, name, etc. Practice
in these techniques is valuable to the secondary student who will employ
both as supplements to his work-study skills. The secondary teacher will
find those scanning exercises practical help that require locating specific
information in the dictionary, the index, table of contents, etc. Skimming
that utilizes textbooks or encyclopedias for practice can provide the stu-
dent with needed skills in mentally summarizing for main ideas. Duplicate
printed paragraphs, one of which has all but the key words blocked out,
can be made by students. Exchanging them with one another in class
permits one student to check on another's ability to derive the correct sense
of the paragraph from reading only the key words. This skimming lesson
reinforces the training giveri to look for key words that convey the sentence
or paragraph thought.

Reading Interests

The true interests of students are usually well established by the time
they reach the secondary school. The years of childhood are the years of
strong identification with people, things, and ideas. This in no way denies
the teacher the opportunity to use students' interests to increase their
desire to read extensively. It behooves the teacher to assess the interests
of his students. This he can do without too much difficulty if he first accepts
the concept that interests are the expression of the individuality of the

.student. "Self and interest are two names for the same fact," says John
Dewey (1).

Although there arc common interests at each stage of growth, it is
necessary to determine the personal interests- of those individuals who
limit their reading to that assigned by their teachers.

One way of discovering individual interests is by permitting students
to express themselves freely in whatever form they can. The content of
pictures they prefer, the pictures they draw, the subject of the stories they
originate, and the content of the stories they enjoyed are all ways of
determining individual interest. The subject of any free expression of the
student is significant in assessing his individual interests. To the extent
that it can be determined and the individual's interests made known to
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the teacher, it becomes important that reading materials that help the
student express these interests either be made available or called to his
attention. This requires that the instructor be familiar with a wide range
of young people's literature, and that public and school library facilities
be adequate to the demands that will be put upon them. The school
librarian is an essential partner of the reading teacher insofar as this stage
of the program is concerned.

Class periods deyoted to discussions of outside reading done by students
often result in building interest in certain books. Candid lists of student
reactions to books yield needed information and help build up a reservoir
of book titles to be recommended.

Importantas all the goals of the secondary reading program undoubt-
edly arc, there are very few teachers who do not feel that developing a
student's interest in reading remains their chief consideration.
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DISCUSSION

DR. RourNsoN: I must say that this is an excellent paper. I've been puz-
zled a little by one point. I think we assume that we know almost exactly what
the systematic development of skills on the elementary and secondary level` s;
and yet, in perusing the research, I find very little to support certain kinds of
sequences over others.
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If the opportunity arises, I would be interested in knowing how the se-
quences given in this paper were established:

Another point I should like to underscore is this: we too often see secondary
reading teachers who tend to test rather than teach. They make assignments;
they provide questions and mark them right or wrong; and then they do it all
over again. Merely posing questions is not teaching.

So often, I think, we miss our best teaching opportunities when questions
are answered incorrectly. Any high school student can mark a child's answers
right or wrong by using a key as a guide, if that's all there is to it. The im-
pottancc of discussing the different responses should not be overlooked.

DR. SHAFER: I liked the emphasis in this paper on the processes of inquiry.
. . . Let me add one further word about the dictionary. We need to take a
look, I think, at the process of dictionary-making. Nowhere are the results of
this process so evident or so revealing of our attitudes toward the English
language, than in the controversy over Webster's Third International Dic-
tionary. It seems to me that we need to bring this controversy into the class-
room, and subject it to scrutiny. We need to examine the process of dictionary
making so that students can understand how we have developed sensitivity to
words which we are currently using.

SR. JULITTA: I wonder if Mrs. Jan-Tausch could tell us how this reading
program is administered.

MRS. JAN-TAUSCH: In our system we have two junior and one senior high
school, and all three schools have reading programs. In both junior highs,
every seventh grade student takes reading two days a week, as a separate pro-
gram in addition to English. In February, the reading teachers go over the
children's records and make an honest evaluation as to whether these children
should take either French or Latin, or if, they should continue with another
year of reading. Those recommended for further reading instruction receive
three periods a week in eighth grade. This cuts us down to four or five classes
of eighth graders in each school.

Then, in ninth grade we offer an elective in reading. It has been tremen-
dously popular. We have had each semester fifty to sixty ninth graders sel'ect-
ing reading. They get one and a quarter credits; they come for one semester,
five days a week.

At the senior high level the program is a little less affluent, shall we say, in
that those students who are doing poorly in English classes are turned over to
a reading teacher for a period of three weeks. What he can do in three weeks
I don't know, but he does his best.
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5. Reading in Science and Mathematics

AT all levels of American schools, children and youth today are toeing
enzou raged to include in their programs of study an increasing emphasis

upon science and mathematics. This emphasis has come about partially
because of strong public interest engendered by modern nuclear discov-
eries and space developments and partially because of the widely publi-
cized shortage of competent personnel for positions in industry which
demand training in science and mathematics. Throughout the nation we
haxe made great strides in developing modern curricula for these two
important areas; through the efforts of the National Science Foundation's
Course Content Improvement Program and similar granting agencies,
thousands of teachers in our secondary schools have received financial
assistance and excellent training in the development of courses and in-
structional materials. There can be no doubt that we have today more
well trained scientists and mathematicians than ever before. However,
the emphasis in these training programs has been upon the substance of
new courses in mathematics and science, with little attention focused
upon the secondary school student and his skills for understanding and
applying the knowledge of these areas.

Despite a general strengthening of programs for developing basic read-
ing skills in our elementary schools of the nation, we have made little
progress in training teachers to teach specific reading skills for the content
areas. A survey of college catalogs will indicate that there are few teacher-
training institutions that offer a course in reading which is designed for
secondary school teachers of the content areas. Still, discussions with
secondary teachers of their problems of instruction invariably lead to
expressions of concern about the deficiencies of their students in basic
reading and study skills.

It is the purpose of this paper to examine the problems which are basic
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to reading in science and mathematics and to propose courses of action
which might be taken to solve these problems.

Difficulties in Reading Science and Mathematics
There are many reasons why students who read reasonably well in

other content areas fail to read well when they read in science and
mathematics.

1. Young readers have been accustomed to reading materials of nar-
ration; they have learned through extensive practice in basal readers and
social studies materials to interpret description, plot, characterizations,
and definite patterns of sentence and paragraph construction. The exposi-
tory language of textbooks in science and mathematics is most frequently
characterized by its terseness.

2. Ideas are frequently more complex, and there is little control over
the number of concepts introduced on a page or within a chapter of
science or mathematics. As an example, the author of a typical textbook
in physical science for the high school devotes one chapter to atomic
energy. Within this chapter the student is introduced to radioactivity,
atomic structure, atomic weight, atomic number, nuclear equations,
isotopes, nuclear fission, nuclear reactors, control of the fusion process,
and others. Each one of these topics represents an important concept for
the understanding of atomic energy, and the chapter on atomic energy
is one of fifty chapters concerned with a general survey of physical sciences!

3. Concepts are developed on an ascending scale of difficulty. In both
science and mathematics, the reader is required to draw ur on his previous
knowledge and experiences and to relate these to the ideas presented.
Unless a careful evaluation is made of the extent of experiences and the
levels of knowledge of students in a particular course, both the textbook
and the instruction may be pitched above the functioning level of the
students.

4. Wide reading, particularly in science, is often demanded from a
variety of sourcessources in which the quality of writing and the read-
ability may vary dramatically. Frequently the quantity of materials is
inadequate for a student, a class, or a school.

5. Inter- and intra-relationships in mathematics and science are nu-
merous and complex. Relationships must be recognized and critically
examined by the reader if he is to understand what he reads. Students
who are accustomed to reading for literal interpretation are frequently
incapable of sensing relationships and thinking critically about what they
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already know and what they are currently reading.
6. The reader is required to read critically; despite the fact that

science and mathematics are regarded as "exact" sciences, the reader
must judge the relevance, authenticity, and value of what he reads. Young
students are capable of thinking in the same general patterns as adults,
but they are frequently limited. in attaining an equal degree of ability
by their lack of experience and knowledge; hence, they are prone to
accept as "fact" many ideas which because of recent scientific discoveries
would no longer stand the test of a fact.

7. A mastery of study skills (interpretin& graphs, tables and charts;
using reference materials; and .using a textbook efficiently) is essential
for efficient reading in these content areas.

8. The vocabulary of science and mathematics is often specific to the
content area. Henderson (3) quoting a personal statement of David Page
has indicated that there are three kinds of language used in a mathematics
classroom. The first is the language of the novice, which is characterized
by imprecision and ambiguity and frequently accompanied by gestures
and pointing. "You multiply across the top and you multiply across the
bottom." The second language is at the other extreme: the precise
language of the mathematician, and frequently of the textbook, including
such words as sets, numerals, variables, symbols for relations, and quan-
tifiers. The third language includes sum, addend, multiplier, and mixed
number, for example. Henderson concludes that most teaching is done
in terms of the third language, whether in person or through the text-
book; but, because of its nature, verbalization on the part of the student
would be easier in the first language.

We are concerned in the teaching of vocabulary with the functional
aspects and the semantic variations of words. In both mathematics and
science, many words function in a precise context; however, these same
words may enjoy semantic variations in contexts which are already
familiar to our students and hence are confusing in the new context of
science and mathematics.

Taking Action to Aid Students

Very few secondary school teachers are adequately prepared, thro sh
their college training, to teach their students to read more efficiently for
the various content areas. Heartening indeed, however, is the knowledge
that some states are requiring that all teacher-credential programs include
at least one course in the teaching of reading. The Great City Projects,
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Higher Horizons, the Ford Foundation-supported SKIP program in San
Francisco, and numerous other projects throughout the nation are attack-
ing the problem of basic reading and study skills for high school youth.
And numerous in-service programs are conducted each year for interested
teachers who desire training in both remedial and developmental reading.
Although the English teacher and the reading specialist in the secondary
school are prepared to contribute to the teaching of reading skills, the
responsibility for aiding students to read more efficiently in mathematics
and science must be shared by the teachers of those subjects. Who is
better prepared to anticipate the difficulties that students may have with
particular subject matter than the specialist in that subject, who himself
has developed skills of reading and study in order to be qualified as a
teacher?

As we have stated earlier, a concerted effort has been made to upgrade
the substance of mathematics and science courses in our schools. Watson
(9) has stated: 45

We shall assume that no teacher can work effectively in a subject which
he does not understand. But what is meant by 'understanding?' It implies
such a familiarity with the assumptions, the evidence, and the concepts in a
subject that the teacher can play freely with their interrelationships and
restructure the instruction in many ways. This competence requires time and
experience beyond what usually is available in the first introduction to the
subject. Yet, there is now great haste to 'update' science instruction, which
means to utilize in schools quite recent interpretation of complex and cur-
rent experimentation. Frequently this interpretation is novel to the teacher
who has been out of school for some years. He is struggling to comprehend
these new results and ideas. Will he then be competent to handle them
flexibly in his teaching? Or is he likely to present them merely as the latest
scientific dogma from the authorities?
Struggling with the interpretation of recent, complex changes in lioth

science and mathematics, the teacher may feel that he has no time to
devote to reading skills of the students. This teacher seriously needs help
in discovering means of presenting content and skills simultaneously. He
cannot, because of his lack of training in teaching reading skills and his
added responsibilities of keeping abreast of scientific, and mathematical
phenomena, solve the problem alone. What, then, is the solution? Let us
examine some possibilities.

1. The counseling and testing services of the school can be utilized
in the identification of students who are in need of specific reading skills.
Unfortunately, we have few standardized tests that measure a student's
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ability to read critically for science and mathematics. Survey tests of
reading measure very well the student's ability to read for literal inter-
pretation. Maney's (5) excellent repo. t. tells us that neither survey tests
of reading nor tests of general intelligence measure critical reading ability
for science.

With the aid of testing specialists, teachers of mathematics and science
should be able to construct informal tests of critical reading ability, using
selections from the subject areas, and measuring these skills: identification
of generalizations, inferring specific conclusions from facts explicitly stated,
applying information -to a problem, seeing the relationships of ideas in a
series, judging the relevance of ideas, following directions, interpreting
graphic representations, relating ideas to a sequence, and identifying the
central theme. It would be unwise to attempt to construct an informal
test for the measurement of all of these skills within a single test; however,
a 'series of tests, designed to measure separate skills or combinations of
skills would be invaluable if the results were used to determine the instruc-
tional needs of the students.

For those students who have scored in the lower quartile of a survey
test of reading, special diagnostic testing should be provided. Such tests
as the Gilmore Oral Reading Tests and the Gray Oral Reading Tests ,a,
of value in diagnosing specific weaknesses in word-recognition skills, phras-
ing, literal comprehension, and vocabulary.

2. With the help of the English department, students who need help
in basic skills can be given training in English classes. For students in
junior and senior high schools, the Be A Better Reader Series (8) pro-
vides excellent materials for developing skills in reading for science and
mathematics.

3. One or two instructors, from each subject area of science and
mathematics may be encouraged to take training in the teaching of read-
ing. These teachers, in turn, may provide in-service aid for their fellow
teachers. An advantage of this attack on reading problems is that the
teachers who know the- specific subject matter can prepare reading exer-
cises for their students and can teach reading skills each day in the class-
room.

Teaching Reading in the Classroom
Within this section, consideration will be given to techniques of teach-

ing reading in the science and mathematics class. Only four aspects of
reading will be considered: vocabulary, comprehension, critical reading,
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and rate of reading. It is assumed that any teacher, regardless of his lack
of formal training in the teaching of reading, can aid students in develop-
ing increased competence in basic skills.

Vocabulary. The vocabulal of mathematics and science is often more
specific, more descriptive, than vocabulary found in other content areas.
Traditionally, students have been admonished to learn definitions of the
words in a selection or chapter; however, the greatest difficulty in learning
such specific terminology seems to lie in the inability of many students to
apply a term to an exact process, a classification, a broad concept. Many
words need special attention, since they take on new meanings when they
are used in science or mathematics. For instance, product, rate, base, root,
interest, and literal are mathematics terms which have different connota-
tions in other areas.-Too often writers of textbooks introduce technical
vocabulary under the assumption that the simpler phases of the subj,ct
have already been mastered by students, Teachers may make these same
assumptions. The responsibility for introducing technical terms and relat-
ing them to processes or classifications is definitely a major task for the
classroom teacher.

All scientific classifications arc based on structural similarity. For exam-
ple, lepidoptera, hymenoptera, hemiptera, and homoptera are terms used
to describe orders of insects. Each term is descriptive of the wing (pteron)
structure of the particular order: lepido (scale), hymen (membrane),
hemi (half), and homo (same texture throughout). The student of
biology; lacking the experience of examining the components of words,
tends to attempt to memorize terms and examples of each. He may know
that 0-:thcprera is a term which refers to the grasshopper, without realizing
that all straight-winged insects are classified in the order Orthopt. ra. The
biology teacher could help this student by taking time to explain the
structural elements of biological terminology.

Considerable aid has been given to the teachers by authors of recent
textbooks in both science and mathematics. It-has become common prac-
tice t ) list new terms at the beginning or at the end of chapters or units.
However, these lists of words are of little benefit to the student if they
are merely assigned as word-memorization exercises. They must be related
to classifications, processes, or concepts. They can be illustrated, demon-
strated, and further related to similar words.

The use of prefixes, suffixes, and root forms may be one of the richest
sources of word knowledge in these content areas. For instance, the Greek
mono in biology is found in monocotyledon; in chemistry, we find
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monomer; physics gives us monochromatic; and in mathematics we use
the word monomial. The Latin equivalent, uni, may be univalve in
biology; chemistry, univalent; physics, units; and in mathematics, union.
Hence, knowledge of a single root, prefix, or suffix may lead to under-
standing of the meanings of hundreds of words.

There are other approaches to teaching vocabulary. Synonyms are
always useful, but there is a danger of the synonym giving no more mean-
ing than the original word. Dictionaries and glossaries list synonyms fre-
quently; care should be taken by the teacher to determine that the appro-
priate synonym is selected to fit the particular context. Most scientific
and mathematical terms are monosemantic; consequently, using antonyms,
or opposite meanings of words, is frequently impossible. It can be demon-
strated, however, that an antonym may, by telling what a word is not,
give more meaning to a new term than a synonym which may be as
obscure as the word itself. As a simple example, cold is clearly the opposite
of hot and is readily understood; synonyms for hot are heated, scorching,
scalding, fervid, peppery. Consider the confusion that would result from
substituting one of these synonyms in this sentence: The night was hot.

The major difficulty in developing vocabulary for mathematics and
science in the secondary school class is that so many terms must be mas-
tered and applied at once. An introductory chapter in a recent mathe-
matics textbook lists as new vocabulary these terms:- closure, commutative
property; associative property, distributive property, multiplicative identity,
multiplicative inverses, additive identity, and additive inverses. Each of
these terms is listed at the beginning of the chapter and the student is
cautioned to know the words. They are also listed in the glossary of the
textbook. However, few students will understand these terms unless they
are demonstrated, discussed at length in various contexts, and repeated
frequently in problem solving situations.

Words are the tools of all knowledge. They must be taught as delib-
erately and as reservedly as they were written. If an effort were to be
made by all teachers of mathematics and science to improve the teaching
of vocabulary, reading skills of their students would be greatly enhanced.

Comprehension Skills. Many students who read well in literature or
social sciences fail to read well in science and mathematics. They appar-
ently lack the ability to adjust their reading to the phrase and sentence
patterns that they encounter in these areas. Paragraphs are written in a
terse language; they are reduced to the minimum number of words neces-
sary for communicating ideas: To read well, to interpret literally and



An integral part of reading for science and mathematics is the inter-
pretation of problems, preceded by precise, methodical reading. The
student must learn that every word may be crucial to complete under-
standing of the problem or process. Recognizing all words, applying their
specific meanings to the problems at hand, and sensing relationships among
several conditions which are presented by the problem are prerequisites to
actual problem- solving.

Careful questioning by the teacher may determine which students are
grasping main ideas and essential details, which students are merely
interpreting ideas literally and failing to think critically. Some students
are incapable of seeing relationships among main ideas and need careful
guidance in determining main ideas and their supporting details. Students
benefit from occasional opportunities to restate main ideas in their o vvri
words and to state es, ntial sequences of ideas. Listening and speaking
become an integral part of good reading when the teacher involves the
student in stating clearly and succinctly the ideas that have beemencoun-
tered. Further, questions from students are important. Too often the
teacher asks all of the questions and fails to recognize that many students
in a class arc not participating in discussions; since their questions are
seldom entertained, these students feel a sense of futility that the content
is beyond their grasp.

Fehr (1) has suggested six steps for improving comprehension in
mathematics. The writer has adapted these steps to include both mathe-
matics and science.

1. Help the student adopt a problem consciousness. A problem is not
a problem simply because a teacher or a textbook suggests that it is. There
must be a purpose for solving the problem, and this may be achieved by
several readings and analyses. Further explorations of similar problems
may be necessary. A knowledge of the contributions of scientists and
mathematicians past and present may help the student develop positive
attitudes towArds materials and forces in the universe that will help him
to live more successfully in our complex world.

2. Develop wide experience and broad background in mathematics
and science situations. Too often at the beginning of a course we assume
a level of understanding or proficiency in our students, based on normal
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ks discussed above, the history teacher identifies the skills needed to
rt:ad with understanding and prepares study guides designed to be used
by students during their reading. He prepares them in such a manner that
one guide can be used by several groups at various levels of ability and
achievement. For example, the skill . may be "recognition of author's
assumptions." Faced with a range of achievement levels in his class, the
teacher prepares his work sheet so that questions are graduated in cliff:
culty, yet deal with the same concept and require the same skill. As
students read the text, they are guided in looking for the author's assump-
tions. The slower students are aided.by,being able to select answers from
possible choices; the more able students, needing less direction, are guided
only by probing questions on the work sheet. However, when the groups
contribute to total class discussion, the slower students feel they have as
much to offer as do the more able: Both groups will have practiced needed
skills and, simultaneously, acquired the necessary understanding.

"Evidence is ample . . . that . . . social studies students can be helped
to achieve more if instruction includes giving attention to the reading and
study skills used." (4) This attention includes guiding students while
they use specific skills. Such attention is profitable since it ". . . results

in the improvement of both reading skills and knowledge of subject
,n
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standing the laws, principles, or processes. The young and inexperienced
scientist or mathematician lacks the ability to sense and feel relationships.
Here is where the teacher functions best, in pointing out essential relation-
ships through references to previous learning and through multiple
illustrations.

3. Activate the problem. Aid the student in the statement of the prob-
lem in his own language. Be alert to distorted or inaccurate sequences of
ideas. Use diagrams, concrete objects, blackboard. illustrations to focus
attention on the problem and to illustrate the practical applications of the
problem to other situations.

4. Help students ask meaningful question's. When students have no
questions, they have not read carefully. Guide them, through your own
questions, to read the selection or problen. again. In problem-solving there
are always these questions: What are the conditions or details? What,
exactly, are you asked to find? to do? What is the order in which the
conditions of the problem should be used? What processes are required?
What is a reasonable answer?

5. Become sensitive to the student who is using an unsuccessful attack
on the problem. Encobrage rereading, careful and critical thinking: Help
the student correct his procedures.

6. Generalize the solution to every problem so that it may have wide
application in solving new problems.

There are two particularly fine references that every teacher of mathe-
matics and science should read for detailed suggestions for improving
their teaching of reading. ``Directives for Developing Reading Skills" in
The Improvement of Reading by McCullough, Strang and Traxler (6)
suggests numerous techniques for reading for the main idea, reading for
details, and reading for sequence or outline. The Metropolitan School
Study Council has recently revised Five Steps to Reading Success in Sci-
ence, Social Studies, and Mathematics (2). They suggest that to read
science and mathematics materials successfully, students must master
certain reading skills: locating pertinent details, distinguishing between
main ideas and supporting details, visualizing, following directions, and
drawing inferencesFive steps of readiness, concept development, silent
reading, oral or written discussion, and offal or silent rereading are out-
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Supervisors and administrators must realize that the preparation of
materials is a time-consuming task. They must work to provide time,
preferably summer workshops, for teachers to write the materials they
will need. These materials must be made available in quantity for
classroom use so that teachers will not have to spend time typing and
duplicating materials during the school year. Storage space for materials
will be needed, with teachers able to order copies as they need them.

In the same manner that teachers should create a good environment
-frir students, conducive to learning, supervisors and administrators should
create a good' environment for teachers, conducive to teaching. Neither
environment is necessarily physical. Understanding and support provide
a unique and csseniial environment. In ad'lition to provide the consultant
help of the reading specialist. The in-service training for the teacher,
and the availability of materials, supervisors and administrators should
encourage valid variations in methodology and relieve any "curriculum-
coverage" pressures on teachers. These elements of a good teaching
environment became major contributions toward teaching students to
read history material well.

Example of Success
A



examples arc given and the student is required to supply reasons for steps,
later the steps, and finally the entire proofs. This change in emphasis has
handicapped the poor reader; under the traditional system of models, the
poor reader could frequently work a series of similar problems in physics,
chemistry, or mathematics with a minimum of reading and memorization
of the model.

Nordberg, Bradfield and Odell (7) recommended open-end experiments
as one means of meeting individual differences of experience and abilities.
In contrast to verifying conclusions known beforehand, the student must
determine the methods to employ, the'apparatus to use, and the conclu-
sions to reach. Open-endedness of the experiment is varied according to
the abilities and experiences of the students. Frequently, the student who,
cannot read the experiment can participate'successfully in the discussions
of methods, apparatus, and conclusions and can complete the experiment
independently.

Critical_ Reading. It has been stated earlier that many students are'
capable of literal interpretation of what they read in science and mathe-
matics, using only the information which is explicitly stated. A question
such as "What is radioactivity?" can. be answered on the basis of explicitly
stated facts; however, to answer the question "What uses can we make of
atomic energy?" the student must go beyond the printed page and think
critically, using the specific knowledge that he. has about atomic energy and
inferring or predicting logical future uses. He may consider the present use
of isotopes in medicine and predict probable developments. He may con-
sider the possibility of conversion of sea water 'ato fresh water.

There are innumerable definitions of critical reading and critical think-
ing. What, from our knowledge of critical reading, is practical for the
teacher who wishes to aid his students in developing better understanding
of the concepts of science and mathematics? Man- ey's (5) definition of
comprehension and critical reading skills, derived from her study of literal
and critical reading in science, has definite implications for both science
and mathematics.

1. Developing functional vocabulary, or the vocabulary which is
necessary for the understanding of the subject.

2. Developing understanding of the semantic variations of vocabulary,
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The Iowa Silent Reading Test and the New York State Survey Tests
for both Science and Social Studies were used as standardized measures
of achievement. Pre- and post-test data were available for all three years
on the Iowa Test. It was available on both survey tests only for the
1959-60 and 1961-62 groups.

For all groups and on all measures, pre-to-post-tests gains were signifi-
cant at the 95 per cent level or higher. Regression analysis was 'applied
to determine if there was significant growth in the pre-to-post-test gain

among the three groups on the three measures. The 95 per cent point
was established as the acceptable level of significance.

When the program was offered only in history, there was no significant
growth in reading achievement over the group without the program.
However, when the program encompassed both history and science, there
was significant growth in reading achievement..

Increased achievement in social studies content was not significant
(66 per cent) but was indicative of some trend. Growth in achievement
in science content was not significant (40 per cent). The difference in
achievement on science and social studies measures, coupled with sub-
jective observations of the operation of the program, led to the conclusion
that gain in achievement was due more to the fact that the history teachers
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or the use of words in other contexts.
3. Locating the central theme; separating the central topic from the

subordinate topics.
4. Making inferences; drawing conclusions from facts explicitly stated.
5. Making generalizations; identifying a general conclusion or princi-

ple from information implicitly stated.
6. Solving problems; applying information to problem situations.
7. Associating ideas; relating ideas in a series.
8. Recognizing analogies; seeing rclaiionships between two pairs of

ideas.
9. Understanding antecedents.
10. Establishing and remembering sequences.
11. Recognizing extraneous ideas.
12. Following direCtions.
13. Visualizing; interpreting graphic representations of an idea pre-

sented verbally.
Rate of Reading. Many of our students in secondary schools have been

made aware of the necessity for reading rapidly. Numerous articles in
newspapers and magazines, demonstrations on television channels, and
puveyors of books and programmed materials have made the student con-
scious of the need for acderating his reading as he has accelerated his other
activities. The amount of reading to be done in a day's assignment is
increasing with each generation; the availability of a wide variety of sup-
plementary materials for each content area has emphasized the need for
selecting wisely, skimming, and reading intensively..

The student who reads science and mathematics must be prepared to
make adjustments to the basic materials, both in terms of his speed of
reading and his purpose for reading the material. Reading in these con-
tent areas is most frequently slow, deliberate reading. By its very nature,
problem-solving is more deliberate than reading for pleasure. Skimming
is seldom applicable as a skill, except to familiarize the student with new
materials or to search for related ideas. Directions must be read and
reread, with attention directed toward the exact use of words, the sequence
of ideas, and the questions that are raised. Fortunately, many of the
concepts of science and mathematics are both observable and demon-
strable; many of the ideas arc precise and if careful reading has been done
they may be related to known laws and principles.

The teacher of science and mathematics may occasionally advise the
reader to 'slow down and to read deliberately and critically. If essential
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words, phrases, or symbols are missed in cursory reading, then. rereading
is necessary.

Using Diversified Materials and Activities
All classroom teachers are certainly aware that our textbooks are not

appropriate for all of the students in a class. Problems in real life are
frequently not structured like those in the text, and the necessary data
for an experiment or a problem are not always obvious to the poor reader.
Many textbooks present too many topics in such concentrated space that
the reader cannot clearly understand the essential relationships. Frequently,
summary statements at the beginning or end of chapters presuppose
experiences and knowledge that students do not possess. The problem of
the textbook is compounded at higher levels of education, particularly in
junior and senior high schools, where the use of a single text is prevalent
in science and mathematics classes, .and where the range of reading
abilities of the students may be from a third reader level to the level of a
mature adult.

The unit or 'project plan of teaching makes possible the diversity of
materials, both in terms of interests and reading abilities of the students.
A textbook is less essential when a broad unit is developed and students
arc assigned topics in materials which are commensurate with their read-
ing and thinking abilities. However, in mathematics we are constantly
confronted by a single textbook and virtually no supplementary reading
materials for the poor reader. As a result, the teacher must diversify the
zctivities in terms of the abilities of the students. Oral reading of problems,
discussions and demonstrations of problems, and numerous teaching aids
arc necessary to involve all students in solving the problem. Recent
developments in materials for the teaching of science and mathematics
have inchided the use of multi-sensory approaches to reading and learning:
films, filmstrips, models, and a wide variety of concrete objects.

In the selection of supplementary materials for the science or mathe-
matics program, the librarian is invaluable. Lists such as Mallinson's
(4) are readily available in most libraries and offer guidance in the
selection materials for slow learners and retarded readers. We should be
concerned, when we select materials, that they afe of a length substantial
enough to constitute a valid reading situation. They should demand the
same competencies of the student as are demanded in reading textbooks.
The quantity of materials is not nearly so important as the quality and
the usefulness.
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Summary

An increased emphasis upon- the substance .of courses in mathematics
and science has not in any sense alleviated the problem of poor readers
in those content areas. Mathematics and science teachers, who know
the substance of their courses, are in the best position to aid their
students in developing better reading and study skills for their particular
courses. While their gen:::al reading skills are frequently well developed,
students may lack the experiences for adapting their reading skills to
science and mathematics. Teachers And students in science and mathe-
matics courses are involved in two vital processes: the development of
knowledge of specific content, and the development of skills for li.e-long
acquisition of knowledge.
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DISCUSSION

SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS

DR. SHAFER: In 1940, I believe, Professor William S. Gray posed a ques-
tion about reading: "Is reading a single general ability which transfers to the
content fields, or does it consist of a number of specific abilities which are
unique to the various disciplines?" He indicated that he hoped further research
would provide us with an answer to this question. I would like to ask my
colleagues on the panel, and particularly Professor Robinson, if, in her view,
research has provided an answer. It seems like a very good question if we are
to concern ourselves with new developments in textbooks and text materials.

SR. JuLIrrA: First of all, the matter of vocabulary, Which was ably handled,
is the work of the subject field teacher, as no one else could have as good an
understanding of these concepts.

Then, very important is the thinking that is involved in the subject field;
and as Dr. Bamman pointed out, we are so apt to think of specific techniques
or skills that we forget that underlying those techniques is the development of
specific types of thinking.

DR. ROBINSON: I'll go back to the question first, if I may. There have blen
a number of studies dealing with this matter of whether reading is something
that involves a number of distinct skills and abilities, or not.

The answers have varied markedly. The more mature and competent the
reader, the fewer the number seemed to come out of this analysis. The less
mature and competent the reader, the greater the number seemed to come out
of this analysis. Not all of these would be applicable to mathematics, or science,
or literature or anything else.

When we start to drive a car, we arc conscious of the various steps. Once
we've become competent drivers, however, we don't pay attention to them
because all of them are used at the same time or fairly evenly. If this is the
case in reading, then mature readers have this combination of competence and
ability; so the different skills cannot be easily separated out.

I'd like to go back to the Bamman paper for just one minute. I'd like to
comment on critical reading and the various definitions given. I'm wondering
if we adopt these definitions, if it isn't going to confuse us; because many
teachers will say, "Well, I teach getting the main idea, so I teach critical
reading." I ask if this is critical reading. Is problem-solving critical reading?
What is critical reading? I think we have to be a little more precise and rfn
lump everything into a new arca like critical and creative reading. We talk
about them loosely.

I'd like to propose a definition of critical reading which does not include
some of these points. I suggest we think of critical reading as judging the
veracity, the validity or worth, of what is read based on some criteria or stand-
ards developed through previous experience.
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6. Teaching Secondary School Students
to Read History

CONSIDER the typical history teacher: a total student load of 150
to 170 students; a curriculum which, chronologically, covers centuries

or, topically, ranges over broad areas of human interest, ideas, and
endeavor; an administrative assignment such as study hall or cafeteria
duty; sponsorship of at least one extra curricular activity; service on a cur-
riculum or professional welfare committee; enrollment in a course for
professional improvement; normal home responsibilities. Stop him in
the hall and ask him what he is doing to help his students iniprove their
reading of history and watch his reaction. Accompanied by signs of
restrained emotion and considerable frustration will come the two -word
reply: "When? How?"

Most history teachers are well aware of the reading load netessary, for
the subject. They are aware that too many of their students do not
read well, adequately, passably, or at all. They know that something
must be done to help these students. But when the answer is `-`Every
teacher is a teacher of reading" with neither qualification nor explanation.,
it is ignored as a meaningless cliché or impracticable theory.

The purpose of this paper is to provide context for the cliché, practical-
ity to the theory, answers to the teacher's harried questions: "When?
How?," and proposals for success in teaching students how to read history.

Problems Impeding Success

By the very passage of time, history content increases rapidly. Teachers
arc staggered at the amount of knowledge to which their students should
be exposed. Loving history and possessing scholarly sensitivity to the
importance of hundreds of details, the history teacher finds it difficult to
make selections for his course. Specialized vocabulary saturates the content
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necessitating prior exposure before students encounter the textbook (7).
The fact, concept, and vocabulary load of available texts often exceeds
the reading achievement level of the students, as shown by Arnsdorf: "In
general, reported findings indicate that the reading level of most social'
studies books is higher than the averaLe reading ability of the children
in the grades for which the books were intended." (1) Often the teacher .

must follow a curriculum guide which, though dedicated to excellent
objectives, outlines an excessive burder of facts, learning activities, and
sequential experiences (8). Thus the history teacher faces a curriculum
formidable both in quantity and quality.

History teachers themselves may impede their students' successful
experience in reading history. Their thorough knowledge of the subject
may tip them into assuming that students know more than they really
do, leading them to present concepts -without proper foundation. Also,
"Many teachers think less in terms of reading the course objectives than
in 'covering' the specified ground." (8) "Unfortunately, the content area
. . . is often too broad to be covered adequately. The urgency of time
will tempt the teacher to provide too many ready-made explanations
without allowing the student to develop his ability in independently gain- ,
ing insight into concepts." (7) Both the fact that teachers tend to teach
the way they themselves were taught rather than the way they were
taught to teach, and the fact that most history teachers have had little
or no training in techniques for improving their students' ability to read
history, lead to conclusions similar to Nowell's: "Teachers continue to
present traditional courses, painfully and at times embarrassingly aware,
of the outmoded character of such courses." (7)

On the other hand, students present the teacher with a frustrating
variety of background, experience, understanding, ability, and achieve-
ment. The teaching difficulty is apparent when one realizes that a solid
"... background of knowledge, based on facts and experiences, is obviously
necessary for good reading. . . ." (2) This requires that the teacher raise
the level of this background. Difficulty also is to be expected since there
are ". . . unjustifiably large numbers of poor readers in our schools."
(11) Some students lack the basic mechanics of reading. Others can
rcad, but with little understanding. They fail to note trends, to sense
relationships, or to make associations. They find it difficult or impossible
to react critically to what they read, to interpret its meaning, to evaluate
its worth, to discern its intent, to grasp the new ideas, or apply them if
they do. It seems futile to expect such students to read both the quantity
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and quality essential to an adequate understanding of history. Many
despairing history teachers have come to depend on the lecture for
dispensing the content of their curriculum.

Provisions for Success

The situation is not hopeless; the condition of :I, the history teacher
and student can be improved. But this improvement requires close assess-
ment and modification of 1) attitudes, 2) methods, 3) materials, 4)
provisions.

Consider, again, our typical history teacher. He recognizes that his
students do not understand the basic vocabularyof the subject; do not
possess adequate reading and study skills; and frequently possess only
isolated, unrelated facts after studying a given unit. This teacher post-
pones the inevitable and prolongs his frustration if he fails to accept
responsibility for teaching skills needed to study history. If students assiml
ilate little content and acquire few skills, the teacher has failed even if
he does "cover" the curriculum. It is possible for the teacher to insure
against such failure.

A change of attitude and perspective by the teacher, the supervisor,
and the administrator often is the first step toward a solution. To blame
elementary schools for poor preparation of students is no solution. The
elementary school is not responsible to teach students how to read tenth
grade world history; it is responsible only to give basic preparation so
that the world history teacher can build on this preparation: teaching
the vocabulary basic to the subject; providing guidance in reading critic-
ally, in seeing relationships, in awareness of organization, in sifting fact
from opinion, in grasping the main idea.

When he satisfies himself that ". . . careful attention to the basic
skills for good comprehension of history . . should be an integral part of
the teaching" (2) and that this attention and teaching are his responsibility.,
the history teacher must find the means for making this possible.

The teacher must learn to look at the course content, not in terms of
what he enjoys and has come to appreciate over years of close study, but
rather in terms of what his students need and can assimilate at that grade
level. As Barn/Ilan says, "The teacher must use good judgment in
selecting only those.details which will actually aid the student in develop-
ing clear concepts...." (2) The pace at which the concepts are presented
may need adjusting:

Teachers should introduce their students to new facts and ideas at a pace
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which is consistent with their ability to assimilate them . . . a student is

actually handicapped by trying to, or by having to try to, cram more infor-
mation into his head than he can possibly hold. (8)

The materials to be used must be carefully examined since:

It is up to the teacher to adapt a textbook to local circumstancesto deter-
mine which portions of it the students are to master, which portions they
arc to skim, and which portions can be omitted without violence to the
fundamental structure of the subject. (8)

Supervisors and administrators must support the teacher in this selec-.
tivity. If the teacher feels he must be selective surreptitiously and only
at the risk of being chided by his superior for failing to "cover" the
curriculum, then he is likely to follow the expedient course.

Reappraisal of what should be taught and, as shall be seen, of how it
should be taught, demands flexibility, creativity, and courage. The teacher
must be willing to try new ideas, to discard, adopt, adapt, and constantly
evaluate. Creativity goes hand in hand with such flexibility.

No matter how much we learn from research, the individual teacher's way
of teaching must be his own unique invention. He must arrive at this per-
sonal invention through his own creative processes in trying to accomplish
his teaching goals. As he fails or succeeds in reaching these goals, he becomes
aware of his deficiencies, defects in his techniques and strategies, and gaps
in his knowledge. He draws upon his past experiences. He increases his
search for clues in his ongoing experiences. He tries to apply creatively the
scientifically developed principles he has learned in his professional educa-
tion and reading. He sees things of which he has hitherto been unaware. He
starts making some hypotheses, testing, and modifying them. Through the
pain and pleasure which accompany this process, the teacher's personal
inventionhis way of teachingevolves. (10)

And, of course, such flexibility and creativity take courageparticularly
if one's fellow teachers and Supervisors are not sympathetic.

It must be remembered that every new idea in the beginning always makes
its originator a minority of one. It is well known from research that being
a minority of one is tremendously uncomfortable and more than most people
can tolerate. Thus, creativity takes great courage. (10)

Not only must the attitudes of teachers, supervisors, and adminis-
trators be appraised, but alsoas has been suggestedteaching methods
must be modified. Principles of elementary school teaching must be
applied to secondary school practices. When this is done, students will
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acquire the skills to read and study the required material simultaneously
with an understanding of the subject.

It is characteristic of elementary school teaching that students receive
careful preparation for each reading lesson. This preparation includes
close study of vocabulary to be encountered in the reading, motivation
to arouse interest, review of previously learned concepts to provide ft frame
of reference for the new understandings to be acquired, creation of a
sense of anticipation to cause the reader to seek ideas actively rather than
passively, and most importantly,specific directions as to how the material
is to be read. In contrast, too often the history teacher's preparation of
his students for reading is only "For tomorrow, read Chapter 16." To
be sure, there arc those who do discuss vocabulary to be encountered,
who highly motivate their students, and who provide the frame of reference.
But rarely does one find the teacher who gives his students specific direc-
tions as to how they are to read the assigned chapter. Rather, the teacher
assumes that students should know how to read a chapter in a history
textbook by that point in their educational experience. And the students
arc left on the; uwn to apply any combination of the dozens of skills
needed to read critically, tr read with a sense of organization, to read
for :laboration upon the new ideas and associate them with ;J:evions infor-
mation and experience.

Obviously the history teacher must prepare his students for the reading
they have to do. Then he must guide them through the reading experience
so they will- read for the purposes he has established and .apply the skills
that he has identified. The teacher must not concern himself with pre-
pared lists of skills needed to read history. Teaching through these lists
is not his resp.nsibility. His job is to make certain his students develop
a working knowledge of history. Therefore, rather than- using a skills list
as the basis for his teaching, he takes his materials to the list to find
those specific skills needed to read a particular passage with proper
understanding.

It is at this point that the' ine is drawn between the reading teacher
and the history teacher; and it is for this reason that Preston says, "The
slogan 'Every teacher a teacher of reading' while true in a sense, is
misleading." (8) The reading teacher's emphasis is upon skills and he
seeks materials as vehicles to develop the skills. The history teacher's
emphasis is upon concepts and he examines his material to discover what
skills arc needed to insure reading with understanding. These arc the
skills he directs his students to use. It is this lattor process that makes
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possible the simultaneous development of skilk, and understandings.,
After he identifies the skills and directs his students in their applica-

tion, the teacher will need to supply them with study guides. These should
guide students in reading for the purposes the teacher has outlined and
applying the skills he has identified. Though a more laborious process in
the beginning stages, the returns are more than gratifying when the
teacher soon can say: "Do you remember how we read the section on
the effects of the Civil War on southern economy and the skills we
applied to the reading? This new material must be read in the same
manner and the same skills applied." Thus guided transfer of training
is possible. Examples of such study guides are discussed below and sources
for securing samples are listed.

There is yet another page to he taken from the elementary teacher's
book of teaching practices: grouping within the class. With facility and
ease, elementary teachers-group their students for instruction and often vary
the groupsdepending upon the 5,bject or area being considered. Sud-
denly, however, when students .enter secondary school, they are grouped
only into classes, rarely within classes. And there are good reasons for this.
One teacher might feel that if students are in small groups, he will have
discipline problems. Another might feel that if the principal walks by and
hears the inevitable talking (purposeful though it may be) he will question
the teacher's ability to control the class. Still another teacher might fe-1
unless he Is in front of the room talking, he is not really teaching.

'Intra-class grouping is a natural partner to the study guides mentioned
above, allowing the teacher to serve better the individual differences of
his students. It also provides opportunity for what Durrell calls "multiple
recitation" (3), each student having more frequent opportunity to
participate in discussions and projects h? a small group than he has in
the full class. The 60-, 50-, or even 40-minute period does not militate
against orouping in the history class when it is obviously profitable to do
so. When students become acquainted with the procedures, -they can be
grouped quickly and efficiently; the teacher is free to work with groups
or individuals; and when the class is brought together again, students
can contribute significantly to the total class discussion and can learn
from one another. The teacher can emphasize points of importance and
tie together any Icose ends.

The "how" in "How can I help my students?" is answered when one
applies methods discussed above to materials designed for such purposes.
For example, consider the problem of vocabulary load in history textbooks.
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"Helping students enrich their vocabularies is one of the important
contributions the teacher can make to the improvemer of the ability of
students to read social studies material." (8) The help does not come
by giving students lists of words to define and memorize.

A memorized definition without understanding is worse than no definition
at all, for the student may feel that he has an acceptable answer without
realizing that he has no foundation on which to build. Explanations of con-
cepts developed by the students and in their own language are the
explanations they remember. (7)

The solution comes in two forms. First, ". . . in ti" direct 'teaching
of new and specialized terms ... (which has as its purpose) . . . not only
to have the students acquire the meaning of specific words, but to have
them acquire the ckills whereby they can get the meaning of unfamiliar
words withoin having to resort to a dictior.ary." (8) Durrell refers to
this as "word power" saying that, "Success . . (in meeting) many
thousands of new words in his required and free reading . requires many
transfer abilities which give the child general word power . . . (This task)
Cannot be met by separate teaching of every new word." (8) Therefore,
by careful selection of words-to be taught directly before assigned reading,
teachers can show students how to analyze other new words for meaning
as they are encountered.

The second part of the solution for helping students enrich their history
vocabularies is in the provision of_ vocabulary practice material. Such
material insures multiple exposure to words in controlled situations,
requiring manipulation of the words in various contexts. A simple cross-
word puzzle using basic words of a given unit provides such practice.
Or one might make a "categorizing" exercise which requires students
to place each of 15 or 20 basic words into three general categories related
to the unit. Or one might set up a simple matching exercise, o- multiple-
choice, or completion. In all cases, the practice materials require the
student to use the words, to consider their meanings, to reflect on their
usage, to weigh connotation and denotation. The exercises may be used
as homework, for classwork, and as the basis of discussion; and since
vocabulary basic to an understanding of a given unit is being used, the
student develops not only word power, but also a good understanding
of the basic concepts of the unit. Scholastic Book Services publishes a
new vocabulary book which is a good source of ideas for such exercise
material. (5)
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content to do this since both skills and concepts can be developed simul-
taneously, Such teaching is possible when techniques commonly used at
the elementary level arc applied to the secondary: vocabulary study before
reading; identification of purpose for reading and the skills to be used;
guidance in applying the skills; assistance in reacting to and the use of
ideas gained from the reading; organization of students into different
grouping patterns according to instructional purposes.

Teachers must be freed from pressures to "cover" the curriculum. They
must be given training in the new techniques to be used. They must have
time to prepare essential materials. They must have the courage to try
new approaches.

There is both significant and indicative evidence to show that history
teachers can -meet-their responsibility wiilt respect to teaching both skills
and -contentand do so without sacrificing either. There is no way to
escape, poor readers of history other than to train them out of that
condition.
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DISCUSSION

SR. Jurrn: Dr. Herber has presented the material in a very thorough
manner and has given specific suggestions on how we can implement our his-
tory program and take care of individual reading needs.

I would like to re-emphasize some of his points. I believe the in-service
program could .be conducted as demonstration -lessons- throughout the year.
These demonstration lessons could be via TV by an expert teacher, or by films,
as you mentioned.

Now, more consideration, I think, should be given to the summer workshop
idea. Can we engage teachers to prepare the materials, to work out the cur-
riculum in detail? I think teachers would get an education in doing this; and
also, it would help the teacher because the load is too heavy during the school
year for curriculum building.

As far as vocabulary is concerned, I believe there is much more danger th.tt
the history teacher will neglect teaching vocabulary than that the science and
math teachers wi::, because their terms are obvious. In 1:;story, we t.ety often
overlook the vocabulary load that the students encounter, especial:y the gen-
dal vocabulary which may ha ite different connotations in history than in other
subjects.

DR. ROBINSON: I should like to ask one question, and that is: on what basis
does the history teacher choose to group? Is it on the basis of reading 'ability
or some other kinds i f abilities? perhaps our speaker might have an oppor-
tunity to make a few comments on this point.

I think that the emphasis upon the directions for reading and upon practice
is excellent. I should like to point out that we need perhaps one other dimen-
sion, and that is a kind of diagnost1: procedure whereby the teacher not only
provides the direction and the practice, but also helps to find out where pupils
go astray and shows them how to do a better job.

Continuing to practice mistakes is a common procedure not only at the high
school level, but in many instances in elementary school where neither time
nor know-how is available to the teacher to find out what the difficulty might
be.

I'm also particularly pleased that the speaker mentioned the importance of
critical reading. This is an area that we must never overlook, because we are,
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indeed, preparing these young people to use social studies materials as a back-
ground for intelligent participation in life. Blind faith in the text has too often
been the procedure in the social studies, and students may develop blind faith
in whatever they read later.

DR. SIIAFF.R: I was also very much interested in the case study of a school
system which has made successful progress in attacking the problem of im-
proving reading in history. I think that it's necessary to mention here, of
course. that the teaching of history is not limited to the social studies teacher
alone, for the teacher of English teaches literary history and the science teacher
teaches the history of science, and so forth.

In the paper yesterday and in this one today, we have been reminded that
textbook materials arc not really adequate in helping young people to under-
stand the concepts in these various fields.

wonder if -Dr. Herber would comment on two things.; number one, the
materials which were produced by the teachers working in the summercan
these be produced commercially, and perhaps more economically, and marketed
commercially?

Secondly, as a supervisor, what were some of the biggest obstacles which you
found in' proceeding with this project?.Was it the. matter of taking practices
from the elementary school, such as grouping, into the secondary school? I
think this would mean a fundamental change in the instructional procedures
of many secondary teachers; and I'm wondering just how you managed to
convince the many secondary teachers that these were good things to do.

DR. HERBER: Mostly by persuasion and intrigue of all sorts. For example,
I tanght a class in which students worked in groups, and had the teacher walk
up and down the hall and listen for noise. Teachers are very sensitive to this.

It's really a traumatic experience for secondary teachers to put studendinto
groups. Fru some reason they feel that unless they're up there talking, they're
not earning their n !ley; if they aren't talking, there's n. learning. It's hard
to convince dem t.sat many times they stand in the way of good learning by
standing up there talking.

I was particularly fortunate to have a young teacher who was full of ideas,
secure enough to try something mew, and if it failed, evaluate it and try a
different way. She was particularly successful in having a., many as seven groups
goiag on at one time. So we had teachers come in to watch this, and they saw
that there wasn't chaos and that the students were not crawling up to the walls,
but were really engaged in a purposeful activity; and so they would try it.

We were fortunate in having a reading specialist in e....ch of the buildings.
When I went to the district, they were primarily remedial teachers. We
changed their role to that of consultant so that eighty per cent of their time
was spent working with classroom teachers; they wr..id give demonstrations
and show teachers how to group within a class.
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With some teachers we never did succeed. I recall one who would never
put her students into groups. She always had nice, neat rows. However, she
did permit her students to work in pairs, because they could look across the
aisle and work together.

The biggest obstacle standing in the way of this program,- I think, was
probably grouping. This seems to really be very difficult for a secondary school
teacher. I also found that it's a traumatic experience for a social studies
teacher to skip a chapter in a textbook. There's something really sacred about
this text and everything must be used. You cannot even skip a section in a
given chapter. It is very difficult to convince teachers that students will not
suffer forever if they miss a section.

For the slower grcups all this material is not essential. Teachers should pick
out the. essential elements and guide the students. With the slow groupi, we
would give them the page, the column, and the paragraph they were to read
. . . Dr. Shafer asked whether the materials we produced could be made
available commercially. I assume you are not asking for these particular
materials, but anything like this. I think it could be done, although so many
times a specific school district and a specific teacher have unique requirements.
I have a feeling that it would be difficult to make this material commercially
available.

Another quection was asked with reference to the basis for grouping. Many
times this grouping process was very subjective. I think it could have been
tightened up considerably. We used test scores and made out "scattergrams"
for each teacher so that he could see the relative achievements of students
within a class; this sometimes was used as a basis for grouping. Many times,
particularly after the teacher became involved in grouping, she was able
subjectively to determine how she would put her students together in grcups,
depending upon the purpose of the given activity. Other times we would use
different materials for grouping for different purposes.

Dr. Robinson: May I say that I thoroughly approve ule idea of groups
being loose enough to fit the needs and flexible enough so that children can
be grouped and regrouped. I merely wondered if this were being done at the
high school level.
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7. Teaching. Students to Read Literature

SOME
definitions and limitations seem necessary as a prelude to any

discussion of teaching students in the secondary school to read literature.
First, like %%Tellek and Warren (14), I arbitrarily define literature as those
genres which have reference to a world of imagination, of fiction. Excluded
from this discussion. then, are such forms as biography, essay, sermon,
letter, and speech, though these have a place in the reading program of a
school.

Learning to read literature is a part of the global area of learning to
read, to deal with printed symbols. This discussion is concerned with the
direct efforts teachers may make to it -ease the student's power to deal
with imaginative literature. Teaching :',.trature in the secondary school
takes place in a total context of school and life and between two arbitrary
points on a continuum in one type. of human development. What has
happened to students in the Plementary school and in life, obviously, and
what happens to them in any contexts outside of the literature class have
definite bearing on the teacher's efforts to increase their power in reading
literature. .

One condition basic to any effective effort to give direct instruction in
the reading of literature is that students must previously have experienced
enjoyment with imaginative literature. Early (1) has identified three
stages in the development -of appreciation of literature: 1. Unconscious
enjoyment; 2. Self-conscious appreciation in which the student seeks to
learn why selections of literature affect him in certain ways; 3. Conscious
delight in which the reader respom:s with delight in the literary experience,
knows why, and reads with range and r wer. Obviously, this discussion
must be concerned mainly with the crucial stage 2 in Early's analysis. It
is equally obvious that most students. b) the time they enter junior high
school. should have experienced unconscious enjoyment of imaginative

87
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literature of some type. Such experiences, which we hope will continue
no matter how much study of literature the student carries on, are neces-
sary readiness for the efforts of the secondary school teacher of literature.

The student's aNlity to profit ;rom direct instruction in the reading of
literature depends, further, on the attitudes he develops in approaching
literature and on his freedom from characteristics associated with immature
or unsatisfying responses to literature. Squire (12), in his doctoral research,
identified five chdracteristics of adolescents who respond perceptively to
imaginative literature:

1. They react with genuineness; they do not substitute the stancUrds or
judgments of "others-.the teacher, critic, or other studentsfor their own.

2. They suspend judgment until they have tested tentative_ interpretations.
3. They are willing to search for meanings.
4. They weigh evidence, judge details objectively, and maintain esthetic

distance.
5. 1 hey fuse emotional and intellectual responses; they are able to respond

emotionally at the same time that they are concerned with the way in
which literary artists achieve their effects.

Squire's findings corroborate the much earlier ones of I. A. Richards
(9), who suggests certain factors which impede the literary experience:

1. Failure to make out- the plain sense of the selection.
2. Misleading interpretations caused by a personal experience.
3. Dependence upon or use of stock responses ("it was very true to life,"

for example, or "the style was masterful") which may or may not indi-
cate any real .feeling about a selection.

4. Sentimentalitythe student cannot accept that unhappy ending, for
example.

5. Inhibitions or hardness of heartthe student simply may lack sensitivity
to human suffering, for example.

6. "Doctrinal adhesions"that is, the student is unable to overcome the
preconceived ideas and attitudes he brings to his reading. The racist, for
instance, may be blind to everything in a novel which incidentally reveals
some sympathy for maltreated Negroes.

The interaction of a human personality and a selection of literature will
always produce some imponderables, but it seems clear that mere exercises
in analysis of the various genres of literature-aze not sufficie 1 teaching
students to read literature. Such activity must take place it. context of
the structure of imaginative literature, and each teacher must develop to
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his own satisfaction some analysis of that structure, else he will not know
really what literature is, and he thus cannot know, in given instances,
whether he is teaching literature or something else in which literature may
be an accomplice, incidental or otherwise. The teacher, for example, who
asks students to seek morals in short stories may be teaching ethics, Puritan
precepts, or something else, but he may not be teaching literature unless
identification of a "moral" coincides with an approach to the story as
genre.

A committee of teachers in Toronto (3) concluded that the basic prin-
ciples of structure in literature are to be found in the "different forms and
the recurrent themes." Proceeding from this premise, I suggest a four-
layer description of the structure of literature :

Layer 1Themes which develop from four basic relationships: Man and
deity; man and other men; man and nature; man and himself.

Layer 2Modes, of which there arc four basic ones, according to Frye (2)
romantic, comic, tragic, and ironic. Romantic and com;c modes,
Frye maintains, are the easier, tragic and ironic the more difficult.

Layer 3Genres, of which the modern imaginative ones are novel,- short
story, poem, anti play.

Layer 4=---The individual selection.

Learning to read literature implies an awareness of these layers of struc-
ture. All teaching of the skills of reading literature takes- place in this
general context.

If the major purpose of teaching students to read literature is to enable
them to gain "felt" knowledgeand I think it isand if the training
which leads to this ability involves enjoymentand I think it doesthen
the relationship of enjoyment or appreciation, on the one hand, and study
or analysis, on the other, becomes a dilemma of the chicken-or-egg variety.

This brings us, then, to the actual hierarchy of skills with which we will
be concerned in teaching students to read literature. It stems to me that
three sets of abilities comprise this-hie irchy:

1. Abilities needed for imaginative entry into a work of literature.
2. Abilities needed for perceptirm of meaning or central purpose.
3. Abilities needed for perception of artistic unity and significance.

All of these three sets of abilities involve both intellectual and emotional
reactions on the part of the reader, for literature "engages . . . the IA)liole
man in his responsesenses, imagination, emotion, intellect; . . . "(6)

.6
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Imaginative Entry

Imaginative entry or empathy is the first essential, otherwise the reader
is barred from an esthetic experience; he is not reading literature. Unless
he can enter imaginatively into the work, he cannot determine for himself
the meaning or purpose, though he may take someone else's word for it.
And if 1..7, has not experienced literature deeply enough to perceive its
meaning or purpose, he has no business judging its artistic unity or signifi-
cance. It is our common failing that we demand judgment of literature
by students before they know what the literary experience is, and we have
the sterile tradition of periods in which students criticise the plot, the style,
the imagery, the characterization before th--iy know how any of these
relate to meaning or central effect.

We know, of course, that some students are more imaginative than
others, more ready to suspend disbelief, more !`fantastical" as Banquo
said. But regardless of quickness of imagination or inherent flair for the
non-literal, all students are -capable of imaginative entry into vicarious
experience merely because they are human and because they have had
many experiences. The probletri is to relate the experience: recreated in
the work to their own experience, and the answer, I think, lies in the
identification of correlative experience. Just as the literary artist expresses
emotion indirectly through his work, so the reader must cull up experiences
in the general field of emotion represented, for it is only occasionally that
the reader's actual experience closely matches that reproduced in the work.
Our student has not traveled down the Mississippi on a raft with a run-
away slave and tussled with his conscience over knowledge of law versus
feeling of personal loyalty, but he has been in some situation which in-
volved a conflict between his relations with an individual and his relations
with society or a group. He has not spent a day or night upon the ocean
fighting and finally subduing a -giant marlin, vainly fighting off sharks,
bringing to shore, in complete exhaustion, only a great skeleton, but he
has realized the hollowness of a victory or he has carried on a lonely
struggle to achieve and perhaps no one has understood.

The student must lea n to use his experience, to examine it constantly
for its relevance to the work of literature. This is not easy for, by and
large, in his early years he has read in the escape tradition. Reading- of
literature, from the fairy tales forward, has represented escape from his
experience. In general, he has learned to approach literature as something
divorced from his own life, and therein lies its appeal. His experience with
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important than his =efforts to teach scansion of iambic pentameter.
Each of the literary genres presents certain obstacles to imaginative
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the=Vario-usfkindt Of- seltiences _through: whieli-fone---intist--044 if =he--is -_ going -_to

-learn =to reacr=literatUreat-- his:highest =level-of
_ _

---Now,--_as_Professor-_Robinson:- pointed otit_yesterday:*-6_-_clo_l_ndt--hive_friuth-
-resear-ch orrthe -matter_OFthe= learnitig-Sequence= in= eading.lturton=ls-i_pro

_=---
- which -w- esti -tdrictiVabl

ways and in many forms a strong cast-_= or,
se u

'Dr:Burton's,paper was read by Dr. John Simmons,-Fforida State University.
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once ts= to onsi

ertain concepts underlie =the diagnosis - and-treatment -of = clinical cases.
One of these ccincepts is` that reading development is_a process of "becom-
ing." The reading-Troblem is not static.It has_developed-over aperiod-
of years; it -is= changing at -the- preserit_moment; it is being affected by
the client's hopes- =and fears-of the future We-often =are inot fully =aware
of the extent-to which- the adolescent's concern about -his future may
affect his present progress-in-reading. At the Woods Schools for Extep-
tional Children I often noticed that some =of= the older boys and girls
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CLINICAL STUDIES

TWo procedures sse-em---16- be- :partictilarly-_helpful -to= with-
nettrolOgical:-- disorganizAtitni:-:::(1-) ----reduce--_-extrAneous-- stimulatiOn, and

-_s
-- (2) -sharpen sthe----cluer the-_childlto, =_

fgeneral-_ clinital -prineiples:seeny to -be 6peciallk-itriportant_ for individuals
- with- n6rologiciLdisorganitaticin :- -start- it_th---goint =Where =-they- can

achieVe suecess,iand-( 2 )-begin-taibuilds_up-the skikin:which=they_-are-weak.-
Both-- clinical and7r-clastro-otni-Situations--sshOuldbe-_-flatible;ithough---_ not

.
unstructured, _-_A-ncertain--_ amount- or :anxious ant ers r a-
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Standard Diagnostic Procedures_

Most reading clinicians =use a pattern of= diagnostic procedures that
includes interviews =with parents and with the client himself, information
blanks filled in by the school, individual intelligence tests, achievement
tests, diagnostic reading tests, a test of = listening comprehension less often
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of relief from the embarrassment and the sense of failure caused by the
discrepancy -between his aspirations and his performance. It is a comfort
both to the client and_ to his relatives and teachers to know that-something
is being done about his problem.

Outside the sessions with the clinician, the-client is-expeiiencing various
types-of interaction with other people -which may=either promote or block
his progress in reading. There is the-interaction in the classroom to- which-
the student returns after-his session-with the clinician.- oo ofterrthe client

or_ un, t e same old criticism
to = his classmates: avoi

in_= should -help= the teac er
teraction and ita e atmos

readin -material t
ere:
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It was a moment of discoVery. He had found an organizing principle
that = enabled =him to unlock unfamiliar words. Now he =had a key to
reading on his own. The fact that the words were "easy" words and
some of the sentences nonsensical did not bother him. It was an achieye-

persiste
irnilarly, we= should share= wit e. client_ our most_effective meth

of sentence and paragraph comprehension; of critical reading; of erving
clues as to the appearance, personality, and = motives of charactert; =of learn-
ing _to== feel = with the characters portrayed; and of efficient reading for

7

different purposes .

ConclUding St;itement

While not abandoning the tried-and-true clinical procedure of analyz-
ing the reading process, uncovering possible causes of =the client's disability,
and then trying to synthesite the information = collected_ in order to form-
ulate hypotheses, may- we_ not experiment with a more= dynamic clinical
method =of itudying high schoOl students' reading? -The proposed method
would = =recognize= the= continuing development of =the cliint's reading,= his
inner urge 1...! improve, the environmental conditions that are either inhibit -



ing or facilitating improvement, and his interaction with the clinician and
with others in sthool and a home. The clinician would begin working
with the reading problem as the client sees it, assist him to clarify his
perteption by means of tests and-intervieWs, teach him learning methods
which he can apply to= himself,-and try- to thange conditions that are
inhibiting his progress.

ISCUSSION

.-3RosmisoN at_ -xamples-_-Dr.-Sfranugave -s_were-

gest-,-,and Limakittellhaersh64illzagree-;_ that 14 eliresaliorVery__Much-conte-rnd-_,
in clinical work with= a --Joungster,=wheitecesnizevnwotds=libtifirdoes:inote,,,get_-=

and =meaning hes-reads;,and-thisiaceuri--notinfiequently--
stersireferr6d-;to-a_sreading-=Clinicri Particularly when --the erilphasis;has,been--too

= --
strongly on_words==sper-se.-

must haVeerqualconcirn,-_it seems:to -me,--When_ithe problems oecut_with

of_votabUlary z:With-_--thel-developmenti_of -the -different -aspetts of
_x-Omptehension-intetpfetationr_mid=even-;trititarreading.-

=agree that relieving _-_childidn's- tensions ;helps theniJearn- to read; btu _I
have _-founk-in a large majority :461-_the=seVerely-retarded--ieiders with whom

I've dealt,-thatleirning _to:feadlielpsleductithe:terision because it helps theM
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E-ptobleru-of-sevaluation,in = secondary reading program vCOU1&
ardlyElatefariSen=fi=leArta ew== =Se ;:WeitiAttiVeir

e-=tea-Ching-bereaihnti_tUdents-AVere_-_ek lac
necessary.a_sty-steMatic-iii--prOgraM--cifi--hi.strUctioriaST;1-lot-COnsidete

general-,--ithelassithiptionappeatedi=tUbe-:thatalVhighlthool_-_stu_ OntS=r- ead
WelFehoUgh.ETractices itselliwas-e-oUntedfonJOlaririg-i-any±iMPrOvements _

1=
-- . -= 11--It-cair- afe- lybe_raikhowever,--ithattoday-therc a--broad, acuve:mterest,, _ -_.= _ = .though -not faiumversai-uneon_proviaing suitable mstruction-m-:reaamg_to

aUsetoridaiyiichoolt student:5.-f deVice4 rintludihg----adriiinistratiVe,
edict, :ha- ve been-==iusethto =aa§ure- attention= to-readirigi-AAn_integral-rVart_
of _the high School -progrant_Yet_tome-ithoolST-still;Are--friot-Organizedirfor

_

thii-_kind of-Work. HoW,-400d- is-_the-=WOrki--Which-is being-done?Vhat
further-nods to- be- donein =order to assureia-serieratioUof tnatute,:ffiCiOt,
critical_ readers? These- are-the--basit --questionsz to which -- answers --must be
sought is we-evaluate jUnior=arid-seniorhigh--school -reading programs.

Purposes of -Evaluation-

Too often, evaluation is confused -With the -much narrower concept
of formal testing._ The tremendous interest which- has developed in this
latter area in recent ye-arsscntetimeS seems _like emphasis on- =testing for
its own sake. Althoughthis has =certainly not been the intention of those
working in the field,- it has occurred. ExtenSive "evaluAtion" of pupil
achievement _hat_ often -been merely a matter Of accumulating- -test data
which seemed -to have little -effect on the teAching-leArning program.

-Evaluation is useless unless it is tompreheniiVe and- is a part of the
total instructional plan of -the school. -The purpose of evaluation must

117
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be to lead to the-improvementzol-the program through a better knowledge-
-of -both-the needs of -the students -and the :degree =to which these needs
are being met- (13 )-. It seems _obvious,_ therefore, that the objectives which -
the- school _is pursuing are basic not only tothe plan of-instruction,- but
also to the_ evaluative procedures -which- are= employed: If the school- is
desiro-us of having its- students-merely compare "favotably--*ith those-

_ _

students:in other Schools-id the tonventionally=measured areas -of= _content-
and-_skillsk-=':cvaldation"-±is=noAifficult,proces&= The administratiod:oVa=--
seriesEdtttand- ardizeLtestsandzcOmparisow-withidAtiOnif-dormconld--
proVideztheinfordatiok_AthoiettrOiere-islitbadtoneerri-vith=those
things s-which -Will= enable -the-individual---to -funeti-o-diaS, truly-Adequate

Ieader-in,our society, :such=evalnationifails=to-==doithejob--=do cas_e4-

the -taskf_islo_=finci=-_out hoW-WelltheScho011S=aCtoMplishing=iwhat-:itiSets

out to = __=s,

Adequate- evaluation demands -an -= adequately The
_ _-

objectives =of-the- progranf-must-be-clear,===or___ there is -no =itandard:dgairist--_-

___ whickit-can ibe -judged."LJ3asitally-,===a-irea judged-
in-= terns- of= =the specific:- readingiperformanee-=and== achieVethent of the
students-involved. -This-cannot zbe thought ==ofs:darroWly=Assomething-which-_
catibe deterthined Ihrodgh==statidardikd tests- of reading- achievement-.
It include_ s also such matters -as- -the- degree to==whichnstUdents are =able-
to apply their skills-adequately ,Within the content fields, the -Amount
and nature of heyond-the-school-assignments -reading which is: done, the
attitudes and actions which= develop :froiri="reading-,, andithe standards
by which students-judge their oviniperforthAnte.-Strang-(-1 2)-;_ concluding
a discussion= of -evaluation, -has-Stated : -_-`Tvaluation of -reading programs
is not an end in itself; it-is a meanAto-better instruction. -The present
emphasis of evaluation of reading seems -to be on continuity -of appraisal
and instruction, co-operation _or the team- approach, 'and complexity,
which recognizes-the broad view of reading instruction. ." (p. 397-)

Simply stated, the- fundamental questions to be considered in relation-
to the high school reading program are these:

1. Are all students showing progress, at an adequate rate, in the development
of reading ability commensurate with their *ndividual capacities for
achievement?

2. Is the reading- performance of the students such that it is contributing
to adequate academic, social, and personal-development?

3. Is each member of the school stafi making his top-level contribution to
the success of a comprehensive program designed to proniote maximum
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growth?
If these questions are considered,- evaluation does not become a matter
Of satisfying curiosity, h'it rather-a guidepost -to point the way to progress.

Specific Areas to Be Evaluated
Defining the- evaluation process as one part of a- total instructional

program may be something less than satisfactory for bringing: about -the
desired results. Specifically = what should the high school include in its
evaluation?
Skills_and Abilities.-- Any= good Trogrimjor the development of junior
and-senior high school students'reading-abilitystakes into account a wide
variety of skills and-abilities. Thecompetence with which =the students can
use these is one of= the basic things to be appraised. If instruction is-based
on a thorough grasp of thee-nature And:relationship§ of -these skillS and
abilities, if the objectives of the-progrant_histerms of skills and abilities are
clearly understood, -constant evaluation comes a.§.a normal part of the
program.

Word-recognition and analysii: The ultimate -aim of= the reading pro-,

gram, in =relation =to_ word= recognition ability, should be the spontaneous
recognition of virtually every= word. -AccoMpanying this ability to react
effortlessly to the majority of words' shoUld be a reservoir_ of word
analysis skills to unlock the -few unfamiliar words which are met from
time to time. One additional criterion must be met before the student
can be considered truly adequate in his approach to the -task of connecting
meaning- and oral language with the printed symbols. He must know
when to use references such as. the dictionary and the like and must
be -able to use them well.

Evaluation of the individual's achievement in this area cannot be made
on the basis of an overall estimate of his handling of the word recognition
demands he meets. It must, instead, be made in terms of the specific
skills which he has acquired and the degree to which he uses them.
Pertinent questions to be asked would be similar to the following:

Does he see base words in affixed forms?
Does he apply the final e principle?
Does he use the dictionary spontaneously to get the pronunciation of

a word he cannot analyze on his own?
Does he use his oral language background as a checkpoint for his

analysis of a printed form?
Does he skip over unfamilar words or use a slurred pronunciation rather
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than attempt to analyze them?
Does he drop word endings?

These are questions directed at evaluating the individual's handling = of
specific elements in words or specific attitudes toward the task of word
recognition. Only thrctigh questions =of this type can his needs be discov-
ered and= his strengths appreciated. In= other= words, only as the result of
an evaluation of this type can a sensible plan be evolved for his continuing
instruction. = Knowledge of the- systematic= nature-of the development -of
word analysis skills is- necessary s kind-of appraisaris -to be carried on
efficiently and effectively. The teacher cannot be dependent on te-ts which
are= administered at stated points throughout =the studenes--educational
career. The essential matter is-how he operates in-his daily reading.

Comprehension: There appears to_be no reason for -reading. except to °-
get= ideas = from the process.- Comprehension -is an integral-part-of-what is
meant by reading. Unfortunately, =even though it= has long been-eitablished
that comprehension is not a= unitary= function, but a:complex of= many
abilities, relatively little attention is given to the evaluation of-the specific
abilities and students' grasp of-each. Finding outwhere the student stands
in the comprehension area, howeveriis impossible unless individual evalua-
tions are made in terms of those things which he -is able to= do and those
things which he cannot do. Questions such as the following must be
answered:

Can he- answerfactual questions based on = the material?
Can he interpret the ideas in= terms_ of his past experience?
Can he follow- printed- conversation?
Can he select materials -which are pertinent to a problem?
Can he use headings, etc., to get an overall view of the material before

more careful reading.? .

Can he follow the sequence- of events?
Can he select significant facts from the material?
Can he differentiate between facts and opinions?
Can he get the intended meaning from satiric writing?
Can he generalize on the basis of what he has read?
Can he infer the author's feelings and purposes from the material?

Unless such questions ore asked, the teacher cannot really become aware
of the strengths and weaknesses in the individual's performance. Thus he
cannot plan a truly appropriate instructional program to help him over-

.
come these weaknesses.

Here, as in the area of word recognition, the teacher must be aware of



The sequence of- -abilities and the -relationships --among them Efficient
evaluation can be accomplished only -if= these interrelationships are known.
Otherwise, the process would have= to become-one of -checking- on each =
individual- -ability even when -it-- actually could "be- measured as= a factor in
a complex. There is=no-neek-forinstance, to _check a-child:on_ ability to
get _specific _Aetails if -he-can demOnstrate-_theiability-lo "infer-a -main-idea_
from specifiCallyistated details.--Wereihe-unable-taget-thedetails,--he would
also-be nnable,to make _the,inferenceIf ;the,c d,r1S Unable _to make =the

luferenteabriut-:;:the---thairciidea,Ai-OWever,-zAhe_Jault ,triay--lid====eitherin-E-hit-
inability itoinferi or-- inhis_ inability to= handle fthe:s c==detail&-Ini- this
tase,-_-_raorlragrrientary=evalaitiori4ailldi-=1*rieeesta

Versatility -orilexibility::.0ne--z_ofizAhirmarkslr=of the realk-goodi-readet,
is his ability to djtitt= to-iaz variety=oUtiretimttaticeS- he meets-ih==reading-

-sit-uations ,He-mayfind---himself=dealihg-with--=veryeasyr materials - which-
were- written-,primarilyr,for;his--entertainmenc:-Rel-Mayjace-Alit.z job of
reading_something =so that he =will be`able -to follow the = directions =which
are provide&;_&thayrmeet-:materialt=which-iareintended;to-setihiiii- off
into :deep ,thOught =about -his- attitildeXancUhii4ctions.-=Materiali liVhich-he
meets will:be -written in -a variety--of- ;styles, _sonic- oLwhielt-indude- c-onsi&
erable padding around the main thoughts. On the other hand, some
materials will present with each new sentence or phrase another meaty
idea to be managed.

Reading in these varied situations requires versatility in both approach`
and specific reading techniques The need for flexibility in rate is now
fairly well recognized. Unfortunately, the reason for= the changing rates
of reading is often missed. The speed with which materials are handled
is not the basic issue. The speed is determined by the kind of reading
which is being done. It is an outgrowth of the characteristics of the material
itself and the purposes for which it is being read. A direct relationship
exists between the measurement which is done in the area of comprehen-
sion and that done in terms of versatility. How adaptable is the individual
in choosing an approach which will allow him to get the kind of com-
prehension which is required? Pertinent questions in this area would be
similar to these:

Can he skim materials to get specific information?
Doet he get bogged down with details when they are not necessary?
Does he read everything the same way and at the same rate?
Can he use organizational and structural devices to guide a first, survey

reading of study materials?
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Answers to these and similar questions would provide evidence on whether
or not the individual was equipped to approach- reading with adequate
flexibility.
Degree of Self-direction; Virturliy every teacher hasmet the:pupil who
appears able to use all the varied- skills to whiehi he_has been exposed but
does not use them. This is the person who can find the main idea -When--he
is instructed to do so,zbUt never=thinks to do it on -his own. Orthis is the
person who will _pick =up -i-z_book-WhichrizivilF not, help-jhiMbht does not

realiteits-laelc=o1 suitabilityAuntil 'soMeone=asks,-_1`ill=that book_really help _r
r-you solve your problem Or thixcthliber the -_WhoAS,perfeetly_Ecapa,

ble ofs-skinimingziUthe teachersays,-"Do:you-have to read everyzword--to
get that answer?":

An important part oUtherevaluation of- cad' child!szprogress ih-ifeading
-is that which= reVeals-the degree-to whicli-he can ibeiselldirecting= rather
than dependent on the teacher zor theiinttinctiOns- in the book sz)r_ztest
booklet. A truly effiCient reader Usexthe abilities _which ihezhas,-- uses them
spontaneously, in fact frequently uses them _with no-conscious consideration
of them.

In choosing maletidis:ifMany__fattort need to be considerediin=the area
of choice =of materials. Referencr hs-already-been made to the necessity
for choosing materials which are:relevant to the job -being done__ at the
moment. All of the abilities _which are taught in the field=of deciding on
the pertinence, reliability ete., of reading = thaterials,r however, would be
taught uselessly if -the child'did not make use of these skills.

Another very important consideration in-the choice of materials is that
of the degree of difficulty. Is the child capable of _picking out materials
which he can actually read with full understanding? Is he willing to sur-
render the satisfaction of getting ideas from a book for the satisfa.,:ifl
of carrying what looks like a "hard boOk?" Is he aware of the fact that
he could be reading satisfactorily a more complex book which would offer
him additional information and enjoyment? If- the child is dependent on
another to decide what book he can read, he likely is not really_much of a
reader.

In applying skills and As a child learns any skill or- ability,
he will- probably need close guidance in its use. However, once he has
mastered the process, he should be able to function _without being re-
minded. There appears to be, with many children,=a stage at which they
can use a skill but do not think to do so. It has not yet- become so much
a part of them that they use it naturally.
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In the area of word recognition, this can- be seen very clearly. Many
children seem to gO through a stage hi handling affixed forms, for instance,
at which they know all the parts but do not use them. When =a teacher
asks, "What is the base word? Is there a prefix? What suffix -is added to
the base form?", the individual is able to see these parts and to use their
pronunciations and-meanings to arrive at real recognition of the word
form. However, until the suggestions are made, the word appears to them
as one big, complicated, un ownrjumble of letter One might say that

e student-knows how to do the job of using base words- and affixes for
analysis of word forms. Arthe independent level, however, he does not
really hive as =a -part of-his repertoire of word analysis s

In comprehension the same is often true,The child can do a particular
kind of thinking in his reading, but he does it only = under direct stimulation.
In initructional situations, Where the teacher is providing-this stimulation,

_
he functions well. In his inde ndent reading, however, he does not: = =To
say that` he is able to draw inferences of a articu is not enough if
actually= he does not do this on own. If he_ thinks= critically =when the
teacher Asks for this kind =of = performance reetly but acts like a sponge,
subject to absorbing anything when he is on = his own, he is still =far from
a mature reader.

In setting purposes and deciding on approaches: Until an individual
can guide his own reading of material, he cannot be considered to be an
independent reader. For much =of the work of the secondary school reading
program, the child's job is= actually_ one of guiding himself. = Many_assign-
ments demand that he do this,= and rightly so since he will not always
have a teacher available to guide him. Whenever he has the required
abilities, he should take on the major share of the guidance hiniself. Fre-
quently, however, _there= are =children = who are not good readers in the
sense that they can guide themselVes. They can read to accomplish a par-.
ticular purpose if someone tells them what- the purpose is. They can find
out something if they are told what to-find out. They can get the impor-
tant ideas if someone tells them that the important ideas are to be gotten.
They can read something for details if they are told to get the details.

When they are not guided, on the other- hand, they find that they are
reading along with no particular object in mind. There is no real- goal
which they are pursuing. They do not even pick out the clues which the
author has written into the material to help with the setting of purposes
and directions.

Students of this type cannot pick up a -piece of material, took it over,



decide what they might expect to get from it, and-= then read -it in the
most suitable way. Instead, they go ahead aimlessly, using whatever
approaches and techniques come most easily to them. They are not really
readers in the true sense of the word. -

Too many evaluations are made in artificial rather than normal, every-_

day,=practical= situations.= The artificial situation cannot provide informa-
tion- on the individual's mode of operation in =his daily activities. For
appraisal of self - direction, hour-by-hour performance of the child must

be ev uate

11felhods;o

Variedsmearit-cari: nsedi_to e.tialirate-achievemerit-Eandiprogress-.-Joth
larnials=4n&inforniartestSr--can and -be-Arted.:-_Teacher: obSerVatiOns--

should-lie_;_miclefand-;-zrecorded.upiL4ppraisals-shOnld_=-lie-ieneouraged.'
Every available means should be used to acquire information about the

rests.-_n-The--firit-thought-wherriValuation--it usually-= of-__ a

structured-itett7aLSoine-_40-eCertairily=this--ii--itniainithe;reading=program-
Varithis types sol:testi_=exist-Tlancifeach7haS,4Placerinithaov-erall-pragrarn
evaltration.--PaSsiblyr!the:most-_4idely quoted _( and---the-least--=:effective in

leading to improvements in the instructional program )-is the standardized
achievement-lest.- Many of =these -arei_Available- for use -it_ther-lecoridary

Davis-__(4)-, Lennon- (7), cand,atheiSnf8)--_have -_evaluatid.nranYaf
these tests and tilain-sehools.rBoth--,w_eakriessesand--strengths _inherent-

in the useiotexisting tests-have been retognized.Suggesti6ns havealso-been-
made for better intetpretption-of tharesultt:ind46i-adVarices:in test con-
struction to meet-the needs of the sChool.:

-Several-things=_Mnst-_be kept in-mind-=_-in:relatian to -standardiied tests
of reading- achievement. First, theY_ are designed for group administration
andcomparisons between -groups or of-fan individual-with-_a group. They
are not deSigned, even-those which_p_nrport to be _diagnostic, togive-4full
analysis of the ifidividuars_competence---and perforthance in all facets of
reading. In the diagnottic =tests,--not all skills, abilities and- attitudes can
be measured d-and -those WhiCh are Measured -oftenare tapped by only a

very limited number-of items. Smith and-Dechant (10)- have stated -that
"for effective diagnosis; the teacher must -rely on his observations of the
child and his reading skills-and_ deficiencies." (p. 431)

Second, the reliability data quoted in the -manual for a standardized
test are, in virtually all instances, reliability. figures for group-results,-not



for individual performance. This means that there is no guarantee that a
particular individual will earn-a =comparablescore on a second administra-
tion of this type of test. Many factors may influence the level of operation
of- a student on a test= that he takes -at a particular -time unc.er specific
circumstances. An extreme case of change in performance may= make_ the
point that- one test score cannot_be considered as= a defmite indication of
the child's "true" level of functioning. Wayne took a standardized reading
test as a art of a complete-diagnostic examination in-a clinical situation.
He scored 'at - =a= very low level. =Two days _later, after" -he_ =had= started =a
summer program for the improvement o a_second form -f

. the test was administered because it- was felt that°the =fast =did= not -give a
real picture -of what he could _do.-He- was -much more relaxed at this time
and worked quite well. - His score on e retest_was four grade levels= higher
than-it had_ been =on =the = original_test.-Certainly, =this did not represent an
improvementin general reading-abili but merely a better= application
to the = test= situation after -c "e -producing circumstances =had
been removed. Difference in= scores would not-often be this great on suc-
cessive administrations = =of a= test, liut_the possibility _of change in any
specific-individual's performance is always_ present:

Third, little opportunity is offered for practical use of =test results if only
scores are considered. Too-often, only_the -score is retained. In fact, many
high schools attempt to alleviate the "clerical" burdens placed on teachers
by having the standardized tests scored outside the realm of the classroom.
In all= too many cases, the = te.a-chers = concerned see nothing-but the scores
or the profile which results from-the testing. These offer nothing to the
teacher in terms of= information- which= would= be helpful in planning

_subsequent instruction. Perhaps some errors in scoring are eliminated in
this way, but the losses seem to offset the potential gains. Fourth, the tests
which are designtd for particular age or grade ranges are not always
appropriate for the students within this group. If a child is unable to
handle the test designed for his _grade level, nothing is discovered which
was not known before the test was given. The results simply say that he
cannitf read well enough to handle this material. The teacher undoubtedly
knew -this beforehand. At =the -Other extreme is the child -for- whom the
whole test is much too easy. His abilities are 'far above the range which
the test covers. Again, the information gained through the administration
of the test was already availablehe is a- better- reader than those usually
encountered at this age or grade level. How far his abilities extend or
what higher level needs he might have remain a mystery. -014 through
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differentiation of testing. as well as differentiation of instruction can this
weakness be overcome.

Many of= the same elements would be in operation in structured tests of
other types. Teacher-made tests frequently are no more revealing, more
reliable, or more suited to the individual than are the standardized ones.
If these are to be really helpful in evaluating the reading performance of

the students, they -must be designed to do a thorough =and pointed job
which will really reveal the strengths-and weaknesses- of the individuals-
being tested.

Testing devices such as the informal = reading inventory are also actually
structured tests, but= ones which measure against absolutestandarck rather
than comparing with norms. =On either in individual or _a group basis,

inventories :can serve a useful function in appraisal of reading ability.

Much, however, depends on the competence-of the teacher or clinician
who is administering the inventory The amount of- information= Which

can be obtained_ is limited-by the 'observational powers of the tester.
The- basic pattern of the informal inventory is the use-of graded selec-

tions for- oral and silent reading, with thorough-comprehension checks oh
all -of= the material. As the reading is done, an accurate record is- kept of

the perfOrmance and the responses to questions Which are asked. Reading

is done in a purposeful Situation and a variety of types of skills and abilities

is tapped. Determination" of the-instructional and = independent reading

levels is made in terms of certain definite criteria which have been estab-
,

fished. Analysis of= specific responses provides =an opportunity= for actually

evaluating the individual's ability to handle specific skills and abilities.

Various reading inventories-have been developed and are available for
use (1, 2-; 3, 9, 11). Discussions of their useare also available.= Probably

most useful to the regular classroom teacher in the secondary school, how-

ever, is the modification of informal inventories for classroom evaluation.

The science teacher is most concerned about the performance of his pupils

with science materials. The social studies teacher is concerned about the
handling of other materials and certain skills which are particularly appli-

cable in his field. The best measurement of these will come if materials

comparable to those used for instruction in the particular area are used

in the evaluation process. Group inventories ca_ n be constructed to-meet
these needs. (2, 5, 6)

Diagnostic Teaching
It has been said repeatedly that all good teaching must be diagnostic
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in nature. Effective evaluation of =the high school reading program is
particularly dependent on the presence of diagnostic' steps as an =integral
part of the instructional program. It is through this means that the real
job of evaluation in the area of application of skills and self-direction must
be done. The diagnostic side of teaching must encompass not only the
directly instructional situations, but also the independent activities which
the child carries on= as a part of the teaching-learning program.

The teacher, of course must know what it is that he is-attempting to
evaluate if= he is to be proficient in this kind of-appraisaL His awareness
of-what-is involved in doing an effective job in reading will be -the bound-
ary of his evaluation. Only as he understands the various skills, abilities
and attitudes = which= are important will evaluaticn of them become an
essential part =of his teaching.

Only as evaluation becomes= an integral =part =of =the instructional pro-
gram, carried on in each classroom by each teacher, will maximum gains
be realized Formal testing must basically -be considered only a supplement
to the systematic observations of the teacher.

Conclusions

Three questions were posed as basic ones to guide the evaluative aspect
of high school reading programs. These were related to the individual's
rate of progress in terms of his c_apacity for achievement, his overall devel-
opment, and the contributions of all staff members to the effectiveness of
the instructional program. It has been proposd that--diagnostic teaching, --
based on thorough understanding of the reading process and reading
abilities, is the foundation of good evaluation. Structured tests of various
types can be used for screening, group comparison, individual and group
diagnosis.

Unless each teacher who works with a child is aware of his specific
assets and liabilities in the area of= reading, evaluation cannot be said to
be complete. Unless the results of the evaluation result in changes in -the
instructional program, desired changes in- reading performance are not apt
to occur. Unless desired changes in reading performance do take place,
the reading program of the school cannot be considered satisfactory.

Finally, it seems fair to say that evaluating the high school reading
program cannot be done apart from the rest of the program. Instead, it
must be accomplished with full attention to the aims of the total school
program. There must be recognition of the fact that a good program in
any content area demands a good reading program if the students are to be
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able -to function adequately. The reading program' and evaluation of it
must involve all pupils, all teachers, all subject matter fields. It is a con-
tinuing program which has much growing Yet to do.
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DISCUSSION

DR. SHAFER: I think it's interesting to note the connections between this
_paper- and others, particularly the rtoBun paper. Here we have a statement

by= Professor Johnson =shat we really do =not =have =the tests adequate to measure
reading at higher leVels of comprehension-in the subject-field. She cant upon
the people in the subject field 'to develop a list Of abilities drawing from the
structures of= those fields: We can't construct tests to measure the abilities until
we know what the abilities are. Now Burton attempted to define these for
literature. We= need something = similar in other fields and a concern for in-
structional procedures to follow from this

Sa.--JuurrA: The emphasis given to the pupil's self-direction in reading,
I think, is a point that we ought to consider quite seriously. Many times stu-
dents are able to attain the skill that we expect =in reading, but it is not a
functioning skill. --

The student may come out with a rather good rating on a standardized
test, or at least up to grade level; however, his functioning in actual situations
in which he needs a complete understanding of the material is not that high.

Da. ROBINSON : Dr. Johnson discussed two different evaluations. One is
the evaluation of the reading program; and the other is evaluation of- student
progress. I would like to point up the importance of evaluating the total read-
ing program in the school in and through and related to pupil progress. We
have talked since yesterday about the necessity to have all teachers participat-
ing in the reading program. We need to look for this in evaluating the school
program. How much participation is there? Is it active; is it middle level; is
it passive?

Evalation implies measurement or rating against some kind of standard.
If we're. ,oing to assess growth, we need to ask, against what? I noted numerous
references to adequate; quick growth; rather quick progress. I think we have
to ask: What are our needs? 'Adequate to what? We must avoid vague gen-
eralizations. Each school is going to have to answer specifically these questions
when it decides to evaluate the program or pupil progress; or, preferably, as
they relate to each other.
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THIS imper does not-purport to be an eadraustive review, but attempts
to examine the nature and direction of some of the significant reading

research at the secondary school level. = Research at the elementary and
college levels is also induded when particular studies contain implications
for reading in =the= junior and senior high

In a discussion of= trends based on samples of = reading research taken in
1945, 1950, aric11955, Smith (29) noted "a dearth of research on read-
ing in high school& Including all articles sampled (N:---230), 61 per cent
concerned = elementary school children, 13= per cent, = high schooL pupils,
and 26 per cent, college students." The subsequent years of= investigation
have not greatly amended the paucity of research= at the secondary level.
Out of some 500 references in the annual summaries of reading research
contained in the February issues of the Journal of Educational Research
for 1960 through 1963, approximately 16 per cent of the studies reported
involved secondary school students. If the approximately 500 items had
been reduced to only those_ reports which were examples of rigorous re-
search procedures and methodology, the percentage might have been still
smaller.

In -a critical= review of reading investigations published between 1940
and 1950, Scott (28) describes their major- characteristics as "volumin-
ous," "fragmentary and unrelated," "practical rather than theoretical,"
"oriented toward content, methods and mechanics," "varied in quality,"
and "varied as to importance." He adds that the "most- tantalizing and
stimulating characteristic of reading research findings is their inconclusive-
ness." While to a certain extent, these same characteristics continue to
describe some of the research produced from the ensuing period to the
present, an increasing proportion of the studies now being published are
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more thoughtfully planned, more carefully controlled, more .rigorously
analyzed, and more soundly evaluated. One can be encouraged with
Scott, who concluded: "With proper tending, pruning and thinning," the
forest of research in reading "can be greatly enhanced in value." This
paper represents one attempt to "tend, prune and thin" reading research
at the secondary level and to emphasize pertinent issues which still need
further investigation.

Reading research has -covered a wide range of problems. However,
certain areas appear _to have been more widely and carefully investigated
than others, and to contain problems which appear to be more significant
and urgent at the present time. The following areas will be considered in
this report: (1) Identification- and Measurement of Reading Skills; (2)
Effects of Reading Improvement Upon Aptitude Test Scores; (3) Self-
Directed Tmching of Reading Skills.

Identification and Measurement of Riading Skills
A review of the literature on reading research at the secondary level,

including reports of reading research as well as critical appraisals of read-
ing research, reveals a renewed interest in the fundamental nature of the
reading process. Strang (31) and Scott (28) in their critical reactions
to reading research-raise serious questions- concerning our present under-
standing of the dynamics of the reading process.

Strang, for example, suggests that an understanding of "the dynamic
process by which individuals- of-different ages, mental abilities, interests,
and backgrounds actually comprehend- and interpret what they read" is
prerequisite to test construction and the improvement of reading instruc-
tion. Such questions as "What is the nature of comprehension?" and
"How does the reader actually achieve adequate comprehension?" are
basic to an understanding, of the reading process. Similar questions per-
taining to the nature- of and measurement of vocabulary and speed of
reading are also fundamental to the understanding it the reading process.
The following sections of the paper will consider a tew of the basic issues
and will review some of the pertinent research.

Comprehension

Lennon (18) notes that an examination of reading tests reveals some
seventy or eighty reading skills which appear to be individually identified
and measured. However, as he suggests, it is one thing to prepare exten-
sive lists of components- of the silent reading process, and quite another
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thing to devise true measures of these specific skills which are not actually
measures of a more general or global 'ding ability. (18:327)

Factor analysis was one of the earlier, approaches to the problem of
identifying measurable components of the reading process. Probably the
best known of this type of study was Davis' (6) attempt to identify some
of the basic factors in reading comprehension and to devise a means of
measuring them. Davis employed nine skills of reading comprehension
which he had derived from the literature. Tests based on these skills were
administered to college freshmen, A factor analysis of the test results
disclosed nine -factors corresponding to the original _nine postulated by
Davis, six of these clearly significant. Two of these factors, word knowl-
edge and reasoning-in reading, were found to account for 89 per cent of-
the Variance.

Using a different method of factor analysis, Thurstone (34) reanalyzed
Davis' data, and reported that only a single factor of "reading .ability"
could account for the obtained correlations. Later studies by Conant (5);
Derrick (7), Harris *(13), and Hunt (14) furnished additional support
for the theory that a single general factor appears to underly most reading.
comprehension. Apparently a factor of general verbal ability-or knowledge
of word meanings (highly correlated with measures of verbal. intelligence)
accounts for most of what is actually measured in comprehension tests. At=
most only one or two other comprehension factors (such as,."seeing rela-
tionships among ideas") appear to have been identified as being "meas-
urable." Lennon (18) and Jenkinson (16) have suggested that reading
comprehension at the high school and college level may consist of a com-
plex of interrelated and independent skills that cannot be measured indi-
vidually by previously tried statistical techniques.

Strang (31) has pointed out that factor analysis cannot be depended
upon to discover new factors in reading comprehension, but that this pro-
cedure only rearranges previously identified factors into new patterns.
Fresh approaches to the problem of measuring comprehension must be
made if we are to obtain new insights into the process through which- the
individual reader reconstructs the meanings of an author from printed
materials.

In a discussion of new methods for measuring comprehension, Gray
(12) suggested the possibilities of retrospective and introspective techniques
as tools for furthering our knowledge of the comprehension process. One
such investigation employing these techniques was conducted by Piekarz
(24) using sixth grade children. Piekarz was concerned with the process
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ofaading itselfparticularly "how meaning is derived from the printed
page . . . and what factors influence the way pupils interpret reading
materials." (24:303) The subjects of the experiment were twenty-two
pupils with better-than-average reading ability and intelligence. The
pupils were asked to read a selection about parent-child relationships. The
selection was read first silently, and then orally in short units while the
pupil verbalized his thoughts. Each pupil was then asked thirty questions
about the material which he answered orally, explaining his reasoning
processes where necessary.

An analysis of the verbal responses of-the pupils who made the highest
comprehension scores showed that these pupils made a greater variety and
number of responses which were more evenly divided over thiee areas of
comprehension: literal meanings, implied meanings, and a critical evalua-
tion. These high level readers tended to remain objective and imp: sonal,
to enrich the author's meaning from their own experience background, to
restrict their answers to the text material, and to employ personal illustra-
tions only to prove a point. They -were able to control their own personal
reactions even though these were strong, and they were able to distinguish
between their own opinions and those of the author.

The lower level readers limited their answers almost entirely to literal
meanings, and had difficulty in maintaining an objective attitude. It was
hard for the low level readers to -separate their own opinions from the
author's, and they tended_to base their evaluations on an emotional plane
rather than upon an intellectual one.

This investigation explored new possibilities for evaluating comprehen-
sion through introspection and retrospection. However, this exploration
was based upon certain concepts of reading comprehension which had
been suggested by expert opinion or by factor analysis studies. That is,
while this study represented a forward. step in terms of utilizing rather
untried procedures, it did so within a traditional frame of reference. It
still remained for other investigators to penetrate in greater depth the
actual intellectual processes which are involved in reading comprehension.

Jenkinson (16) undertook such a study using a doze test rather than
a series of questions as a means of evaluating the reader's comprehension
of a passage. The doze test is similar to an extended completion test in
which a series of blanks occur within a reading passage at regular prede-
termined intervals. The reader is asked to supply the precise word which
the author intended.

The subjects of the study were 210 high school students in grades ten,
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eleven and twelve.-The- students were presented with three types of doze
tests. The first was based on allegorical material, the second on.descriptive-
metaphorical material, and the third on material of an ironical nature. On
the basis of the doze tests results, twenty -four students were selected for
further interviewing. Twelve of these were students with high doze scores
and twelve had obtained low_ scores. During the interview, each student
Was asked to complete again two of the doze passages that he had, com-
pleted previously and to explain as 'fully as possible the reasons for his
insertions as he went along. Following this, each student took another
doze test that he had never seen before and again verbalized the reason
for each of his responses.

The responses of each student were then analyzed and a classification
scueme consisting of three categories was devised. The first category,
labeled "structure," was concerned with the basic elements of language,
and the manner in which this controlled the subjects' selection of words
to insert in the cloze passage. The "semantic" category included responses
involving ways in which the subject obtained meaning from the passage.
The final category "approach" dealt with the method by which the reader,
attempted to derive meaning from the paisage. These three categories
were furth,:r subdivided to include a number of separate elements.

The results of this study demonstrated, among other things, that high
scorers on the elite tests (those wl,n had supplied the greatest number of
correct words in the blanks) tendtu to relate more ideas. The high scorers
had a better understanding of language structure and made more frequent
use of grammatical and syntatical clues to meaning than did the low
scorers. The high scorers also showed a more active role in interpreting
the author's ideas according to the author's own words rather than sub-
stituting the reader's subjective ideas from his own experience. The low
scorers, on the other hand, tended to verbalize fewer ideas, many of which
were irrelevant and concerned purely with personal reminiscences. Jen-
kinson concluded that there were "observable and classifiable differences
in the introspective and retrospective -verbalizations of those who make
high scores on the 'doze' test and those. who make low scores." (16)

It is worthwhile to note here an interesting point concerning the rela-
tionship between knowledge of language structure and comprehension;
which was referred to above in Jenkinson's study. In two investigations of
this problem at the high school level using objective measures of gram-
matical structure, O'Donnell (22) and Strom (32), found little relation-
ship between knOwledge of grammar and syntax and reading comprehen-
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sion. O'Donnell used both a self-made test of language structure, and a
standardized test of grammar. He found only moderate correlations (.44
to .46) between these tests and level of comprehension as measured by
the Cooperative English Test, Reading Comprehension. Strom also in-
vestigated the relationship between the ability to -comprehend materials of
a literary or informative nature and the ability to analyze grammar and
syntax of sentences. The subjects of the study were 327 tenth grade stu-
dents selected from ten public and private schools in eight states. The
students were tested on vocabulary, comprehension, and knowledge of-
grammar and syntax in sentences making up ten passages.

An analysis of the data revealed a correlation of .57 between compre-
hension and knowledge of grammar for the public school students and a
correlation- of :39 for the private school students. Strom concluded that
there was little relationship between knowledge of grammar and compre-
hension ability as measured by the instruments used in- the experiment.
Strom also noted however, that in a group of four experimental classes
there was a marked relationship between the two factors studied. She
suggested that the difference in the findings might be explained in the
way grammar was taught. In the groups where there was little correlation
between comprehension and grammar, the traditional method of teaching
grammar was followed. But, in the experimental classes, grammar was
taught according to a program developed by linguistic specialists. Strom
suggests that the emphasis in the newer approaches to grammar may make
the relationship of grammar and reading clearer to the student.

In contrast to the studies of Strom and O'Donnell, Jenkinson (16)
found that her high scorers made significant use of knowledge of grammar
and syntax in unlocking meaning from reading passages as revealed by
their responses on the doze test. One explanation for the significant differ-
ence of Jenkinson's findings may be the greater sensitivity of the doze test
in allowing the students an opportunity to explore the relationships of
language structure to their understanding. Their use of grammar and
syntax clues as aids to comprehension may have been more obvious to
them as they verbalized their responses to the doze test. A second explan-
ation for the difference may be that Jenkinson's study compared high
comprehenders with low comprehenders and perhaps the difference in
findings was due to differences in verbal intelligence or verbal ability
between the two groups. In the studies by Strom and O'Donnell perhaps
the difference between good and poor comprehenders was not as evident.
Whatever the explanation of the differences, further explorations of the
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relationship between knowledge of grammar and syntax as aids to com-
prehension involving actual reading situations would appear to be fruitful
sources for ftirther investigation.

Jenkinson also studied relationships between doze test scores and
objective scores on standardized reading tests. Based on scores obtained
from the Cooperative English Test, Test C2: Reading Comprehension,
she found a correlation of .78 between doze scores and vocabulary, and
a correlation of .73 between- doze scores and level of comprehension.
These correlations, both significant at the .01 level, are as high as the
reliability coefficients for many silent reading tests.

In another investigation using the doze test, Rankin (26) found that
doze scores based on deletions of nouns and verbs from a- passage pro-
duced lower correlations with group tests of =intelligence than did doze
scores based on deletions of words at regular intervals regardless of the
part of speech. He also noted the possibility of using pre-cloze tests (those
administered before the actual reading of the- complete passage) as a
means of evaluating a reader's previous knowledge of a subject. This test
score could then be compared with a post-doze test score (taken after the
reading of the completed passage) ; the difference indicating the actual
comprehension of the passage, free of the influence of previous information.
Thus, the doze procedure, originally devised by Taylor (33) as a measure
of "information," may prove to be a promising tool for exploring the
nature of reading comprehension and the manner in which individual
readers may arrive at effective comprehension.

Another matter that recent research has illuminated concerns the va-
lidity of multiple-choice techniques in the measurement of reading com-
prehension. Preston (25) investigated the ability of entering freshmen at
the college level to respond correctly to multiple-choice items in a stand-
ardized reading comprehension test without having previously read the
reading passages from which the test items were taken. A group of 128
students took a passageless test based on the first thirty comprehension
items of the Cooperative Englisi' Test, Test C2: Reading Comprehen-
sion, Form R. The subjects were asked to select the best response to each
item based on their experience in dealing with such multiple-choice tests.
Analysis of test results revealed that the subjects "were abk, recognize
correct answers without reading the passages on which the questions are
based." The author suggests "that by . . . intuitive analysis, learned
through years of experience in taking tests and. practicing on comprehen-
sion exercises, the student acquires test `wisdom'."
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Further substantiation of this phenomenon was offered by Vernon (36)
in a penetrating investigation of the components of comprehension and
a comparison of the effects of essay -type questions versus multiple-choice
questions in the measurement of reading comprehension. The subjects
were groups of American and British college students who took a series
of eleven tests to measure various aspects of reading. One of his findings
indicated- that American- students obtained superior results on compre-
hension tests involving multiple-choice items. The scores of the British
students on these same tests- were initially lower, but tended to improve
with succeeding administrations of different multiple-choice tests. Vernon
notes that the significant improvement of- the British students following
practice on the multiple-choice type tests "illustrates the importance of
facility or sophistication at such tests."

Vernon also compared -the= results of comprehension tests in which
understanding was based upon questions answered after the reading
of the passage without reference to the content, with the more conventional
procedure which permits rereading during the answering of the questions.
Vernon reported that the former type of test "appeared to measure a
somewhat different ability from the conventional immediate comprehension
test and it was found to be considerably more valid . . . in predicting
academic achievement."

Kingston (17) has observed about reading survey tests, "other than
technical refinements in the instruments themselves, there has been little
advancement in the past forty years." There is a need for reading
researchers to re-examine current concepts of reading comprehension and
to experiment with new methods for its measurement. The doze procedure
is one of the methods which appears to offer promise as a new diagnostic
tool. For example, a comprehension test might be constructed consisting
of- doze passages of varying types of content. In some of the passages
just words relating to basic concepts in the content may be -deleted. In
other passages the deletions may consist of words -which provide clues to
relationships among the ideas. A comparison of scores on the two types
of passages might offer dues as to a student's competency in dealing with
these two aspects of comprehension.

Vocabulary
Although fewer studies were concerned with the problems of vocabulary

measurement, questions concerning measurement aspects in this area
were also raised.
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Hurlburt (15) investigated the comparison of "the active or writing
and speaking vocabulary with the latent or reading vocabulary of high
school students." She constructed tests containing multiple-choice items,
measuring recognition and tests containing completion items measuring
recall. Separate items involved nouns, verbs and adjectives. The subjects
were 192 ninth graders and 210 eleventh graders. Each student took
two forms of each type of test -with the recall-completion form taken
prior to the recognition multiple-choice form. The results indicated that
the average student in grades nine and eleven was able to recall and
write 45 per cent of all words he was- able_to recognize correctly, 60
per cent of the nouns he was able to recognize, 42 per cent of the verbs,
and 32- per cent of the adjectives. Tht, investigator concluded that the
two types of tests "have only a limited number of factors in common."

Dolch and Leeds (9) posed the question: "How well do existing
vocabulary- tests measure children's knowledge of word meaning?"
They compared the total number of words in five vocabulary tests to
determine the extent to which these words were included in a widely
used school dictionary. They reported that the percentage of the various
parts of speech found in the vocabulary tests was about the same as the
sample of words from the dictionary.

But, even more important, Dolch and Leeds found that the word
accepted as the right answer in scoring the vocabulary tests was "almost
universally . the first or most common definition" for each word. They
discovered that other derived meanings of the word, homonyms, and
figurative meanings were seldom included as appropriate choices. The
authors raised serious questions about the adequacy of many vocabulary
tests for providing true measures of a student's meaning vocabulary.
They suggested that vocabulary tests should measure how much students
actually know about a word's meanings, rather than the fact that they
recognize "a meaning" -for the word. As Hurlburt (15) noted in the
study previously cited, a student may recognize the correct meaning
for a word from a multiple-choice selection, but not really be able to
recall the word for use in his own writing.

In line with the suggestion by Dolch and Leeds (9) that vocabulary
tests should measure more than a student's recognition of a single mean-
ing for a word, Russell (27) completed a very thorough investigation
of children's meaning vocabularies in grades four through twelve. The
subjects of the study included 1,752 children in grades four through
twelve. Using words from four areasscience, social studies, mathematics,
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and extracurricular activitiesRussell constructed vocabulary tests to
measure depth of meaning and breadth of meaning.

The depth of meaning tests were based on items which required children
to respond to increasingly difficult questions about concepts in mathe-
matics and science. The results of the two tests indicated that the depth
of meaning tests did not produce results significantly different from the
vocabulary subtests- of the. California- Reading Test. The author con-
cluded that either the usual vocabulary test is also a measure of depth
of meaning or that the tests used in the study did not adequately measure
this area.

The two -tests measuring breadth of vocabulary required the subjects
to respond to six questions of comparable difficulty about certain social
concepts and to supply the correct word in blanks in sentences in which
four meanings for each= word were required. These two tests had lower
correlations than other tests with general vocabulary and all vocabulary
subtests used in the study. Russell concluded that "measures of breadth
of vocabulary such as these get at word knowledge not measured adequately
in the usual multiple-choice vocabulary test." One other- interesting
conclusion was a tendency for the rate of vocabulary growth in social
studies, science, and other areas evaluated in the study, to slow down
at the senior high school level.

These studies by Russell and Dolch and Leeds seem to point up the
need for further experimentation in vocabulary test _design to com-
plement those tests currently in use and to provide for a more extensive
measure of vocabulary than presently permitted by existing instruments.

Speed

Research in the measurement of speed of reading is currently concerned
with several problems. One of these problems is the shift from the con-
sideration of reading speed as a unitary factor to the consideration of
reading rate as varying and flexible.

Students enrolling in a reading course often ask: "How fast should
I read?" The implication here is that there is a single optimum speed
at which all readers should_ read all kinds of reading materials for all
manner of purposes. Many silent reading tests which include a measure
of speech of reading (such as the Survey Section of the Diagiv.-ti.. Reading.
Test), provide only =a single measure of reading speed band upon a
single type of material.

Important pioneering investigations in the area of flexibility of reading
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speed have-been carried out by Flanagan (11), Tinker (35), Carlson (3),
and Letson (19). In studies utilizing high school students as subjects,
Flanagan (11) and Tinker (35) in separate studies concluded that
relationships between speed and comprehension depend upon the purpose
of the reading, the difficulty of_the material, and the methods of measure-
ment. Carlson (3) was concerned with the problem of whether the
relationship between speed and comprehension remained constant or
varied as the nature of the material and the reader's purpose varied.
From the results of his investigation, Carlson concluded that: "The
effectiveness of fast and slow readers as measured by accuracy of com-
prehension was dependent upon levels of intelligence, purposes for reading,
levels of difficulty of material, opportunities for referral in answering
comprehension items, and continuity of context."

Letson (19) followed- this line- of investigation by attempting to
determine whether the nature of- the material or the reader's purpose
for reading was more important in determining rate of reading. The
subjects of the study were 601 college freshmen, each of whom was
given a two- part test of reading flexibility.- The first part evaluated
the reader's flexibility of rate in accordance with the difficulty of the
material, when the purpose for reading remained constant. The second
part of the test evaluated the flexibility of rate according to purpose,
when the difficulty of the material remained constant.

From the 'results of his study, Letson offered the following conclu-
sions: "(1) the difficulty of the material exerts -a greater influence on
rate than- dOes the purpose; (2) slowing down to read more difficult
material is important to good comprehension, but it is not necessary to
slow down for mastery of the material, provided the difficulty level
of the material remains constant. The call to read for mastery appears
to engender an altertness above normal, and such a mental set renders
the reader capable of reading with greater comprehension and speed.' -' (19 )

Building from these research foundations, tests of reading flexibility have
been developed by Spache (30), Carrillo and Sheldon (4), and Mc-
Danatd (20).

There has been little consideration given to the problems of whether
(1) reading flexibility can actually be improved, and (2) if the improve-
ment can be measured by flexibility tests. One such attempt, however,
has been reported by Braam (2). Two forms of a reading flexibility test
devised by the author were administered to seventy-one college-bound
high school seniors. One form of the test was administered before and
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the second form at the end of a six-week reading improvement program
sponsored by the Reading Camp of Syracuse University. The results
of the pre-test reading rates when plotted on a graph are represented
by a nearly straight line, whereas similar measurements on the post-test
are represented by lines showing marked= peaks and valleys. Based on
these results, Braam concluded " (1) In addition to increasing reading
rate, it is possible to develop increased flexibility in reading through a
reading improvement program. (2) Flexibility and increased flexibility=
in reading_c-an be shown by.means of instruments such as the 'flexibility
test' used here." (2:251)

The research described above appears to indicate that the relationship
between reading rate and comprehension varies according to the reader's
purpose and the difficulty of the material, that flexibility can be improved
through direct teaching, and that this improvement is measurable.

Effects of Reading Improvement upon Aptitude Test Scores
Since reading ability appears to play a fairly large role in accounting

for scores on group tests of intelligence (correlations between group intern-
gence test scores and reading test scores range from .50 to .80), one
might postulate that improvement in reading ability would result in
improvement in IQ scores. The evidence in this area, however, is con-
flicting. Three studies will be cited to illustrate the nature of the con-
flicting evidence.

Barbe (1) provided a group of 51 college students with a- twelve-
week reading improvement program. Each student was given an Otis
Self-Administering Intelligence Test before and after the program. The
author reported marked improvement in reading rate with'comprehension
remaining at a satisfactory level. Barbe reported a mean IQ difference
of "only an insignificant plus 1.2 points" between the pre-and post-IQ
tests. He concluded that the improvement of reading ability does not
necessarily improve group IQ test scores. .,--

Contrasting results were found by Pallone (23) and Dobrin (8).
Pallone provided a group of 100 college -bound high school seniors with
a developmental reading program for both six-week and six-month
periods. The students were given the Scholastic Aptitude Test at the
beginning and at the end of both the short-term and long-term programs.
The results showed highly significant growth in the SAT-V scores for
both the short-term and the long-term programs. Students who completed
the short-term program made a mean gain of 98 points; those who
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completed the long-term program alone made a mean gain of 109 points.
The students who completed both the short-term and long-term programs
made a mean gain of 122 points. Dobrin reported the results of a
reading improvement program for college-bound high school juniors and
seniors. Test results demonstrated significant improvement in SAT-V
scores when the group receiving reading instruction was compared with
a control up not receiving instruction.

The differences between the results of Barbe's study and the -studies
of Pallone and Dobrin may be accounted for in two ways: In the first
place, the programs described in the Pallone and Dobrin studies were
thorough developmental reading programs which involved instruction
and practice in a variety of reading situations and in a variety of skill
areas. The students received instruction to develop vocabulary, com-
prehension skills, critical reading skills, and flexibility of reading rate.
The program in the Barbe study does not appear to have been of this
type. In the second place, the students enrolled in the Pallone and 1)obrin
programs were specifically selected because of inadequate reading per-
formance. The students in the Barbe study do not appear to have had
similar reading difficulty. One might imply that the students in the
Pallone and Dobrin investigations demonstrated improvement in SAT-V
scores because they had learned to read more effectively, and therefore,
to answer correctly more of the test items after they had completed
the developmental reading program. The students in the Barbe study,
on the other hand, may have been able to read-the SAT-V test items
without difficulty before they took the reading course.

Self-directed Teaching of Reading Skills
The increasing current interest in programmed learning and teaching

machines appears to be stimulating interest in individualized or self-
directed approaches to teaching reading. Two studies will be reported
here illustrating the research that is currently available in this area.

In a ,two-part report of an investigation concerning the self-directed
teaching of reading, Noall (21) discusses first, an individualized reading
program at the high school level, and second, a comparison of an individ-
ualized approach to teaching reading with the traditional uniform class
instruction.

To investigate the problem of meeting the wide range of reading skills
existing at the high school level, the author first attempted to devise a
program of reading instruction that would develop vocabulary, speed, and

1
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study skills such as reading for organization, following directions, thinking
critically and understanding graphic materials.

One hundred and fourteen high school students, 70 eleventh graders
.and 44 twelfth graders, were the subjects of the study. Before the experi-
ment began, students took the following tests: an intelligence test, reading
and achievement tests, a study skills test, and a critical thinking test. The
latter three tests were also given at the end of the experiment. The
materials used in the experiment included the SRA College Prep Labor-
atory, a unique type- of mechanical reading accelerator called the Mahal
Pacer, and a variety of specially prepared exercises to develop the various
reading skill areas.

An individual program. to meet the needs of students as revealed by
weaknesses on diagnostic reading tests=was provided for each student.
The teacher communicated with- the individual student largely through
the contents of a folder which contained the specific practice activities
and directions for proceeding. When analysis of student progress revealed
certain common needs, small-group instruction was provided.

Analysis of the post-test results at the conclusion of the experiment
revealed statistically significant improvement in all areas on the reading
test, the study skills test, and the critical thinking test.

In a second part of the experiment, students in a summer school pro-
gram who volunteered for reading instruction were randomly grouped
into a class using self-directed procedures or a class using the same
materials for all students and a uniform teaching approach. The two
groups were simply told they would be working in different ways, and
no effect was made to emphasize differences in experimental procedures
for either group. Tests administered before and after the experiment
included a form of the Wechsler Intelligence Test, the Iowa Silent
Reading Test, the Morrison-McCall Spelling Scale, the Michigan Speed
of Reading Test, the Durrell Phonetic Spelling Test, and a visual memory
test. Analysis of initial scores showed that the groups were fairly evenly
matched, with no statistically significant differences on nine variables. -

An analysis of the final test results indicated that "both groups made
statistically significant gains on two different reading tests; gains of nearly
three grade levels after six weeks of practice." However, the gains between
the two groups were not statistically significant. The lack of statistically
significant differences in Noalrs study does not obviate the contribution
of her investigation. This was an important exploratory study describing
in detail the multi-level materials, the individualized teaching procedures,
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and_ the many problems of continued motivation which confront theteacher of a self-directed reading program. Noall's report also describesresearch with a new type of pacing device which certainly warrants
further consideration. More investigations of this type are urgently needed.

Another experiment with self-teaching materials 'was conducted byEichholz and Barbe (10) to determine if such an approach could resultin the greater learning and retention of new words. The subjects of the
study consisted of four Classes of seventh graders in two schools, withone experimental and one control class in each school. There were nosignificant differences between the groups on initial tests of reading orintelligence. The authors prepared-a series of twenty-word vocabulary
tests in three forms. A specially designed forrnboard for easy self-checkingof the tests was constructed for the experiment. Each test had the samecorrect choice for each word,- but with different alternate chokes. Eachweek all of the students in the experimental groups were given two testsand a story containing the words on the test. One test was taken as apre-test, then the story was read, and then a second test was taken for
homework. On the following week the third form of the test was givenfor evaluation purposes._ The experimental group was also exposed tobrief lectures on the history of words and other vocabulary activities.The control group took only the final test without the exposure to context.An analysis of the final results showed that the experimental group hadlearned and retained a significantly greater number of words.

These two investigations have considered in part the possibilities for
developing self-directed teaching materials in reading instruction. Theyrepresent isolated beginnings in the attempt to individualize reading
instruction at the secondary level. A much greater amount of researchis needed to determine if such efforts to individualize instruction areworthwhile. Their effectiveness should be compared with sound develop-
mental reading programs conducted with larger groups by thoroughly
well-trained reading teachers.

Concluding Statement
This paper is a review of significant reading research at the secondarylevel and also includes reports from the elementary and college levelswhen they bear on certain problems. The main topics considered hererepresent particular areas of research which the Writer believes are indi-cations of important trends in reading research at the secondary level.
Based on the review of research included in this report, the following
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conclusions might be drawn:
-1. There is a need for revision of Current instruments for measuring com-

prehension, vocabulary, and speed. New formulations or models within which
to view our conception of the nature of each of these processes are presently
being evolved.

2. There is some evidence that under certain conditions a developmental
reading program may be able to increase the results of verbal-type aptitude
tests.

3. TLre is little significant evidence at present that individualized reading
programs at the secondary level are greatly superior to uniform group
instruction.

.

One final observation appears to be relevant. The literature on second-
ary school reading contains many articles advocating a school-wide devel-
opmental reading program for all pupils in the junior and senior high
schools. Yet a review of the reading research at the secondary level did
not reveal a single well-designed research investigation concerned with
a developmental reading program involving, all members of a secondary
school faculty in a cooperative effort. Research into the nature, values,
problems, and methods of such an approach is sorely needed at this time.
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DISCUSSION

DR. Rosmsex: I think that in-the time available Dr. Schneyer has done
an excellent job in selecting and discussing the materials. Of course, any of us
might make different selections or different reactions: All I can say is that his
conclusions from-what he covered are excellent. -

DR. SHAFER: interested in the last conclusion, of course; that, although
we have been talking for thepast two days about cooperative programs between
subject specialists and reading specialists, we need to deign and research these
progrims in -a much more comprehensive way.
- Once again we have heard, as in several of the papers presented, the call
for a new conception of reacting comprehension; a new model in which to
view what happens when-a student reads at higher levels of comprehension.

SR. JULIrrA: There are more problems in the area of reading than in other
areas because of the intangibility of factors involved in thinking. We should
try to think along the lines of evaluating thinking abilities.

DR. SCHNEYER I just want to comment very briefly to be sure I didn't
give the wrong: impression. When pointed out the limitations of measure-
ment in comprehension, I was not concluding that the specific skills in Com-
prehension which we had discussed in other sessions are not necessary and
need not be taught. I'm simply pointing out that the measurement of these
separate skills is extremely difficult.

b.
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